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For over 50 years, Batson Yarn and Fabrics Machinery Group, Inc., has provided capital equipment, machinery parts
and technical service consultation to the textile industry.











Off-loom take-ups, fabric inspection equipment and gantries.
Material handling equipment.
Dry finishing equipment for woolen/worsted fabrics and synthetics.
Noise control systems, including sound enclosures.
Cone to cone, hank to cone winders, dewinders and knit yarn recovery
machinery.
Waste v/oter treatment systems.
Rigid rapier v^'eaving machinery with patented, positively controlled
filling transfer, dobby or jacquard motion; air-jet weaving for high
quafity fabrics; through air dryers, thermal bonding; ancTknit finishing
machmes - EcoFix', EcoSqueeze" and EcoCombine".
Nonwoven, web forming, and needle punch machinery.
Oil and grease lubrication systems.


















Waste briquetting machinery, Rota-Cleon fans.
Walking Floor®, unloading and conveying systems.
Warp tying equipment, including computer-controlled machinery,
drawing-in systems and frames.
Transfer printing systems for warp yarn and fabrics and decorative
lamination systems.
Moisture measurement equipment for packages, bales, modules and
containers.
Intelligent camera systems for edge guiding/trimming systems
for simple and complex fabric inspection.
Hot melt and melt blown for coating and web forming machines.
Singeing range vacuum saturation machines, compressive shrinkage
machines for textile finishing.
Radio frequency ovens for hanks, cones, fabric and nonwovens.
Standard application and complex coating systems.
Textile waste recycling systems for yarn, fabric, fiber, nonwovens
and carpet.
Ovens, slitters, entry/exit doffing for needle looms, accumulators.
Fiber opening and blending systems for carpet, nonwovens,
woolen/worsted and spinnmg.
Sectional warping, direct warping and warping creels.
Yarn conditioning and steaming systems.
Carding and crosslapping systems for synthetics, woolens, nonwovens
and sliver knitting.
PO Box 3978 • Greenville, SC 29608
Phone; (864) 242-5262 • Fax: (864) 271-4535
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Senior Rod Gardner is closing in on the
Clemson records for career yardage and to-
tal receptions and is on the preseason list
for the Biletnikoff Award, which is given an-
nually to the nation's best receiver. Fellow
senior Justin Watts is one of Clemson's more
sure-handed receivers. Despite many inju-
ries he is on course to be Clemson's first
five-time letterman since 1919.
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2 The Citadel W, 38-0
9 Missouri (ABC-TV) 3:30 PM
16 Wake Forest 1:00 PM
23 at Virginia (ABC-TV) 3:30 PM
30 at Duke TBA
7 NC State TBA
14 Maryland TBA
21 at North Carolina TBA
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Dantzler Breaks Two Records in Season
Opener
Clemson's offense broke 26 sctiool records
last year.Tfie unit is off to anothier record break-
ing season in 2000. Quarterback Woodrow
Dantzler broke two marks for passing excel-
lence. Tfie junior wfio was making his sixth
career start at quarterback, connected on an
incredible 16 of 17 passes for 192 yards and
three touchdowns. He did not throw an inter-
ception.
Dantzler's .941 completion percentage
broke a 41 -year old Clemson record. The pre-
vious best was a 90 percent turned in by
Harvey White against South Carolina (9-10)
in 1959. Dantzler also broke the Clemson
record for passing efficiency given a minimum
of 15 attempts. We use 15 attempts because
that is the number the NCAA uses when com-
puting passing efficiency records.
Dantzler's efficiency rating was 247. 1 for the
game, breaking the previous best of 240.4 by
Jimmy Addison against Virginia in 1 966. Ironi-
cally, that game in 1966 was the first game in
which Howard's Rock was present in Death
Valley Saturday night was the first game for
the new display that holds Howard's Rock at
the top of the East endzone grass bank.
Dantzler completed three touchdown
passes in the game all in the first half. It marked
the first time in his career that Dantzler had
completed three touchdowns in one game,
never mind a half. He also gained 44 yards
rushing in 12 attempts, giving him 236 yards
of total offense on the day. The native of
Orangeburg is already in the top 25 in Clemson
history in total offense.
Clemson 30-0-1 With 200 Yards Passing and
Rushing
Clemson gained 236 yards rushing and 222
passing in the win over The Citadel in the sea-
son opener. That kind of balance, in particular
gaining at least 200 yards rushing and 200
yards passing in the same game, means a
Clemson victory. In history, Clemson has a 30-
0-1 record when it has at least 200 yards of
each.
Clemson had three such games last year,
wins over North Carolina, Maryland and Duke.
That means Clemson has had four games of
at least 200 yards of each in the 13 games
Tommy Bowden has coached at Clemson. The
program had just 28 such games in the first
103 years of Clemson football prior to
Bowden's arrival.
The streak was nearly snapped last year at
Georgia Tech. Clemson had 231 yards rush-
ing and 197 passing in the loss at Georgia Tech
last year. The only tie game in which Clemson
had at least 200 of each took place in 1976
when Clemson had 248 rushing and 234 pass-
ing in a 24-24 tie in Atlanta against Tech.
Clemson Defense Posts Shutout
We don't have to look at the NCAA stats to
know Clemson leads the NCAA in scoring de-
fense. The Tigers did not allow a point in the
38-0 victory over The Citadel. That was
Clemson's first shutout since 1998 when
Clemson defeated Furman, 33-0. Clemson's
best sconng defense of 1999 was a 12-3 win
over Wake Forest.
Clemson was also stingy when it came to
total offense against The Citadel. Reggie
Herring's point prevention unit allowed just 1 05
yards, 57 rushing and 48 passing. That was
the best total defense performance by
Clemson since the 1994 Furman game when
the Tigers allowed just 99, -3 rushing and 1 02
passing. That was actually Herring's first game
as an assistant coach in Death Valley.
Clemson's performance in Death Valley last
Saturday was the seventh best by a Tiger de-
fense in the last 25 years. The best effort dur-
ing that time took place against Long Beach
State in 1990, Ken Hatfield's first game as
Clemson head coach. The 49ers were coached
that day by NFL legend George Allen.
In case you were wondering, the Clemson
record for total defense in a single game took
place in 1 948 when Clemson held Furman to -
1 2 yards total offense (-1 7 rushing, 5 passing)
in a 41 -0 victory. The 57 yards allowed against
Long Beach State in 1990 ranks tied for sixth
best in school history, best since 1963. Five
times in the last 25 years Clemson's defense
has held the opposition under 100 yards.
Clemson vs. The Big 12
Clemson has a 4-7 record against teams
currently from the Big 12 Conference. Five of
the 1 1 previous meetings have taken place in
bowl games, including Clemson's 22-15 vic-
tory over Nebraska in the 1982 Orange Bowl,
a victory that earned Clemson the National
Championship.
Really, three of Clemson's four wins over
Big 12 teams must be considered among the
schools top victories of all time. The aforemen-
tioned victory over Nebraska, not only gave
Clemson the National Championship, but it is
still tied for the highest ranked team Clemson
has ever beaten (4th).
The 24-23 triumph over Missouri gave Frank
Howard's team a perfect 11-0 record,
Clemson's first undefeated season since 1 903.
The 1 989 Citrus Bowl win over Oklahoma gave
Danny Ford's team a 10-2 record and a num-
ber-nine final ranking in the AP poll. Clemson
was one of just a handful of schools nationally
to defeat Oklahoma and Nebraska in the de-
cade of the 1980s. Clemson, Nebraska and
Oklahoma were all among the top six
winningest programs in the nation in that de-
cade.
As you can see by the chart below, when
Clemson has played against teams from the
Big 12 Conference they have not been com-
peting against also-rans. Eight of the previous
11 occasions Clemson has played a Big 12
team, the opponent has been ranked in the
top 20 in the nation. Five of those have been
against Top 10 teams.
This won't be Clemson's last game against
this fine conference. Clemson will meet Texas
A&M in 2004 and 2005.
Clemson vs. The Big 12
Seas. Opponent lapRn Site W/L CU-Opp
1948 Missouri (10) Jacksonville. FL W 24-23
1950 Missouri Columbia, MO w 34-0
1956 Colorado (19) Miami, FL L 21-27
1963 Oklahoma (4) Norman, OK L 14-31
1972 Oklahoma (2) Norman, OK L 3-52
1973 Texas A&M Clemson, SC L 15-30
1974 Texas A&M (20) College Station, TX L 0-24
1979 Baylor (18) Atlanta, GA L 19-24
1981 Nebraska (4) Miami, FL W 22-1
1988 Oklahoma (9) Orlando, FL W 13-6
1996 Missouri Columbia, MO L 24-38
Dantzler broke two Clemson
records with his 16-17 passing
performance against The Citadel.
Junior Defenders on Display
Saturday's Clemson vs. Missouri game
should feature two of the top junior defensive
players in the nation, Clemson's Keith Adams
and Missouri's Justin Smith. Both are under-
sized by today's standards for their position,
but they combine quickness and strength to
get the job done at an amazing level of profi-
ciency.
Adams is ranked as the top linebacker in
the nation, regardless of class, by many 2000
preseason publications and analysts. This
week he was featured in Sports Illustrated and
Football News and a profile in ESPN The
Magazine is also due out shortly.
Adams led the nation in tackles last year
with 186, ranked first in tackles for loss with
an ACC record 35 and ranked second in sacks
with 16. The junior came out of nowhere last
year, as he had played just 1 76 snaps in 1 998,
then made 1 76 regular season tackles in 1 999.
Adams has football and sports in general in
his blood. His father, Julius Adams played as
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a defensive lineman in the NFL from 1971-87,
playing an incredible 206 games, still among
the all-time leaders in New England Patriots
history. Adams mother, Pat, was a track star
at Texas Southern.
Unlike Adams, Smith has been a starter at
Missouri since Day one. He has played 23
consecutive games, all as a starter, and is
nearing the 200-tackle mark for his career,
quite an accomplishment for a defensive line-
man. Like Adams, he holds his school's single
season record for sacks. He had eight last year
to tie the mark held by among other former
Kansas City Chiefs great Bobby Bell, who
played at Missouri in the 1960s.
A first-team all-conference player last year.
Smith is likened to San Diego Chargers great
Junior Seau, who played for Coach Larry Smith
at Southern Cal. The Missouri media guide lists
Smith as an athlete who runs the 40 in 4.5,
has a 30.5 inch vertical jump and a school
record 485 pound power clean. A year ago he
had 92 tackles, including 16 tackles for loss.
Smith and Adams were the only two sopho-
mores on the Bronco Nagurski Award Watch
list at the end of last season and they are on
the preseason list for the National Defensive
Player of the Year Award in 2000.
Carson Registers 18 Tackles
There were many heroes in Clemson's de-
fensive performance against The Citadel. But,
one linebacker certainly stood out. Chad
Carson had a career high 1 8 tackles, eight first
hits and 10 assists in the shutout of the Bull-
dogs. Carson now has 34 tackles in his last
two games and has been Clemson's top tack-
ier each of the last two games. He had 16 in
the Mississippi State game in the Peach Bowl
to close the 1999 season.
Carson had 144 tackles last year, the 10th
highest single season total in Clemson history.
But, it was still 42 fewer than Keith Adams re-
corded when he led the nation in tackles,
Carson and Adams, who used to tackle each
other when they went both ways for their re-
spective high schools in the Atlanta area, give
Clemson a great combination as inside and
outside linebackers. Adams was a first-team
All-American last year as a sophomore, while
Carson, a biology major with a 3.9 CPA, was
a second-team Academic All-American.
Missouri Update
Missouri opened its season with a 50-20 win
over Western Illinois on September 2 in Co-
lumbia, MO. Missouri gained just 303 yards of
total offense, a low figure for 50 points scored,
but there were reasons. The Tigers returned
an interception for a touchdown and reaped
the benefits of three punting situations misplays
by Western Illinois.
The Missouri offense was led by Kirk
Farmer, who completed 10-22 passes for 152
yards and two touchdowns. The sophomore
from Jefferson City, MO was making his first
appearance since he broke his leg last year in
the sixth game of the season.
The first-team Academic All-Big
12 selection completed 36-78
passes for 513 yards and nine
touchdowns last year. He threw
for 1 82 yards against Colorado,
his high mark for the year.
Zain Gilmore was the top
rusher for Missouri in the
opener with 53 yards rushing in
13 attempts and he scored two
touchdowns. John Dausman
was the top receiver with 4-67,
but three other Missouri play-
ers, Justin Gage, Dwayne
Blakley and Brandon Ford,
caught touchdown passes
Clemson's secondary will be
tested by the Missouri Tigers
this weekend.
Like Clemson, Missouri was
outstanding on defense in the
season opener. Western Illinois
had -48 yards rushing, as the
Tigers had 18 tackles behind
the line of scrimmage for the
game. The defense also forced three fumbles
and scored a pair of touchdowns. In addition
to the aforementioned Smith, Missouri features
inside linebacker Jamonte Robinson, and
guard Cedhc Harden. Robinson had double
figures in tackles in the opener. He had 108
tackles last yeasr, including 12 behind the line
of scrimmage.
Julian Jones is another outstanding defen-
sive player. The free safety from Midwest City,
OK scored his first career interception return
for a touchdown, a 49-yard return for score in
the fourth period. It was his ninth forced turn-
over of his career.
Missouri is outstanding when it comes to
special teams. The Tigers blocked two punts
against Western Michigan and a third snap
went over the Leatherjack punter's head, lead-
ing to a safety for Missouri.
Clemson vs. Missouri Series
Clemson holds a 2-1 advantage in the se-
ries with the Missouri Tigers. This will be the
fourth meeting between the two schools, but
the first time Missouri has come to Death Val-
ley. The first game of the senes was played in
the Gator Bowl in Jacksonville, FL on January
1 , 1949. The second game was played in Co-
lumbia, MO on September 30, 1950, and the
third game was played just four years ago, on
September 21 , 1996 in Columbia, MO.
Missouri was a common opponent for two
Clemson undefeated seasons within a three-
year period, the only time in Clemson history
that has been done. Clemson's 1948 team
completed an undefeated season with a 24-
23 win over Missouri in the Gator Bowl, and
the 1950 team gained its second victory in a
9-0-1 season with a 34-0 tnumph over Mis-
souri.
Carson had a career high 18 tackles in just 41
plays against The Citadel.
The Tigers took the opening kickoff of the
second half of the 1 949 Gater Bowl and drove
80 yards for a score. Bobby Gage had two long
runs in the drive and the Tigers were fortunate
on one play. Gage threw a pass to John Poulos,
who lateraled the ball to Mathews. Mathews
fumbled the pitch, but it fell back in the arms of
Poulos, allowing Clemson to keep possesion.
Gage then threw a touchdown pass to Poulos
and the Tigers had a 21-14 lead.
After a safety brought Missouri to within 21 -
16, the Clemson Tigers drove for a clinching
drive. A Bobby Gage to Oscar Thompson pass
for 1 2 yards on a third-and-seven from the Mis-
souri 38 was a key play in the drive. The drive
stalled on the Missouri 15. On fourth-and 10,
Frank Howard called on Jack Miller to boot a
32-yard field goal. The boot, the only success-
ful field goal of the entire 1948 season, was
good with 8:40 left in the game.
Clemson held Missouri and got the ball back
with over four minutes left. Thanks to the run-
ning of Fred Cone, the Tigers were able to run
out the clock. The key play on the last posses-
sion was a fourth-and one from the Clemson
38. Cone gained three yards on the play that
started with just a couple of minutes left, and
Clemson could celebrate its first perfect sea-
son in 48 years.
Clemson was dominant offensively in the
1 950 game at Missoun. The Tigers gained 420
yards on the ground in just 57 attempts.
Clemson had three backs over 100 yards in
the game, the second straight week it had hap-
pened. The Tigers have had three 100-yard
rushers in the same game just four times in
history. Jackie Calvert led the way with 175
yards, including an 81 -yard run for a score on
the first possession of the game. Ray Mathews
added 120 yards, while Cone had 111 yards
rushing and two touchdowns.
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Clemson scored in every quarter and held
Missouri to 239 yards total offense. Clemson
ended the game with 525 yards of total offense.
Missouri was ranked 1 8th in the AP preseason
poll that year. The victory moved Clemson from
unranked to 1 8th the following week. Clemson
ended the season ranked 10th in the final poll
after a 15-14 win over Miami (FL) in the Or-
ange Bowl.
Clemson's 1996 team won seven games
and advanced to a bowl game under Coach
Tommy West, but a Missouri player named
West (Devin), gave the Tigers problems that
year, leading his team to a 38-24 victory.
Missouri's West rushed for 98 yards in just 1
3
attempts and a touchdown, leading the Mis-
souri Tigers to 292 yards rushing and the 14-
point victory. The rushing total was the most
given up by Clemson in 1 1 years. West went
on to become a first-team All-American in 1 998.
The 1 996 victory over Clemson propelled Mis-
souri to a pair of bowl seasons and 15 total
wins in 1997 and 1998.
Missouri gained 445 yards of total offense
against a Clemson defense that featured fu-
ture first-round draft choices Trevor Pryce
(Denver Broncos), Antwan Edwards (Green
Bay Packers) and Anthony Simmons (Seattle
Seahawks). Clemson also had then freshman
Rahim Abdullah, a second round pick and cur-
rent starter for the Cleveland Browns. Overall,
that Clemson team had 1 1 players who would
go on to play in the NFL.
The only current Tiger who played against
Missouri in 1996 is Justin Watts, who was a
first-year freshman wide receiver in the game.
Clemson's leading rusher that day was
Raymond Priester, who gained 22-81 and
scored the first touchdown of the game.
Clemson was led through the air by Nealon
Greene, who completed 11-18 passes for 1 60
and also rushed for 52 more, giving him 212
yards of total offense.
Clemson and Missouri Similarities
While Clemson and Missouri are over 1000
miles apart they do have some items in com-
mon. And, we mean more than just the obvi-
ous Tigers nickname. Both programs have a
stadium named Memorial, and both of those
facilities have been involved in refurbishing
projects. Missouri's started in 1997 and in-
cluded a new press box and the addition of
brick and iron fencing around the outside.
Clemson Memorial Stadium is in the middle of
a multi-year refurbishing that includes the ad-
dition of a new brick and wrought iron fencing.
Both programs feature a legendary former
head coach as the rock of its tradition. In fact,
they were good friends. Frank Howard and Don
Faurot met in the 1949 Gator Bowl in Jack-
sonville, a 24-23 Clemson victory that Howard
called among his most memorable games. In
retirement they served as recruiters for the
annual Blue-Gray College All-Star Game.
Howard recruited for the South team and
Faurot for the North. Ironically, they both died
of congestive heart failure just three months
apart.
Both coaches were actually involved in the
laying of the original sod on the fields now
named in their honor. Faurot was a Missouri
graduate assistant coach in 1926 and helped
lay the sod that is now Faurot Field. Howard
supervised the laying of the sod at Death Val-
ley in 1942.
There are many similarities from a histori-
cal standpoint, as the chart below shows.
Clemson has 203 wins in its Memorial Stadium,
while Missouri has 204. Clemson has been to
23 bowl games, Missouri to 21. Perhaps the
most unusual bit of history involves each
program's success in games played at Notre
Dame, the winningest program in college his-
tory. Clemson is 1-0 in South Bend and Mis-
souri is 2-0. Clemson and Missouri are the only
two schools in Division I with winning records
in Notre Dame Stadium against the Irish.
There are even similarities when it comes
to academics. Both schools boast a #1 rank-
ing academically. Clemson was recently
named the #1 public University for 2000 by
Time Magazine. Missouri was the top aca-
demic buy in the nation in 1999 by US News
and World Report.
Both Coaches Got Head Coaching Start at
Tulane
There is a common school in the coaching
history of both head coaches in Saturday's
game. Both Tommy Bowden and Larry Smith
got their first Division I head coaching position
at Tulane University. In fact, some of the ac-
complishments made by Bowden in 1997-98
were firsts for the Green Wave Program since
Smith served there from 1976-79.
Smith, who is in his seventh year at Mis-
souri, began his head coaching experience at
Tulane in 1976. He led the Green Wave to a
9-3 record in 1979 and a berth in the Liberty
Bowl, where they narrowly lost to a strong Penn
State team, 9-6. Tommy Bowden made Tulane
his first head coaching position in 1997, and
he led the Green Wave to an 1 1 -0 regular sea-
son and top 1 ranking in 1 998. It was the most
wins and first top 15 ranking for the Green
Wave since 1979, when Smith was the head
coach.
Smith was the Coach of the Year in the Big
12 in 1997 when he took the Tigers to an 8-4
record and a bowl bid. Bowden was the Coach
of the Year in Conference USA at Tulane in
1998, then again at Clemson last year.
Howard and Missouri legend Don




Stadium Name Memorial Memorial
Recent Refurbishing Brick and Wrought Iron Brick and Wrought Iron
to outside fencing, 2000 to outside fencing, 1997
Field Named for Legendary Coach Frank Howard Don Faurot
Career Wins: 165 169
Legend Deceased on; 1-28-96 of congestive heart 10-19-95 or congestive heart
Wins at Current Home Facility 203 204
All-time Wins 563 540
All-time Bowl Appearances 23 21
All-time Bowl Wins 12 9
All-time Points Scored 18,387 18,054
Former Football Player who Bill Spiers Phil Bradley
Played in Major Leagues (Houston Astros) (Seattle Mariners)
Current Coach Began Career at Tulane, 1997 Tulane, 1979
2000 Returning Starters 15 15
Current Junior Defensive Standout Keith Adams Justin Smith
Nagurski Award Candidate Nagurski Award Candidate
Holds Season Sack Record Holds Season Sack Record
Founded As State Land Grant institution State Land Grant Institution
Academic Excellence #1 Public University, Time #1 Academic Buy, US News




Team Data Clemson 0pp.
Total Offense 458 105
Total Plays 81 58
Yards/Play 5.7 1 .8
Yards/Game 458.0 105.0
Rush Yards/Game 236.0 57.0
Pass Yards/Game 222 48
Passing Efficiency 150.14 50.20
Punting Average 39.0 33.8
Turnovers 2
Penalties-Yards 12-124 5-42
Total First Downs 23 7
Sacks by Def. -Yards Q on 1 -7
Interceptions by Def. 1 -0 U-U
3rd Down Conversions 8-19 3-16
Time of Poss./Game 29:30 30:30
Total Points 38
Touchdowns 5
Field Goals 1-1 0-1
Punt Returns 7-25 2-11
Kickoff Returns 0-0 5-79




Rambert 9 51 5.7 1
Dantzler 12 44 3.7
Kelly 7 32 4.6
Clemson 48 236 4.9 2
Opponents 42 57 1 .4
Receiving Rec Yds Avg ID
Gardner 6 64 10.7
Zachery 4 -too 1
Robinson 3 28 9.3 1
Rambert 2 23 11.5
Clemson 21 222 10.6 3
Opponents 6 48 8.0
Passing Cm All TUS 1 U 1 Pet.
uanizier ib 1
7
192 3 r\ OA i
Simmons 5 16 30 .313
Clemson 21 33 222 3 .636
Opponents 6 16 48 1 .375
Tackles Tac TFL-Yds
Chad Carson 18 1-1
Rodney Thomas 12 2-8
Keith Adams 9 1-5
Terry Bryant 7 2-7
Rodney Feaster 7 —
Altroy Bodrick 6 —
Kevin Johnson 5 —
Robert Carswell 5 —
Charles Hafley 5 —
Chad Speck 5 —
2000 Schedule/Results
Date Opponent Res- Score
Sept. 2 The Citadel W 38-0
Sept. 9 Missouri (ABC-TV) 3:30 PM
Sept. 1 6 Wake Forest 1:00 PM
Sept. 23 at Virginia (ABC-TV) 3:30 PM
Sept. 30 at Duke TBA
Oct. 7 NC State TBA
Oct. 14 Maryland TBA
Oct. 21 at North Carolina TBA
Oct. 28 Georgia Tech TBA
Nov. 4 at Florida State (ESPN-TV) 7:30 PM
Nov. 18 South Carolina TBA
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23 Notre Dame 25
24 Michigan State 23
25 Southern Mississippi 24
Missouri (i-o, o-o Big izj
Team Data Missouri 0pp.
Total Offense 303 251
Total Plays 69 74
Yards/Play 4.4 3.4
Yards/Game 303.0 251 .0
Rush Yards/Game 137.0 -2.0
Pass Yards/Game 166.0 253.0
Passing Efficiency 126.33 67.77
Punting Average 39.4 31 .9
Turnovers 2 4
Penalties-Yards 4-45 13-92
Total First Downs 17 16
Sacks by Def. -Yards 9-103 2-18
Interceptions by Def. 1-49 1 -71
3rd Down Conversions 6-17 2-15
Time of Poss./Game 26:52 33:08
Total Points 50 20
Touchdowns 6 2
Field Goals 0-0 0-0
Punt Returns 7 52 4-26
Kickoff Returns 3-54 6-1 1
1
Rushing Att Yds Avg TD
Gllmore 13 53 4.1 2
Davis 4 36 9.0
Abron 15 34 1.6
Farmer 6 32 3.8 1
Missouri 43 169 3.2 3
Opponents 39 132 0.1
Receiving Rec Yds Avg TD
Daysman 4 67 16.8
Gage 2 23 11.5 1
Spencer 2 14 7.0
Blakley 1 34 34.0 1
Missouri 11 166 15.1 3
Opponents 16 253 15.8 2
Passing Cm Att Yds ID 1 Pet.
Farmer 10 22 152 2 .455
Outlaw 1 2 14 1 1 .500
Gilpin 1 .000
Missouri 11 26 166 3 1 .423
Opponents 16 35 253 2 1 .457
Tackles Tac TFL-Yds
Jamont Robinson 10 2-15
David Monroe 6
Cedric Hardin 6 2-2
Sean Doyle 5 3-25
Julian Jones 3
Duke Revard 3 2-28
Dar. Whittlngton 3 1-13

































Reggie Herring's defense pitched a
shutout in the season opener last













Senior wide receiver Justin Watts has
the chance this year to become the first
Tiger player since 1919 and only the sec-
ond player in Clemson history to earn five
letters in his career. Despite gaining a medi-
cal redshirt in 1997, he still earned a letter,
allowing him to accomplish the rare feat of
five letters.
Watts has had to overcome a lot of ad-
versity in his career with several injuries,
including one that forced him to miss nearly
the entire 1997 season. To help him in these
trying times, he turned to his role models.
With two solid role models throughout
his football career, Justin has not only
gained a better understanding of football,
but also a better understanding of life.
With the guidance of his father and
Clemson wide receivers coach Rick
Stockstill, Watts plans to pursue a career
in college coaching after his playing days
are over.
"Coaching is all I have ever wanted to
do and I feel I have experienced and wit-
nessed the positives and negatives of
coaching," Watts said.
After this season, he hopes to obtain a
graduate assistant position at Clemson or at
another school in the Southeast and work his
way up into a full-time coaching position.
Watts' passion for football was a foregone
conclusion considering the family in which he
was born.
1 have always been around football. Every-
thing about our family revolves around foot-
ball. When we sit down at the dinner table, my
dad and I discuss defenses, not politics like
other families," Watts said.
Watts' father is the athletic director and head
football coach at South Florence High School.
The time and effort that his dad put into coach-
ing was witnessed by Watts, which has en-
abled him to understand the intricacies of the
coaching profession. Watts had the advantage
of having not only a father-son relationship,
but also a coach-player relationship with his
father.
"It is sometimes hard to draw the line be-
tween the two, but it is something other high
school players don't have," said the younger
Watts, who hopes to model his life after his
father.
"My dad has taught me a lot of things I need
to know about life, including balancing time
between football and family. If there is one per-
son in my life I could be like it would be my
father."
Growing up in a football family. Watts was
exposed to football at a young age. By the time
he could walk he was going to practice with
his father, who has been in coaching for 24
years.
During elementary school Watts would ride
the bus after school and instead of being
Justin Watts can become the first Tiger
since 1919 to earn five letters in a career.
dropped off at his house, he was dropped off
at the practice field with his dad.
"I would put on my pads and run around with
the older guys, but I couldn't do too much be-
cause I wasn't old enough or big enough.
"
Watts, who went on to become a SuperPrep
All-American, decided to attend Clemson af-
ter narrowing his college choices to Clemson,
South Carolina, N.C. State and Air Force.
"Clemson has a family atmosphere and ev-
eryone treats you great. You get a great edu-
cation and you get to play in front of 86,000
people. Once you see a player run down the
Hill and after you experience it, it is hard not to
want to be a Tiger," Watts said.
Throughout Watts' life he was groomed to
be a quarterback. He was ranked as the 1 7th
best quarterback in the nation by SuperPrep
his senior year. After arriving at Clemson his
freshmen year he asked the coaches if he
could change positions because there were
three quarterbacks ahead of him.
"After discussing the position change with
my dad, I felt I could make an impact on the
team right away as a freshman. I miss playing
quarterback, but I benefit the team more at re-
ceiver."
In the 10th game of Watts' freshman sea-
son, he tore his anterior cruciate ligament
(ACL). During Christmas break he had surgery
and was out for six months.
"I was really down during that time. It was
the hardest thing I have ever been through and
I didn't realize how it was going to affect me"
Watts said.
The next year after hard training and reha-
bilitation, Watts returned to full speed. But in
the third game of the season against Flohda
State he went to make a block and felt
something come loose in the same knee
that was injured the previous year. He told
himself after his first knee injury that if it
happened again he would quit football.
"I actually thought about it and talked to
my parents about it. My mom and dad gave
me the option to do what I wanted, but en-
couraged me to stick with it." After his sec-
ond ACL injury Watts realized the impact
his family had on him. "They reminded me
to stay strong and make the right decision."
Since arriving at Clemson, Watts has
had six knee surgeries. "It is a hard pro-
cess to go through. Every day you go to
practice you are reminded of it. It dictates
what you can and cannot do," Watts said.
Despite the injuries. Watts is a veteran
of 37 games, more than any current Tiger.
He can tie the Clemson record for games
played if he plays in 12 games in 2000,
assuming Clemson plays in a bowl game.
He had also been in on 1 ,1 1 1 career plays,
sixth most on the team entering this year.
Watts has given the Tigers a possession
receiver who has come through with some
cntical catches, including a leaping 35-yard
catch last year against Virginia. He also
made a spectacular leaping catch against
Florida State in 1 997 for 27 yards and finished
the game with 56 yards on three receptions.
Stockstill, who has coached Watts through-
out his Tiger career, notes his tireless work
ethic and never-say-die attitude on the field.
"I have really enjoyed coaching Justin,
"
Stockstill said. "He is the epitome of what a
football player is and should be. He is a great
team player and I have a ton of respect for
him. He has represented Clemson University
and the football program well the last five years
and Clemson people should be proud of what
he stands for."
Coach Stockstill is a big reason Watts chose
to pursue college coaching. While coaching
Watts in football, he has also instilled knowl-
edge about life.
"Coach Stockstill has not only been here for
me the last five years, but for every player that
comes into the Clemson family. He has taught
me tons about football, but more about life. I
want to be able to coach the way he does and
help kids the same way he has."
"There is no doubt in my mind that he will
be a successful coach," Stockstill said. "He will
be a good coach because he cares about the
game and he will care about the people he
coaches."
Watts plans on graduating in December with
a degree in PRTM with an emphasis in Sport
Management.
With role models like his father and Coach
Stockstill, Watts possesses all the qualities
needed to be a successful college coach. His
determination and understanding of the coach-
ing profession will allow him to touch the lives
of others like his role models have touched his.










In 1 996. after a stellar career as a quarter-
back at Raines High School in Jacksonville,
Florida, a headline about Rod Gardner's com-
mitment to Clemson in the Greenville News
read: "Florida QB picks Clemson.
"
Today, after four years of hard work in the
weight room and on the practice field, the se-
nior Gardner is the first single season 1,000-
yard receiver in Clemson history and is the top
returning receiver in the ACC. Not a bad ca-
reer for someone who has only played receiver
for three years and who came to Clemson with
the hopes of playing quarterback.
As a quarterback at Raines. Gardner passed
for 1.200 yards, rushed for 700 yards, and
accounted for 40 touchdowns dunng his final
two seasons. As a senior, he was ranked as
the seventh-best athlete in the southeast and
was selected to Tom Leming s All-Southeast
team. As dominant as he was on the gridiron.
Gardners athletic ability translated into great
success on the hardwood and on baseball dia-
mond. He was a three year starter in both
sports and was voted most valuable player in
basketball his senior year. His resume from
Raines looks even more impressive when you
consider the fact that it is the same high school
that produced former Clemson standouts and
current NFL players Patrick Sapp and Bnan
Dawkins.
Because he has always been a very vocal
leader both on and off the football field,
Gardner's soft side at home is often over-
looked. His mother, Diane Sawyer, raised
Gardner by herself until the sixth grade when
she married Gardner's stepdad. Charles.
Gardner and his mom have always had a spe-
cial bond and to this day she is involved with
every aspect of his life.
"I love my mom to death, and you might even
say that I am a mama's boy." said Gardner.
"She comes to every home game and no mat-
ter what, she is always been there to support
me."
Gardner chose Clemson over Flohda and
Notre Dame because the Tigers promised him
a chance to play quarterback. He was given
the opportunity to play quarterback during fall
practice his freshman year, but with Nealon
Greene already solidified as the starter at that
position, the coaching staff decided to red-shirt
Gardner.
Red-shirting was hard, but when I look back
now I realize it was the best thing. I needed to
mature both on and off the field." recalled
Gardner.
In the spring of 1 997. Gardner was moved
from quarterback to the secondary where he
was the backup strong safety behind Antwan
Edwards. Because he came to Clemson with
the hopes of playing quarterback, the switch
to defense was difficult. Gardner, just as he
had done many times as a child, turned to his
mom for advice.
Rod Gardner needs 49 more catches to set the school reception record.
"I talked with my mom about it, and she told
me just to stick it out and that things would
work out," said Gardner.
Before the start of the 1 997 season Gardner
was moved to receiver and in the seventh
game of the season against Wake Forest.
Clemson fans caught their first glimpse of a
star in the making. With the Tigers holding on
to a slim lead in the third quarter. Gardner's
dazzling 41 -yard catch in the corner of the
endzone helped seal a Clemson victory that
Saturday at Groves Stadium. His catch would
be the first of many circus catches registered
by Gardner over his Clemson career. He went
on to finish the 1 997 season with eight catches
for 101 yards.
After tallying 20 receptions in 1998. the 1999
season saw the emergence of Gardner as one
the top receivers in the nation. His 80 total re-
ceptions broke the Clemson single season
record previously held by Tony Home (70). His
73 catches dunng the regular season led the
ACC and were tied for the sixth-best single
10
season total in league history. He was second
in the league and 17th in the nation with 6.6
receptions per game and he tied the Clemson
single game record with 1 1 catches in the sea-
son opener against Marshall.
Even with all the accolades that accompa-
nied his record-breaking season in 1999,
Gardner's big play ability and his breathtaking
catches are what probably stand out most in
the minds of Clemson fans. Against North
Carolina last season, with the Tigers leading
24-1 7 in the third quarter, Gardner sprinted by
Tar Heel cornerback Anthony Anderson and
extended fully parallel to the ground to haul in
a 31 -yard pass from Woody Dantzler that ap-
peared to be well overthrown.
"I knew I needed to make a big play, and
there was no way I was going to let that ball hit
the ground." recalled Gardner.
Two weeks later. Gardner took his magic
show on the road to Maryland where he came
up with two eye-popping grabs that helped to
jump start a stagnant Tiger offense. On one of
Rod Gardner
the catches. Gardner went high into the air and
out-muscled First-Team AII-ACC defensive
back Lewis Sanders for the ball.
"The defensive back had the ball, but Rod
just went up and took it away from him. I could
not believe it when I saw it. That was definitely
the best catch I have ever seen Rod make."
said Ail-American linebacker Keith Adams.
Later in the season, Gardner's fourth down
touchdown reception late in the South Caro-
lina game turned out to be one of the most
important plays in Clemson's turnaround of
1999.
"The catch against South Carolina has been
my most memorable catch. It was very impor-
tant to me because it helped us beat South
Carolina and go to a bowl game. It is also very
memorable because it helped me reach 1 .000
receiving yards in a season."
At 6-foot-4 and weighing 215 pounds,
Gardner's size has always been his of most
valuable asset as a receiver. It is Gardner's
work ethic, however, that separates him from
other college players that possess the same
physical attributes as him. Over his career at
Clemson, his dedication in the weight room and
on the practice field has translated to extraor-
dinary success on Saturday afternoons. He
has increased his bench press by over 100
pounds, his vertical jump by over three inches.
and he has decreased his 40 time from 4.61
to 4.48.
"Rod is a tremendous leader in the weight
room," said assistant strength coach Tony
Smith. "He always does more than we ask of
him. If we ask him to do 10 repetitions of a
certain exercise he will do 1 2. He gives us great
effort everyday and he is always there to make
sure that everyone else on the team is giving
the same type of effort that he is."
Besides dedicating himself to becoming a
better football player. Gardner has made great
strides in the classroom as well. Majoring in
industrial education and scheduled to gradu-
ate in December, he was named most im-
proved in the classroom for 1999.
"Over the past three years. Rod has really
focused on his academic work and as a result
his grade point average has risen tremen-
dously over that penod of time. " said Joe White,
Clemson s academic advisor for football. "We
are very proud of Rod's academic work and
several faculty members within the university
have even told me how pleased they are with
his improvement in the classroom."
Clemson receivers' coach and recruiting co-
ordinator. Rick Stockstill. is extremely proud
of Gardner's growth as a person and as a foot-
ball player over his career.
"The biggest credit to Rod ever since he has
Gardner's fourth-down touchdown catch to beat South Carolina in
1999 was one of the most important plays in Clemson's turnaround.
CAREER RECEPTION LEADERS
Rk. Name, Pos, Years Yds, Avg, TO Rec.
1. Terry Smith, WR 1990-93 2681 16,5 15 162
2. Perry Tuttle, WR 1978-81 2534 16,9 17 150
3. Jerry Butler, WR 1975-78 2223 16,0 11 139
4. Brian Wofford, WR 1996-99 1857 13.5 13 138
5. Tony Home. WR 1994-97 1750 14.6 13 120
6. Rod Gardner,WR 1997-00 1512 13.4 6 114
7. Phil Rogers, WR 1965-67 1469 13,9 5 106
8. Mai Lawyer, WR 1996-99 1255 12.7 9 99
9. John McMakin, TE 1969-71 1255 13.5 12 93
10. Terrance Roulhac, WR 1983-86 1487 16.2 16 92
GARDNER'S IMPROVEMENT
Category 1997 1999
Body Weight 220 215
Bench Press 300 407
Reps of 225 12 22
Hang Clean 317 353
Squat 360 477
Vertical Jump 33 36
40-yard time 4.61 4.48
Receptions 8 80
Reception Yards 101 1,084
Touchdowns 1 4
been here is that he has been very focused on
wanting to be a good football player. 'Consid-
ering he never played receiver before he got
here, he deserves a great deal of credit for how
hard he has worked to develop his skills. It has
been a real pleasure to coach Rod and to watch
him grow as a person," said Stockstill,"
Gardner needs just 49 catches to break the
Clemson record for total receptions in a ca-
reer. He is a preseason first-team AII-ACC se-
lection by many publications and is ranked by
The Sporting News as the number-three can-
didate for the Biletnikoff Award, which is given
annually to the nation's best receiver. He is
the top returning receiver in the league based
on total receptions and Lindy's magazine ranks
him as the eighth most talented player in the
ACC.
Looking back over his career at Clemson,
Gardner can't help but smile when he thinks
about how his move to receiver has turned out.
"With all the good things that have happened
to me over the past year. I would do it all over
again exactly the same way," recalled Gardner.
"I have worked extremely hard to become the
best football player I possibly can, and I am
very fortunate with the way things have worked
out."
With all the success he and the entire
Clemson team experienced last season. Rod
Gardner"s move to receiver before the 1997
season now seems to have been a blessing in
disguise. After reading the 1996 headline
"Florida OB picks Tigers," Tiger fans every-
where probably expected Gardner to follow in
the footsteps of other great Clemson quarter-
backs such as Homer Jordan and Steve Fuller,
Now, as a star receiver, don"t be surprised to
pick up a newspaper towards the end of the
2000 season and read the headline: '"Gardner
Breaks Clemson All-Time Receptions Record."
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A lot has changed in the realm of college
football recruiting over the last decade and
while no single element has had a greater im-
pact on recruiting than the reduction of schol-
arships to 85, there is a new major hot button
with coaches.
Internet web sites.
Now, they are not talking about news sites
such as clemsontigers.com, but they are con-
cerned about sites with
internet chat rooms,
where fans have the
opportunity to write
whatever they want
whether it is fact, rumor
or just speculation.
"Anyone can get out
on the internet and
type anything they
want to about a certain
coach or a certain
player," said Clemson
assistant coach Rick Stockstill, who oversees
the football team's recruiting efforts in addition
to his responsibility with Clemson's wide re-
ceivers. "The biggest thing that the kids we are
recruiting need to know is that they shouldn't
believe everything they see or read on their
computer. They need to believe what they hear
or see from the coach who is recruiting them."
To that end, the Clemson coaching staff is
hard at work on the recruiting trail, developing
relationships that will help build the program
tor years to come.
Each assistant coach has been assigned a
recruiting area and it then becomes the respon-
sibility of each coach to develop and maintain
a relationship with the high school coaches in
their area. The better a coach knows a high
school coach, the easier it can be to sign a
student-athlete from that school.
The NCAA limits the number of times a pro-
spective student-athlete can come into con-
tact with a coaching staff and further limits cor-
respondence opportunities as well. Once a
prospect enters his senior year, a coach can
only make face-to-face contact six times dur-
ing the recruiting process and call a prospect
once a week on the telephone (except during
the contact period, when calls are unlimited).
A coach can write a prospect as often as he
wants. Since it may be hard for a coach to get
to know a prospect in six visits and three evalu-
ation opportunities, having a good relationship
with high school coach is extremely helpful to
a college.
"If you can't walk into a kid's home in De-
cember and hug a kid, you don't have a
chance," Stockstill said.
That's why establishing a relationship with
"I don't care ifyou are
selling a Volkswagen
or a Rolls Royce, you
have to do something




a prospect's high school coach can be a ben-
efit in the recruiting process. Since the major-
ity of Clemson's coaching staff is in its second
year in Tiger Town, it is working hard at build-
ing relationships with the area's high school
coaches. Though many of the assistant
coaches are new to Clemson, they have had
roots in the areas where they have recruited
since entering the profession.
Stockstill, who is now in his 12th season as
an assistant coach with the Tigers, has had
the same area to recruit in the state of South
Carolina all 12 years.
He also is assigned ar-
eas in Florida and
Georgia and has
picked up 15 new high





have continuity, you do
a better job. Without
' continuity it takes a
while to develop relationships and trust."
Stockstill says the high school coaches in
this state do a great job of coaching and help-
ing young men during the recruiting process.
Last April nearly 350 high school coaches
converged on Clemson to take part in a clinic
put on by head coach Tommy Bowden and his
staff. While the clinic is meant to be edu-
cational, it is extremely helpful in culti-
vating better relationships between
Clemson's staff and the state's high
school coaches.
Many coaches attended the clinic to
gain a better understanding of Bowden's
offense, which has been called the of-
fense of the future, by former San Fran-
cisco 49er's coach Bill Walsh. It is an
offense that fans find exciting and one
that is appealing to high school players,
especially those in the offensive skill po-
sitions.
But just because the Tigers' offense
is flashy, it doesn't mean that recruiting
has gotten any easier.
"You have to work harder to sell and
convince a kid that Clemson is the best
place for him," Stockstill said. "I don't
care if you are selling a Volkswagen or
a Rolls Royce, you have to do some-
thing every day to sell your program.
The work that goes into recruiting isn't
easy."
And how could it be?
The recruiting process lasts all year.
Signing day in February marks the end
of the process in recruiting one class,
but the recruiting process for the next
class starts the very next day.
"You have to be a year ahead," Stockstill
said. "Right now we have to know who we are
recruiting for 2001 and have to have a good
idea who we are going to recruit for 2002."
The beginning of the process really gets
rolling in April and May of a recruit's junior year
in what is called an evaluation penod when
coaches are permitted to evaluate a prospect's
athletic ability and assess a prospect's aca-
demic qualifications.
"We normally go into April and May with a
long list of names," Stockstill said. "We may
have the list down to 1,000 names when the
evaluation period begins. After that we'd like
to cut it down between 400 and 450 names by
the end of May."
Each of Clemson's assistant coaches then
work to shrink the list to 40-45 players they
want to look at in the fall. And that is where a
coach's relationship with a prospect's high
school coach is beneficial.
While the Clemson staff has a good idea
about a prospect's athletic ability, his high
school coach can provide insight into a
prospect's character and academic standing
and that will help shhnk the list to a group that
will become Clemson's next group of signees.
But even with a high school coach as an
ally, the decision is one the prospect has to
make on his own. He has to get all the facts
about a school from the people he knows he
can trust.
Rick Stockstill, who coordinates
Clemson's recruiting efforts in addition to
coaching the Tigers' wide receivers, is in






Clemson's Young, Carson, Named Academic
All-Americans
Clemson starting center Kyle Young and starting inside linebacker
Chad Carson were both named GTE Academic All-Americans by the
College Sports Information Directors of America in 1999. The organi-
zation selects the official academic All-America teams in all sports in all
divisions. Young, a native of Clemson, SC, was a first-team selection,
while Carson, of Newnan, GA, was a second-team choice.
Young has a 3.97 career GPA in secondary education, while Carson
has a 3.94 GPA in biological sciences.
This was the first year in history that Clemson had two Academic All-
America selections in the same year. Clemson was one of just three
Division I schools to have two players honored in 1999. Nebraska had
three and Penn State also had two on the first two teams. Clemson is
the only team in the nation with two returning academic All-Ameri-
cans in the year 2000.
"Kyle Young and Chad Carson are certainly to be commended," said
Clemson Head Coach Tommy Bowden. "Both have outstanding bal-
ance in their lives. To be among the leaders of our team on the field and
accomplish what they have done in the classroom sets an outstanding
example for our players, current and future."
Young is the first Clemson first-team selection by the GTE CoSIDA
team since 1978 when Steve Fuller was chosen. Clemson has had
first-team selections by the American Football Coaches Association
since 1978. Young started every game at center in 1999 and led the
team in knockdown blocks, he was second in plays..
A first-team AII-ACC selection by Football News, Young was a major
reason Clemson averaged over 400 yards per game in total offense for
just the third time in history. His pass blocking was a key reason Clemson
set school records for passing yardage, completions and completion
percentage.
Carson finished the season with 144 tackles, the 10th highest total
in Clemson history. That figure ranked second on the Clemson team
and third in the ACC. He had his best game against Mississippi State in
the Peach Bowl when he had 1 6 tackles, including two for loss. He had
nine games of at least 10 tackles.
Clemson Football Graduation Rate Cited by
AFCA
The Clemson football program was cited by the American Football
Coaches Association this past summer for a graduation rate over 70
percent, according to a release by the association. It is the second
straight year Clemson has been on the academic excellence list.
For the class entering in the fall of 1994, Clemson had a 76.46 per-
cent graduation rate. The national average was 57 percent. Clemson
was one of 27 Division I schools named in the list.
"We congratulate our student-athletes first," said Athletic Director
Bobby Robinson. "We also feel this is a testimony to the efforts of our
coaches and Bill D'Andrea's staff at the Department of Student-Athlete
Enrichment Programs.
"We have seen consistent improvement in the academic performance
of our football program and all of our athletic teams in recent years
since we built Vickery Hall in 1 991 . We are pleased with these results
and our inclusion on this prestigious list."
Clemson is one of four ACC schools to make the list of schools hon-
ored for their graduation rates. The other ACC schools with a gradua-
tion rate of at least 70 percent were Duke, Virginia, and Wake Forest.
Syracuse was named the Academic Achievement Award champion,
having had 100 percent of its players graduate.
The complete list of schools who had a graduation rate of 70 percent
or better are: Ball State, Baylor, Boston College, Bowling Green, Cen-
tral Michigan, Clemson, Duke, Hawaii, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Marshall,
Miami (FL), Mississippi State, Northwestern, Notre Dame, Purdue, Rice,
South Carolina, Syracuse, Southern California, Southern Methodist,
Tulane, Tulsa, Virginia, Wake Forest and Wisconsin.
Clemson Football Team Sets Record in
Spring of 2000
The Clemson football team was one of three Clemson teams to post
all-time single semester GPAs in the spring of 2000. The team had a
2.49 team GPA for the spring, far ahead of the previous high of 2.38.
Tommy Bowden has been the head coach at Clemson for three se-
mesters and his team has broken the previous semester GPA record
twice.
An all-time record 39 Clemson football players were on the academic
honor roll, including seven members of the freshman signee class of
1 999. For the academic year, 21 Clemson gridders were named to the
ACC Academic Honor Roll, most in history.
One of the reasons for the success was the academic performance
of the freshman class. The freshman class for the 1 999-2000 academic
year had a 2.68 GPA, far ahead of the 2.49 average for all male fresh-
men on the Clemson campus last year.
For the third straight semester the overall GPA for the student-ath-
letes was at an all-time high, this year reaching 2.76, That is just .02
below the average for the overall student body, the closest differential
on record.
A record six Clemson athletic teams posted a team GPA of over 3.0
in the spring semester of 2000 according to statistics released by the
school's athletic council in June, 2000. Ninety-two student-athletes were
named to the Dean's List, 20 more than any other semester in Clemson
history. A total of 21 7 student-athletes were on the academic honor roll,
second highest figure in history. Almost 46 percent of Clemson's stu-
dent-athletes are on the academic honor roll. A total of 24 student-
athletes had a perfect 4.0, second highest semester figure in Clemson
history.
The list of President's List student-athletes includes first-team Aca-
demic All-American Kyle Young, the starting center on the Tiger foot-
ball team, and second-team Academic All-American Chad Carson, the
second leading tackier on the 1999 Tigers.
Active Clemson Players Who Have Been on
ACC Honor Roll
Player Major Years
Chad Carson Biological Sciences 1998 99,1999-00
Jermyn Chester Engineering 1999 00
Charles Harper Management 1999 00
Freddie James Chemical Engineering 1996 97
Marcus Lewis Industrial Education 1999 00
Brian Mance Elementary Education 1999 00
Tif Miller PRTM 1999 00
Marcez Mitchell Forest Resource Mgmt. 1999 00
Henry Owen Business Administration 1998 99, 1999-00
Jackie Robinson Biological Sciences 1998 99, 1999-00
Matt Schell Business Administration 1998 99, 1999-00
Jeff Scott Secondary Education 1999 00
Willie Simmons Marketing 1999 00
Chad Speck PRTM 1997 98, 1998-99
1999 00
John Strait Electrical Engineering 1999 00
Russell Struermann Bilogical Sciences 1999 00
Matt Watson Marketing 1999 00
Morgan Woodward Engineering 1997 98
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Clemson University's 14th Presi-
dent, James F. Barker, is first
and foremost an architect. So it
comes as no surprise that after one
year in office, he is already designing
a blueprint for Clemson's future - a fu-
ture built around such ideas as collabo-
ration, community, and quality.
A 1970 Clemson graduate, the
former dean of the university's College
of Architecture, Arts and Humanities
was named president in October 1 999,
bringing to the job a clear vision of
Clemson's future. Barker has outlined
a 1 0-year goal for Clemson to become
one of the top 20 public universities in
the country.
"South Carolina students deserve to
have access to a top-tier education
without leaving their home state," he
said. "Building Clemson's academic,
research and service programs to the
level where we can compete with any-
one will benefit our state, our students,
and our alumni."
Specifics of the 1 0-year plan include:
• Continuing to excel in teaching;
• Increasing research support to
at least $100 million a year;
• Setting the standard in public service
by engaging the whole campus in
service and outreach;
• Completing the current capital cam-
paign and a subsequent one, ex-
ceeding goals in both;
• In athletics, winning another national
championship in football and two
other sports, and making it to the Fi-
nal Four at least twice in basketball;
• Sending student performing groups to
Carnegie Hall;
• Establishing a thriving Phi Beta Kappa
chapter;
• Seeing at least two Clemson students
win Rhodes Scholarships;
• Building a greater sense of commu-
nity and diversity;
• Increasing international programs and
activities;
• Seeking out areas where teaching, re-
search and service overlap;
• Focusing on collaboration, with part-
ners both inside and outside the uni-
versity;
• Improving essential academic re-
sources such as the library.
They are ambitious goals, but goals that
Barker believes Clemson can achieve.
"The charge that I have been given is to
ensure that the idea of Clemson will be stron-
ger at the end of my service than it is now,"
he said at his inauguration. "I am convinced
that there is no university in America stron-
ger than Clemson when we are 'one
Clemson.' A united Clemson is unstoppable."
Barker earned his bachelor of architecture
degree from Clemson and his master of ar-
chitecture and urban design degree from
Washington University in St. Louis. Before
returning to Clemson in 1986 to serve as
dean of the College of Architecture, he was
dean of the School of Architecture at Mis-
sissippi State University In 1995, he became
dean of the new College of Architecture, Arts
and Humanities, which was created after a
comprehensive reorganization and has re-
ceived national attention as a new model in
education.
He is a recipient of the Na-
tional Distinguished Professor
Award of the Association of
Collegiate Schools of Architec-
ture and served as president
of that association. Barker was
named Fellow of the American
Institute of Architects. He also
has been a partner in an ar-
chitectural practice.
At Clemson, Barker co-
founded the S.C. Design Arts
Partnership to support com-
munity design outreach
projects, initiated the Charles-
ton Architecture Center, estab-
lished the university's "Arts in
April" program, and developed
a Mayors' Institute to help city
leaders learn how to manage
issues related to growth and
development.
Despite his new responsi-
bilities as president. Barker re-
mains committed to the class-
room. As dean, he taught at
least one class per year. Last
spring, he was part of a team
teaching an undergraduate
course exploring "a sense of place" in archi-
tecture, literature, and history.
"I think it's important that a president never
lose touch with the classroom," he said.
The Barkers — Jim and Marcia — have
two sons: 16-year-old Britt, a sophomore at
Daniel High School, and Jacob, 26, who
graduated from the University of North Caro-
lina, attending on a baseball scholarship, and
is now enrolled in graduate school at
Clemson and working in the sports informa-
tion office.
President Barker (first row, second from rigtit) was a member of thie Clemson Tracli &






^^We thrive on the energy of83,000
cheering Tigerfans...and we cherish
the solitude ofour home.
That^s why we chose ^tiHVVater, the
nicest community in the Clemson area.
— Tommy& Linda Bowden
Natural beauty, featuring lakefront and wooded
homesites on Lake Hartwell. A 28-acre nature
preserve with inviting walking trails and bridges
criss-crossing age old hardwoods. An
olympic-sized swimming pool and
tennis courts, second to none.
Come visit, and see what




(3)nlLj ^ minutes from J^^eath Va^cy-
Recipient ofthe 1998 Otttstandinjj Achievement Awardfor Stewardship Development
Please call 888-0900 for a private appointment to visit the property.
oach Tom
When Tommy Bowden approached the 1 999
season, he had one simple goal for his first
Clemson team - Improvement. Bowden warned
Clemson supporters that the Tigers were un-
likely to be bowl participants in 1999, but his
main focus was to improve. Bowden's goal of
improvement was reached and he was happy
to be wrong about his preseason prediction, as
the Tigers were invited to the 1999 Chick-fil-A
Peach Bowl.
Unfortunately, Clemson lost the bowl game
1 7-7 to Mississippi State, which finished the sea-
son ranked 12th in the nation, Clemson's fourth
loss to a team ranked in the top 12 of the final
AP poll. That loss did not tarnish the great ac-
complishments the Clemson football team
achieved in its first season under Bowden.
In 1999, Bowden accomplished a personal
milestone that no Clemson coach had attained
since 1 981 , the year the Tigers won the National
Championship. Bowden became the first
Clemson coach since Danny Ford to be named
ACC Coach of the Year.
Bowden led the Tigers to a 6-6 record and 5-
3 mark in the ACC against the nation's third
toughest regular season schedule according to
Jeff Sagarin. The Tigers finished tied for sec-
ond with Georgia Tech and Virginia in the final
conference standings, a six-place improvement
over the previous season, the greatest one sea-
son jump in ACC history in league play.
The Tigers also made a four-game ACC win
improvement in 1 999. It was just the fifth time in
ACC history that a team made that big of a
league victory jump. Bowden had taken over a
team with a losing record and brought it to a
bowl game in his first season, just the sixth
coach in ACC history to accomplish that feat.
The Clemson program set or tied 38 school
records in Bowden's first year, including 26 on
offense. Ironically, Bowden's first Tulane team
set or tied 26 offensive school records.
The improvements in the ACC standings were
thanks in large part to an improved offensive
attack. The Clemson offense ended the season
averaging 402.6 yards per game, nearly a 1 00-
yard per game improvement over 1 998. The Ti-
gers scored 26.8 points per game in 1 999 com-
pared to 19.8 in 1998. Clemson's 42 touch-
downs in 1999 ranked fifth best in school his-
tory.
Bowden's first Clemson team averaged 67.1
more yards a game through the air than in 1 998,
as the Tigers passed for 301 9 yards, an all-time
Clemson record. Clemson quarterbacks made
good on 59.6 percent of their pass attempts in
1 999, third highest percentage in school history.
In 1 998, Clemson ranked 1 03rd in the nation
in turnover margin, but in 1 999 the Tigers were
1 1 th, an incredible 92-place improvement in the
rankings. Clemson scored 100 points off turn-
overs, while opponents only scored 44 in the
same statistical category.
Under Bowden, Clemson continued its strong
defensive tradition. With 47 sacks, Clemson was
first in the ACC in that category for the second
straight season, and the final total established
a Clemson record. Three players (Keith Adams
- 15.5, Chad Carson - 12.0, Robert Carswell -
1 0.8) all had nearly 1 1 tackles per game in 1 999
to rank among the top four tacklers in the league.
Adams, a sophomore, finished the season with
186 tackles, highest in the nation, and broke
the Clemson single season tackle record held
by Anthony Simmons. They all contributed to
the 17th best pass efficiency defense in the
nation, a unit that had 19 interceptions, ninth
highest in the country.
Thanks to the wide open offensive attack sev-
eral Clemson players made their presence felt
in the national rankings and the Clemson record
book. Sophomore running back Travis Zachery
had 1 6 touchdowns, to rank ninth in the country
in scoring. He was injured in the first quarter of
the Peach Bowl and did not get a chance to tie
or break Lester Brown's single season Clemson
record for touchdowns.
Junior wide receiver Rod Gardner set two
Clemson single season
records and became the
school's first 1000-yard
receiver. Gardner had 80
receptions for 1084
yards, Clemson single
season records in both
areas. He was 1 7th in the
nation in receptions per
game with a 6.6 mark.
His yards per game av-
erage of 91 .7 was 23rd
best in the nation.
For the first time in
Clemson history two Ti-
ger quarterbacks threw
for over 1000 yards in a
season. Woodrow
Dantzler passed for 1 506
yards, while Brandon
Streeter passed for 1 466
yards during the regular
season. The two dia-
metrically opposite quar-
terbacks had total of-
fense games over 350 yards, a testimony to
Bowden's offensive system.
On the defensive side of the ball, Adams, a
first-team All-American by Football News and
the ACC Defensive Player of the Year, set the
league tackle for loss record in 1999. Adams
recorded 33 tackles for loss, six better than the
previous mark during the regular season
(Adams finished the season with 35 tackles for
loss, but the ACC does not count bowl stats).
He broke the school record for tackles in a game
at South Carolina with 27.
Junior free safety Robert Carswell tied for first
in the ACC and was 10th in the nation in inter-
ceptions with six. Senior cornerback Dextra Po-
lite set an all-time Clemson record with 17
passes broken up.
Four of Clemson's five losses in 1999 came
by four points or less and three of the five losses
came against the only undefeated teams in the
nation during the regular season (Marshall, Vir-
ginia Tech and Florida State).
Bowden Bowl I, the first ever meeting be-
tween father and son head coaches in college
football history, took place on October 23, 1 999.
Bowden faced his father Bobby's top ranked
Florida State team in Death Valley in front of a
national television audience. The Tigers lost a
tough battle to the eventual National Champi-
ons, 17-14, the closest margin of victory for the
Seminoles and the fewest point they recorded
all season by two touchdowns.
Making strong improvement in his first year
with a program is nothing new for Bowden. In
the two seasons he was the head coach at
Tulane, Bowden took a team that had been 4-
18 in the two years previous to his arrival, and
emotionally and numerically reversed the team's
fortunes with an 18-4 record, posted an 11-1
conference mark and finished the 1998 season
ranked seventh in the nation by both polls.
Tulane and Tennessee were the only unde-
feated teams in college football in 1998.
The Bowden Family: Tommy, Linda, Lauren and Ryan.
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His Tulane team had a 22-game average of
39.7 points, 5.1 touchdowns, 463 yards of total
offense, 270.5 yards passing, and 192.6 yards
rushing. The Green Wave averaged 6.34 yards
per play, and converted on third down 47 per-
cent of the time.
Some say the most telling statistic in terms
of wins and losses and the most telling statistic
when it comes to coaching ability is turnover
margin. The Green Wave ranked fifth in the na-
tion in turnover margin each of his seasons at
Tulane.
It didn't take Bowden long to put
Tulane back on the college football
landscape. In his first year, Tulane
was picked last in the preseason
polls of Conference USA. But, he led
the New Orleans based school to a
7-4 record, a second-place confer-
ence standing with just one league
loss, and set 33 school records in
the process, including 26 on offense.
Tulane's accomplishments on of-
fense were noteworthy in 1997, but
their offensive charts reached un-
charted areas in 1 998. Tulane stood
as the only school in the nation that
averaged over 300 yards per game
passing and 200 yards per game
rushing. The team ranked fourth in
the nation in total offense (507.1 per
game) and second in scoring (45.4
points per game).
The Green Wave scored 40 or
more points in eight contests in
1998, including each of the last
seven games. In one game the
Green Wave scored 72 points and
rolled up 704 yards of total offense.
They converted 52 percent of their
third-down opportunities for the sea-
son and had just 1 1 turnovers in over
800 plays.
The 1998 season saw the pro-
gram post a perfect 11-0 regular season under
Bowden, its first perfect regular season since
1931 . The Green Wave won Conference USA,
its first league title since Tulane won the SEC in
1949. Bowden was named Conference USA
Coach of the Year.
Bowden's team ranked seventh in the final
AP poll and was a mainstay in the polls from
the third week of the season on. Tulane had not
been ranked at any time since 1979 and had
not been ranked in a final poll since 1973. After
Bowden accepted the job at Clemson, Tulane
defeated BYU in the Liberty Bowl, 41-27.
Bowden's 1 1 -0 record at the time was the 1 7th
perfect regular season in college football in the
decade of the 1990s.
A look to that list reveals two other coaches
named Bowden. His father, Florida State Head
Coach Bobby Bowden, had a perfect regular
season in 1996 and 1999, while his brother,
Terry, posted a perfect regular season in 1993.
Obviously, the Bowdens are the first family of
college coaching and this "Wonder Years" envi-
ronment had a lot to do with Tommy Bowden's
decision to enter the coaching world.
The fatherly influence of a college coach who
reached 300 career wins against his son in 1 999,
also had an influence on other members of the
family. Terry has been a head coach at Samford
and Auburn, posting a 47-1 7-1 record at the lat-
ter. Terry serves as an in-studio commentator
for ABC's college football package. Jeff Bowden
is in his sixth year as wide receivers coach at
Florida State.
Tommy Bowden began his college football ex-
perience as a walk-on wide receiver at West Vir-
ginia. He played for his father between 1973-
74-75 and then for Frank Signetti during the
1976 season.
As a junior he caught 1 5 passes for 1 89 yards
and one score. Bowden remained at West Vir-
ginia for the 1 977 season and began his coach-
ing career, serving as a graduate assistant on
Signetti's staff. His interest in coaching only be-
came more intense after that first year as a GA.
His father then hired him as a secondary coach
at Florida State for the 1978 season.
That experience confirmed to Bowden that
he was in a profession that would be his life's
work. The Seminoles posted a 1 9-4 mark in his
two seasons at Florida State.
In 1 980, Bowden joined the staff at East Caro-
lina, where he coached for the Spring practice
session of 1980. That spring, he moved to Au-
burn and served as the Tigers running backs
coach for the 1980 season. Among the players
he coached was James Brooks, who went on
to a 13-year NFL career and is still second in
Auburn history in rushing.
In 1 981 , Bowden returned to Tallahassee as
the tight ends coach. In three more years at
Florida State, the Seminoles posted a 23-12
mark and played in a pair of bowl games. The
1 982 team ranked 1 3th in the final poll, claimed
a 9-3 record and a Gator Bowl championship.
In Tommy's five years as an assistant coach
under Bobby Bowden at Florida State the Semi-
noles were 42-16. In 1984, Bowden accepted
his first job as a coordinator. He served under
Steve Sloan at Duke as the Blue Devils quar-
terbacks coach and offensive coor-
dinator. It was as the Duke offensive
coordinator that Bowden made his
first trip to Death Valley as a coach.
Among the players Bowden tutored
was Anthony Dilweg, who went on
to an NFL career.
After three years at Duke,
Bowden became the wide receivers
coach at Alabama under Bill Curry.
It was at Alabama that Bowden re-
fined his offensive coaching prow-
ess under noted offensive mind
Homer Smith, then the Alabama Of-
fensive Coordinator.
In 1 990, Bowden returned to a co-
ordinator position, serving Kentucky
as its offensive coordinator and wide
receivers coach. That season he
helped the Wildcats to their first up-
per division SEC finish since 1984.
In 1991, Bowden joined Pat Dye
at Auburn. He would remain with the
SEC Tigers for six years, his long-
est stint as a college assistant coach.
During his tenure, Auburn was a
combined 46-20-2, including a per-
fect 11-0 season in 1993. Auburn
had four Associated Press top 25
seasons, including a number-four fi-
nal ranking in 1993 and a number-
nine final rating in 1 994. The Tigers
were 20-1-1 in 1993-94 combined.
Bowden worked under his brother Terry Bowden
for his last four years at Auburn and the Tigers
had a 36-9-1 record with both Bowdens on the
staff.
Born on July 10, 1954, in Birmingham, AL,
Bowden is married to the former Linda Joan
White, who he first met when the two were in
school together at Morgantown High in West
Virginia. The couple has two children, Ryan (18),
a freshman at Clemson, and Lauren (1 5), a stu-











College: Secondary coach and special teams co-
ordinator at Salem (1 986). ..assistant head
coach/defensive coordinator at Salem
(1 987). ..head coach at Salem (1 988). ..volunteer
coach at West Virginia (1989). ..head coach at
Glenville State College (1990-96). ..offensive co-
ordinator at Tulane (1997-98). ..assistant head
coach/offensive coordinator at Clemson
(1999). ...associate head coach/offensive coor-
dinator at Clemson (2000).
PLAYING EXPERIENCE
College - Lettered three years as a defensive
back at West Virginia (1982-84).
EDUCATION
Earned a BS degree in 1986 from West
Virginia.. .earned a master's degree in physical
education in 1989 from Salem (now known as
Salem-Teikyo University).
PERSONAL DATA
Born on May 24, 1963 Married to the former
Rita Setliff...the couple has two children - Raquel
(4) and Rhett (2).
BOWL PARTICIPATION
As a player. 1981 Peach Bowl. ..1982 Gator
Bowl. ..1983 Hall of Fame. ..1984 Bluebonnet.../^s
a coach: 1989 Gator Bowl... 1998 Liberty
Bowl.. ..1999 Peach Bowl.
OTHER HIGHLIGHTS
At age 24, became the nation's youngest head
football coach when he was named coach at Sa-
lem (WV) College. . .coached Glenville State Col-
lege to four consecutive West Virginia Intercol-
legiate Athletic Conference
championships...WVIAC Coach of the Year in
1993 and 1994... faced Clemson as an assis-
tant coach at West Virginia in the 1989 Gator
Bowl... at Tulane, his Green Wave offense set
26 school records in 1997, Including 375 points
and nearly 4,700 yards of total offense... helped
1998 Tulane team finish season with a 12-0
record... finished season as the only team in the
nation to average over 300 yards passing and
200 yards rushing per game... Clemson also set
26 school records in 1999. ..Tigers offense aver-
aged 403 yards per game a year ago, nearly a
100-yard per game improvement over 1998. ..it
was just the third time in school history the Ti-
gers averaged more than 400 yards per
game. ..Clemson scored 42 touchdowns in 1 999,
the fifth-best total in school history.. .the Tigers
also set marks on a season basis for passing








High Schoo/.- Assistant coach at DeSoto County
in Arcadia, FL (1 979). ..assistant coach at Hardee
County in Wauchula, FL...head coach at DeSoto
County in Arcadia, FL (1 982-83). ..Co//ege.-
Graduate assistant coach at The Citadel (1981-
82). ..graduate assistant coach at Flohda State
( 1 983-85) . . .recruiting coordinator at Florida State
(1985-90). ..offensive coordinator/offensive line
coach at Flohda State (1990-94). ..head coach
at South Carolina (1994-98). ..assistant head
coach/tight ends at Clemson (1999-present).
EDUCATION
Earned a Bachelor of Arts degree in Science
Education from University of South Florida in
1979. ..Master of Science degree in Athletic Ad-
ministration from Flohda State in 1984.
PERSONAL DATA
Born - September 30, 1954 in Arcadia, FL...Wife
- Daryle...the couple has two children - Jeff (19)
and John (16).
BOWL PARTICIPATION
As a coach: 1983 Peach Bowl. ..1984 Citrus
Bowl. ..1985 Gator Bowl. ..1986 All-American
Bowl. .1988 Fiesta Bowl. ..1989 Sugar
Bowl. ..1990 Fiesta Bowl. ..1990 Blockbuster
Bowl. ..1992 Cotton Bowl. ..1993 Orange
Bowl. ..1994 Orange Bowl. ..1999 Peach
Bowl. ../As a head coach: 1995 Carquest Bowl.
OTHER HIGHLIGHTS
In his first season at South Carolina in 1994, he
led the Gamecocks to their first post season bowl
victory in school history with a 24-21 win over
West Virginia at the Carquest Bowl. ..while at
Florida State, the Seminoles were 10-0-1 in
bowls... with the win at the Carquest, Scott never
tasted a bowl defeat in 1 2 games. . . Florida State
posted a 44-6 (.880) record with Scott as offen-
sive coordinator, which ranked as the most wins
by a division I program during those four
seasons. ..FSU also claimed the 1993 National
Championship with Scott running the Seminole
offense and finished no lower than fourth in the
nation during that span... two of his five recruit-
ing classes at Florida State were ranked num-
ber-one in the nation (1985 & 1989)...CIemson's
tight ends were especially productive in 1999,
catching a pair of touchdown passes in the same
season for the first time in more than a
decade.. .Clemson's 1 999 offense set 26 records







College: Linebackers coach at Oklahoma State
(1981 -85). ..linebackers coach at Auburn (1986-
91 )...defensive coordinator/linebackers coach at
Texas Chhstian (1992-93). ..linebackers coach at
Clemson (1993-present)... .defensive coordina-
tor at Clemson (1997-present).
PLAYING EXPERIENCE
College: Three-year starter as a linebacker at
Flohda State (1978-80). He has been inducted
into Florida State's Hall of Fame.
EDUCATION
Earned a BS from Florida State in Criminolgy in
1981.
PERSONAL DATA
Born on July 3, 1959. ..married to the former Lisa
Ward of Griffin, GA...the couple has two children
- Caroline and Adam.
BOWL PARTICIPATION
As a player: 1 977 Tangerine Bowl. . . 1 980 Orange
Bowl. ..1981 Orange Bowl.../\s a coacrt. 1981 In-
dependence Bowl. ..1983 Bluebonnet
Bowl. ..1984 Gator Bowl.. .1985 Gator
Bowl. ..1987 Citrus Bowl. ..1988 Sugar
Bowl. ..1989 Sugar Bowl. .1989 Hall of Fame
Bowl. ..1990 Peach Bowl. ..1993 Peach
Bowl. .1996 Gator Bowl. .1996 Peach
Bowl. ..1998 Peach Bowl.... 1999 Peach Bowl.
OTHER HIGHLIGHTS
Captain of the 1 981 Orange Bowl team at Florida
State. . .earned AP All-American honors in
1980. ..inducted into the Florida State Hall of
Fame in 1989. ..coached GTE Academic All-
America Andye McCrorey in 1995 and National
Freshman of the Year and three-time AP All-
American Anthony Simmons... Clemson ranked
in the top 20 nationally in rushing defense (6),
total defense (16), and scohng defense (18) in
his first year as a coordinator... in 1998, the
Clemson defense finished the season ranked
second in the ACC in total defense, yards per
play allowed, rushing defense, rushing yards
allowed per attempt, pass completion percent-
age defense and first in sacks. ..the Tigers
ranked 14th in the nation in rushing defense and
25th in total defense... 1999 team was strong
against outstanding offenses, allowing Florida
State to score just 17 points, the fewest scored
by the Seminoles in their national championship
season. ..runner-up Virginia Tech scored just two
touchdowns and Marshall, which finished 13-0,
scored just 1 3 points on the Tigers. ..has coached










Co//ege; Offensive coordinator and quarterback
coachi at Betfiune-Cookman College (1983-
84). ..assistant head coacfi and wide receiver
coacfi at tfie University of Central Florida ( 1 985-
88). ..quarterbacks coacfi at Clemson (1989-
91 )... passing game coordinator/quarterbacks
coach (1992-1 993). ..co-offensive coordinator
and wide receiver coach (Dec. 1993-1 995). ..wide
receivers coach (1996-98). ..recruiting coordina-
tor/wide receivers coach at Clemson (1999-
present).
PLAYING EXPERIENCE
Earned three letters in football from Florida State
University.. .1981 FSU team captain.
EDUCATION
Graduated from Fernandina Beach High in
Fernandina Beach, FL, in 1977. ..earned a B.S.
degree in physical education from Florida State
in 1982..
PERSONAL DATA
Born Rick Wilson Stockstill on December 23,
1959 in Georgetown, KY... married the former
Sara Fleischman of Orlando, FL, on July 7,
1990. ..the couple has one son. Brent (6) and one
daughter, Emily (3).
BOWL PARTICIPATION
Asa player: 1 977 Tangerine Bowl . . . 1 980 Orange
Bowl.. .1981 Orange Bowl. ..1982 East-West
Shrine Bowl. ..1982 Japan Bowl.../\s a coach:
1989 Gator Bowl. ..1991 Hall of Fame
Bowl. ..1992 Citrus Bowl. ..1993 Peach
Bowl. ..1996 Gator Bowl. ..1997 Peach
Bowl. ..1998 Peach Bowl. ..1999 Peach Bowl.
OTHER HIGHLIGHTS
Clemson set a school record for completion per-
centage (60 percent) in his first year as quarter-
back coach. ..Clemson led the Atlantic Coast
Conference in total offense for the 1991
season. ..coached DeChane Cameron, the
winningest quarterback in Clemson history in
terms of percentage... helped coordinate the #3
ranked offense in Clemson history in 1995... of
the 26 records Clemson set in 1999, the Tiger
receiving corp is responsible for the most pass-
ing yards, most completions and highest comple-
tion percentage in school history. .Rod Gardner
set the single season record for receptions and
reception yards on his way to second-team All-
ACC honors in 1999... serving under his fourth
different head coach at Clemson...dean of as-
sistant coaches on current staff.. .has been to






College: Graduate assistant coach at Texas Tech
(1 979). ..running backs coach at Texas Tech
(1980-83). ..running backs coach at Duke (1984-
86). ..running backs coach at Southern Missis-
sippi (1988-89). ..quarterbacks coach at South-
ern Mississippi (1990-92). ..offensive coordina-
tor at Southern Mississippi (1991 -92). ..running
backs coach at Auburn 1993-97...offensive co-
ordinator/running backs coach at Auburn
1998. ..defensive ends coach at Clemson (1999-
Present).
PLAYING EXPERIENCE
College: Lettered three years as a quarterback
at Texas Tech (1 974-77)... Pra;'ess/ona/.' Toronto
Argonauts of the CFL (1978).
EDUCATION
Earned a BA degree in Physical Education in
1978 from Texas Tech.
PERSONAL DATA
Born on Jan. 29, 1956. Married to the former
Leigh Harris of Durham, NC.the couple has two
children - Sloan (1 1 ) and Ashleigh Delle (9).
BOWL PARTICIPATION
As a player. 1974 Peach Bowl. ..1976 Bluebon-
net Bowl. ..1977 Tangarine Bowl.../\s a coach:
1988 Independence Bowl. ..1990 Ail-American
Bowl . . . 1 996 Outback Bowl ... 1 996 Independence
Bowl. ..1998 Peach Bowl.
OTHER HIGHLIGHTS
In 1 977, Allison was nominated for the Heisman
Trophy... during his coaching tenure at South-
ern Mississippi, Allison coached Brett
Favre...Favre later went on to become the 1995
NFL MVP with the Green Bay Packers... at Duke
he worked with current Clemson coach Tommy
Bowden...in his first three seasons at Auburn,
Allison coached three 1,000-yard
rushers... served as offensive coordinator for
three years at Auburn... Tigers won 46 games in
1993-97 era and had four top 25 rankings, in-
cluding #4 in 1 993. ..Clemson set a school record
with an ACC best 47 sacks in 1999. ..the pass
rush was a reason the Tigers ranked 1 7th in the







High Schoo/; Assistant coach at St. Augustine in
New Orleans, LA (1977-79). ..assistant coach at
Booker T. Washington (1980). ..assistant head
coach/offensive coordinator at St. Augustine in
New Orleans, LA (1 986-94)... Co/tege.' assistant
coach at Southern University (1981 -85). ..assis-
tant coach at Tulane (1994-98). ..running backs
coach at Clemson (1999-present).
PLAYING EXPERIENCE
Played fullback three seasons at the University
of Nebraska (1973-75).
EDUCATION
Earned a Bachelor of Science degree in Educa-
tion from the University of Nebraska in 1976.
PERSONAL DATE
Born - October 27, 1 952. Married to the former
Connie Winder.. .the couple has four children -
Amber (26), Christy (23), Damon (18), and Erin
(16).
BOWL EXPERIENCE: As a player. 1973 Or-
ange Bowl. ..1974 Cotton Bowl. ..1975 Sugar
Bowl... As a coach: 1998 Liberty Bowl ...1999
Peach Bowl.
OTHER HIGHLIGHTS
Spent the last two seasons at Tulane directing
the Green Wave running attack... during the 1998
season, the Tulane running attack improved to
202.4 yards per game to rank 23rd
nationally... helped his high school alma mater
(St. Augustine) win district titles in 1987, 1992,
and 1993... also assistant coach at the school
from 1 977-79 when the Purple Knights won three
district titles and back-to-back Class AAAA state
championships in 1978 and 1979. ..while at
Booker T. Washington in 1980, the school won
the district championship. ..during his stint at
Southern University the Jaguars finished in the
top two of the Southwestern Athletic Conference
on three occasions. ..the play of the Clemson run-
ning backs in 1999 was a major reason the Ti-
gers made a six-place jump in the ACC
standings. ..Travis Zachery scored 16 touch-
downs a year ago which is the second highest
total in school history.. .his touchdown total








High School: Assistant coach at Morgantown
(WV) (1973-79). ..defensive coordinator/defen-
sive backs coach at Morgantown (WV) (1981-
83). ..defensive backs coach at Leon in Tallahas-
see, FL (1 984). ..Co/Zegie.- Volunteer assistant
coach at West Virginia (1980). ..graduate assis-
tant coach at Florida State (1985-86). ..recruit-
ing coordinator/defensive coordinator/defensive
backs coach at Samford (1987-92). ..defensive
backs coach at Auburn (1993-95). ..linebackers/
special teams coach at Auburn (1996-98). ..de-
fensive backs coach at Clemson (1 999-present).
PLAYING EXPERIENCE
College - Lettered three years as a defensive
back at West Virginia (1970-72).
EDUCATION
Earned a BS in Physical Education in 1971 and
a masters in Physical Education in 1980 from
West Virginia. He also earned a specialist edu-
cation degree in Athletic Administration from
Florida State in 1987.
PERSONAL DATA
Born on January 28, 1 950. Married to the former
Robyn Bowden...the couple has two children -
Robert (19) and Jacquelyn (14).
BOWL PARTICIPATION
As a player - 1972 Peach Bowl.../\s a coach -
1996 Outback Bowl. ..1996 Independence
Bowl. ...1999 Peach Bowl.
OTHER HIGHLIGHTS
Was a member of Bobby Bowden's first team as
a defensive back at West Virginia... member of
Morgantown HS staff that won state champion-
ship in 1983... in 1994, the Auburn secondary
intercepted 22 passes, the fourth highest total
in school history... Auburn returned eight inter-
ceptions for touchdowns during his first two sea-
sons as secondary coach... in an exciting 30-26
win over LSU in 1994, Auburn picked off five
second half passes and returned three for
touchdowns. . .Auburn won 46 games from 1 993-
97 with Mines on staff, including 11-0 with #4
ranking in 1 993. . .has coached current NFL stars
Deion Sanders and Takeo Spikes. ..Clemson
pass defense ranked 1 7th in the country and was
the second best in the ACC in 1999. ..the Tigers
grabbed 19 interceptions a year ago, the high-
est total by a Clemson team since 1 995 and the
10th best total in school history..Clemson ranked






High School: Assistant coach Warren Easton in
New Orleans, LA (1 977-78). ..Co//ege. defensive
line coach at Southwestern Louisiana (1979-
84). ..linebackers/defensive line coach at Tulane
(1985-90). ..inside linebackers coach at LSU
(1991 -92). ..defensive line coach at Northeast
Louisiana (1993-94). ..defensive line coach at
Tulane (1 995-98). ..defensive line coach at
Clemson (1999-present).
PLAYING EXPERIENCE
College - Three-year letter winner as a linebacker
at LSU (1973-75).
EDUCATION
Earned a BS degree in education in 1977 from
LSU.
PERSONAL DATA
Born January 23, 1954. ..married to the former
Gail Scott. ..the couple has six children - Toyah
(22), Keisha (18), Terrance (17), Temetria (12),
Vincent (11), and Shaun(ll).
BOWL PARTICIPATION
As a player. 1972 Bluebonnet Bowl... 1973 Or-
ange Bowl... /As a coach: 1987 Independence
Bowl. ..1998 Liberty Bowl. ..1999 Peach Bowl.
OTHER HIGHLIGHTS
Starting linebacker duhng his playing career at
LSU, he had 62 tackles his final season. . .played
in two bowl games at LSU, including 1973 team
that played in the Orange Bowl... coached Joe
Caravello, who earned Super Bowl ring with
Redskins. ..has coached or recruited 8 NFL
players... part of the resurgence at Tulane un-
der coach Bowden, the Tulane defense forced
34 turnovers in 1997, third best in the nation. ..In
1999, Clemson led the ACC in sacks with 47
and his defenders had a lot to do with the pass
defense ranking 17th in the nation and second
In the ACC. .has coached three different schools
in Louisiana: Tulane, Southwest Louisiana, and
Northeast Louisiana.
COACHING EXPERIENCE
Co/Zegie.- Graduate assistant coach at Livingston
University (1 978-79). ..offensive line/special
teams coach at Texas Tech (1980-84). ..lineback-
ers coach at Texas Tech (1985). ..defensive co-
ordinator/inside linebackers coach at Southwest-
ern Louisiana (1986-91 )... assistant head coach/
defensive coordinator/inside linebackers at
Southwestern Louisiana (1992). ..offensive line
coach at Baylor (1993-96). ..running game coor-
dinator at Baylor (1996). ..offensive line coach at
Tulane (1997-98). ..offensive line coach at
Clemson (1999-present).
PLAYING EXPERIENCE
College - A member of two Gator Bowl teams as
a reserve offensive lineman for Clemson in 1 977
and 1978.
EDUCATION
Earned a BA in industhal education in 1 979 from
Clemson.
PERSONAL DATA
Born on February 12,1 957 Married to the former
Becky Home. ..the couple has two children - Brad
(17) and Lori (14).
BOWL PARTICIPATION
As a player - 1977 Gator Bowl... 1978 Gator
Bowl.../\sacoach- 1994 Alamo Bowl. ..1998 Lib-
erty Bowl. ..1999 Peach Bowl.
OTHER HIGHLIGHTS
At Southwestern Louisiana, West's defenses
ranked among the nation's top 20 in total de-
fense three times. . .under West, the defense was
ranked nationally in at least one defensive cat-
egory for six consecutive seasons... part of the
Baylor team that won the 1 994 Southwest Con-
ference championship... under the guidance of
West, the offensive line helped the Tulane of-
fensive unit produce almost 4,700 yards of total
offense and a school record 375 points in
1997... the offensive line gave up just 11 sacks
for the year... in 1998, the offensive line helped
Tulane become the only school in the nation to
average over 300 yards passing and 200 yards
rushing during the regular season... despite the
smallest offensive line in the nation, Clemson
averaged 403 yards on offensive in 1 999, set 26
offensive records and scored 42 touchdowns. ..as
a player, transferred to Clemson from Marion
Institute where he was a junior college Ail-
American... first Clemson graduate on the full-
time coaching staff in four years (James Earle).
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''ith a strong lineup of great affiliates, the Clemson Tiger
Network can be heard throughout the state of South Carolina
as well as nationwide on the internet through
ClemsonTigers.com. CTN's coverage of Clemson football begins 120
minutes prior to kickofif with the "Countdown to KickofT" show, a 90
minute program hosted by Dan Cagle and Whitey Jordan. Veteran
broadcaster Jim Phillips will handle the play-by-play, with Mike Eppley
as color analyst and Rodney Williams on the sidelines. A one- hour
I'Locker Room Report" follows the game featuring commentary from
Coach Tommy Bowden, exclusive player interviews and live fan call-in
participation.
"Tiger Calls", a one-hour live call-in show will air Monday nights at \
7:00pm on all CTN affiliates. "Tiger Calls", hosted by Jim Phillips fea-
tures Clemson coaches and athletic staff members and will provide in-
depth coverage of Clemson Athletics throughout the playing seasons. To
participate, fans can call a toll free number (1-800-676-8433) and e-mail
(ask@tigerquestions.com) allows fans from around the country to be a part
of the program.
But that's not all. Beginning this fall Clemson fans can catch Coach
Tommy Bowden on "Tiger Bytes", a one-hour internet show that allows
Coach Bowden the opportunity to answer questions and e-mails
(ask(g>tigerquestions.com) from Clemson listeners. The show is expected to
air every Thursday at noon throughout the 2000 season and can be accessed
by logging onto www.clemsontigers.com.
Below are the Clemson Tiger Network Affiliates:
Head Coach
Tommy Bowden


































"Clemson Football with Coach Tommy Bowden" will air
this fall on Sunday nights throughout football season with host
Jim Phillips. Highlights from Clemson's game the day before
are reviewed as Coach Bowden gives his insights and com-
ments about the Tiger's performance and what lies ahead.
Exclusive post-game locker room video is a popular part of the
weekly show. The half-hour show airs in all South Carolina
markets and throughout the Southeast on regional cable.
CLEMSON FOOTBALL WITH COACH TOMMY BOWDEN
STATION AREA NETWORK AIRTIME (EST)
WBSC Greenville WB 1 1 :00 pm Sunday
WEEK Augusta, GA UPN 11:00 pm Sunday
WOLO Columbia ABC 1 1 :30 pm Sunday
WIS Florence NBC 1 1:30 pm Sunday
WCIV Mt. Pleasant/Charleston ABC 1 1 :30 pm Sunday
WWMB Myrtle Beach UPN 12:00 am Sunday
CSSE Southeast Regional Cable 8:00 pm Monday
Home Team Sports Regional Cable 3:00 pm Wednesday
Sunshine Network Southeast Regional Cable 2:30 pm Thursday
FOX Sports Southeast Regional Cable TBD
Let CLEMSon Football Come To You!
Southeast
Catch Each Clemsor Football
Game on Surday Afterroors Or
College Sports Southeast.
Aro Be Sure To Check Your Local Listirgs








•68-30-8 at Clemson in five years, he has an over-
all mark of 1 02-54-1 3 including his years as a head
coach at Brown.
•Coached the Tigers to the ACC regular season title
and a first-place finish at the ACC Tournament in
1998.
•Led the Tigers to the NCAA quarterfinals in 1 998,
and had number one ranking for much of the fall,
including the final regular season poll.
•As ACC Coach of the Year he defeated seven top
25 teams in 1998.
•Coach Adair guided Clemson to a top five finish
and the second round of the NCAA Tournament in
his first year with the program in 1995.
•Wojtek Krakowiak was the top player in the nation
in 1 998. winning the Herman Award as the National
Player of the year.
•Four other Tigers made All-American teams and
three were taken in the first 1 8 selections of the MLS
draft.
•Has taken Clemson to the Sweet 16 of the NCAA







•Has posted a record
278-128 at Clemson in 13 seasons.
•Only coach in Clemson history to lead the Lady
Tigers to an ACC Basketball Championship (1996
& 1999).
•Coached Clemson to the ACC Tournament Cham-
pionship game four straight years, 1996-99.
•Clemson's winningest women's basketball coach
in history with 278 victories.
•Led the Lady Tigers to a school record of 26 over-
all wins in 1998-99, the 1997-98 team won 25
games, the second highest victory total in school
history.
•Davis' team defeated NCAA Finalist Duke twice in
1 998-99, the only ACC team to defeat the Blue Dev-
ils that season.
•Has taken Clemson to the NCAA Tournament in 1
2
of his 13 years and to postseason play all 13 sea-
sons, including last year when the Tigers advanced
to the second round, where they lost to eventual
national champion Connecticut.
•ACC Coach of the Year in 1989-90 and 1993-94.






•In her first season at her alma mater after coach-
ing one year at Stephen F Austin.
•Coached two Southland Conference champions
and four all-conference selections with the Lumber-
jacks.
•Former assistant coach at Yale, where she coached
two NCAA record holders and four All-Ivy League
honorees.
•Graduate assistant coach at Clemson in 1991-92.
•All-American long jumper and NCAA qualifier in the
hurdles and triple jump for the Tigers.






•In her fourth year at Clemson, she has an overall
coaching record of 226-74 in 12 years.
•Led Clemson to the NCAA Tournament in 2000.
•Her 2000 team was the top turnaround program
on the Tiger campus. The lady Tigers transposed
the won-loss record, going from a 7-1 5 mark in 1 999
to a 15-7 mark in 2000.
•The 2000 team finished the year ranked in the top
30 the first time in five years.
•Coached Carmina Giraldo, the 2000 #1 ACC
Singles Champion.
•Giraldo was ranked 28th in the final poll.
•Coached 36 women's All-Americans and 1 7 men's
Ail-Americans at Auburn-Montgomery
•Named National Coach of the Year at the NAlA level
four times, including three times as coach of the
men's program.
•Played professional tennis, she played in
Wimbledon, the US Open, the Australian Open.
•In 1995 and 1996, her men's teams at Auburn-
Montgomery won the NAIA National Championship,
becoming the first female coach in history to lead a





•The winningest coach in
Clemson volleyball his-
tory with a record of 174-63 at Clemson in seven
years.
•Has an overall mark of 267-94 in 10 years.
•Led the Tigers to a 31-3 overall record in 1999.
which earned Clemson a trip to the NCAA tourna-
ment and also the school's first ranking in the top-
20.
30
•Won the ACC regular season title in 1999,
•In 1999, coached Cindy Stern, who was the first
ACC volleyball All-American and first Tiger ACC
Player of the Year.
•Coached Jodi Steffes (1998) and Jessi Betcher
(1999) to ACC rookie of the year honors.
•Has coached Clemson to the NCAA tournament in
five of her seven seasons.
•Named ACC Coach-of-the-Year in 1994, first
Clemson volleyball coach to be honored with that
award.
•Hoover has had an AII-ACC player every year she
has coached at Clemson.
•Guided Clemson to its first-ever ACC Champion-
ship in 1997. Clemson defeated undefeated Mary-







•Reached the magic 500-win mark in 1999 when
his Tigers defeated rival North Carolina 5-2 in a
match played in April at Clemson.
•Enters this season, his 26th, with a record of 521-
307 at Clemson.
•Winningest men's tennis coach in Clemson and
ACC history. His 521 career wins rank in the top 1
5
all-time nationally.
•Has coached Clemson to 19 NCAA tournament
appearances, including 2000, in his 25 years as
head coach. That includes six Final Eight finishes
and 1 1 Sweet 16 finishes.
•Tigers have won 10 ACC regular season and 10
conference championships under Kriese. Clemson
has won the ACC Tournament nine times under
Khese.
•Clemson has 1 3 top 20 national finishes since 1 979
under Kriese.
•Coached the National Senior Player of the Year four
times in his career, more than any other college ten-
nis coach.
•Has coached 18 different All-Americans, including







to 339 wins in just seven years, an average of 48.4
wins per year.
•Already has 716 wins in his 21 years as a Division
I head coach.
•Has coached Clemson to the NCAA Tournament
every year he has been at Clemson, including three
berths in the College World Series (1 995, 1 996 and
2000).
• The Tigers recorded 1 4 wins over Top 25 teams in
the 2000 season.
•Tiger's spent two weeks of the 2000 season ranked
as the #1 team in the nation by Collegiate Baseball
•Clemson has 87 wins over Top 25 teams in his first
seven years, including four wins over the number-
lemson Head Coaches
one team.
•Swept second-ranked and World Series-bound
Florida State In three games at Doug KIngsmore
Stadium In 2000 to Improve his record vs. the Semi-
noles at Clemson to 13-2.
•Clemson reached the finals of the ACC Tournament,
won the Clemson Regional, beat Mississippi State
in the Super Regional to earn the school's ninth trip






•Entering his first year as
head coach of the Lady Tigers. Served as co-head
coach with his wife Tracey last season. Since Leone's
arrival at Clemson, the Leones have an 89-39-4
record in six years.
•Has guided Clemson to the NCAA Tournament In
each of the first six years of the program.
•The Lady Tigers reached the finals of the ACC Tour-
nament and the Sweet 1 6 of the NCAA Tournament
In 1998.
•Team posted a 16-7 record In 1998, Including 5-2
mark in the ACC.
•Clemson Is the only program in women's soccer
history to advance to the NCAA Tournament In each
of its first six seasons.
•Program has finished In the top 20 In each season,
#13 in 1994, #15 in 1995, #18 In1996, #10 in 1997,
#11 In 1998 and #6 in 1999.
•Guided Clemson to Final Eight finish In 1997 and
six wins over top 25 teams.






•In her third year at Clemson. her sixth overall as a
coach.
•Brought Clemson Instant acclaim In her first year
with the program, winning the 1999 ACC Regatta.
•Finished second at the inaugural ACC Rowing
Championships In 2000. Lauren Henne and
Katherlne Sloan were the program's first two first-
team AII-ACC selections.
•The team has finished fourth at the Lexus Central
Sprints each of the last two years, behind Michi-
gan, Michigan State and Ohio State, all of which
advanced to the NCAA Championships. Lucy
Doollttle was the program's first All-Region selec-
tion, garnering second-team honors.
•The Clemson rowing ream, In its first year of var-
sity status, had a department best 28 academic
honor roll members out of Its 46 roster members.
•The team had a 3.08 CPA, up from 3.03 in the first
semester. Five members of the team had a perfect
4.0 In the classroom.
•Named West Coast Conference Coach of the Year








•Has a combined record of 79-43 in his first six years
as a head coach of the Clemson program.
•Guided the women's team to an overall record of
8-3 in 1999-2000.
•Men's team finished 7-2 In 1999-2000.
•Coached Will Rogers, an AII-ACC swimmer In 1 999-
2000.
•Coached GInny Kirouac, who was a second-team
Academic All-Amerlcan In 1999-2000.
•Kirouac competed in 2000 NCAA Meet In 200 Indi-
vidual Medley earning honorable mention All-
America honors.
•Guided Clemson to the 1996-1997 women's ACC
Championship, Clemson's first swimming title in the
decade of the 1990's.






for 17 years and all 17
years he has had Clemson In the NCAA National
tournament.
•Clemson has finished the season in the final na-
tional top 10 each of the last four years, the first
Clemson program to do that since the 1 980-83 era.
•Guided Clemson to an eighth-place finish In the
1 999 NCAA Tournament and a seventh-place finish
In the 2000 NCAA Tournament.
•Tigers won their third ACC Championship in four
years and their fourth regional title since 1993.
•Penley Is one of two active coaches in the country
who has taken a team to the NCAA Golf National
Tournament 17 straight years.
•Clemson has won four NCAA Regional Champion-
ships, six ACC titles, and 48 tournament In his 17
years at Clemson.
•18 Tigers have earned first-, second- or third-team
All-America selections, Including Lucas Glover (first
team), John Engler (second team) and Jonathan
Byrd (third team) In 2000.
•Coached U.S. Amateur Champion Chris Patton,
NCAA Champion Charles Warren, U.S. Amateur
Public Links Champion D.J. Trahan. and Walker Cup
team members Kevin Johnson, Charles Warren and
Jonathan Byrd,
•ACC Coach of the Year in 1996, 1997 and 1998.






•Has been the track coach at Clemson for 1 1 years,
he Is In his 29th year overall as a head coach.
•Has won 17 ACC Championships In his Clemson
career, more than any other coach In Clemson his-
tory In all, the Tigers have won nine conference In-
door, seven outdoor and one cross country titles In
Pollock's tenure.
•A 16-time ACC Coach-of-the-Year honoree, also
the most in Clemson history
•Tigers have won the ACC Indoor Track title for four
straight years and the ACC Outdoor Track title In
three of the last four years.
•Clemson also had 19 All-Amerlcan performances
In the last three indoor and outdoor seasons.
•One of just three coaches In ACC history to win
ACC Coach of the Year honors each of his first two
years with a program.
•Clemson has had 127 All-America certificates in
his career.
•Has coached 17 NCAA Champions in his career,






•Guided Clemson to a 20-1 5 record in his first sea-
son as head coach in 1998-1999.
•Shyatt's 20 victories set a Tiger record as the most
wins for a Clemson coach In their first year.
•Under the direction of Larry Shyatt the Tigers
reached the finals of the NIT, for the first time in
Clemson Basketball history, defeating Georgia,
Rutgers, Butler and Xavier in the process.
•Clemson had the ACC's leading scorer in each of
the last two years; Terrell Mclntyre in 1998-99 and
Will Solomon in 1 999-2000. Also coached the lead-
ing rebounder (Harold Jamison) in the ACC in 1998-
1999.
•Clemson swept NC State in 2000 and recorded its
sixth-straight win over rival South Carolina last year.
•Has been on a coaching staff that has gone to
postseason play 1 5 of the last 1 7 years.
•Associate Head Coach at Clemson in 1 996-97, the
year Clemson finished eighth in the final USA To-
day poll, Clemson's highest final ranking in history
•Served as head coach at Wyoming In 1997-98,
leading the team to a 1 9-9 record and a berth in the
NIT
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lei nson Memorial Stadium has been
laid in Inigh esteem for many years.
Whether it be players from the 1 940s
and 1950s, opposing players from the
1970s and 1980s, or even professional
players in the 1 990s, the ambiance of this
special setting is what college football is all
about.
The storied edifice added to its legend
when the first meeting of father and son
head coaches (Bowden Bowl I) took place
before a sellout crowd of more than 86,000
fans.
In the 1970s, 1980s and 1990s, vari-
ous publications named top 10 stadiums
in college football and Clemson Memorial
Stadium, affectionately known as "Death
Valley," has been a common denomina-
tor on those lists.
The facility's mystique is derived from
its many traditions, which date to its open-
ing in 1942, the legendary games and
players, and Clemson's corresponding
rate of success. Clemson has won 202
games in the previous 58 years there (202-
80-7) and has won over 70 percent of the
contests. Thirty times since 1983, crowds
have exceeded 80,000.
The stadium has definitely been good
to the Tigers who call it home, but the
stadium was constructed against the ad-
vice of at least one Clemson coach. Just
before head coach Jess Neely left for Rice
University after the 1 939 season, he gave
Clemson a message. "Don't ever let them
talk you into building a big stadium," he
said. "Put about 1 0,000 seats behind the
Y.M.C.A. That's all you'll ever need".
Instead of following Coach Neely's ad-
vice, however, Clemson officials decided
to build the new stadium in a valley on the
western part of campus. The place would
take some clearing-there were many trees,
but luckily there were no hedges.
The crews went to work: clearing, cut-
ting, pouring, and forming. Finally, on
September 19, 1942, Clemson Memorial
Stadium opened with the Tiger football
team thrashing Presbyterian College, 32-
1 3. Those 20,000 seats installed for Open-
ing Day would soon grow; and grow and
grow. This year Clemson celebrates its
59th year in this outstanding facility.
When the original part of the stadium
was built in the early 40's, much of the
work was done by scholarship athletes,
including many football players. The first
staking out of the stadium was done by
two members of the football team, A.N.
Cameron and Hugh Webb. Webb re-
turned to Clemson years later to be an
architecture professor, and Cameron went
on to become a civil engineer in Louisiana.
The building of the stadium did not pro-
ceed without a few problems. One day
during the clearing of the land, one young
football player proudly announced that he
was not allergic to poison oak. He then
commenced to attack the poison oak with
a swing blade, throwing the plants to and
fro. The next day, however, the boy was
swollen twice his size and had to be put in
the hospital.
There are many other stories about the
stadium, including one stating that Frank
Howard put a chew of tobacco in each
corner of the stadium as the concrete
poured.
Howard said that the seeding of the
grass caused a few problems. "About 40
people and I laid sod on the field," he said.
"After three weeks, on July 15, we had
only gotten halfway through.
"I told them that it had taken us three
weeks to get that far, and I would give
them three more week's pay for however
long it took. I also told them we would have
Clemson has had 30 crowds over 80,000 in Death Valley, including the record of 86,092 for Bowden Bowl I in 1999.
34
50 gallons of ice cream when we got through. After that it took
them three days to do the rest of the field. Then we sat down in
the middle of the field and ate up that whole 50 gallons."
Howard said that on the day of the firstgame in the stadium, "the
gates were hung at 1 :00 pm and we played at 2:00 pm." But that
would be all of the construction for a while. Then in 1 958, 1 8,000
sideline seats were added and, in 1 960, a total of 5,658 West end
zone seats were added in response to increasing attendance.
With the large end zone,"Green Grass" section, this expansion
increased capacity to about 53,000.
Later, upper decks were added to each side of the stadium as
crowds sweiled-the first one in 1978 and the second in 1983.
This increased capacity to over 80,000 which makes it one of the
10 largest on-campus stadiums in the country.
The effect spiraling inflation has had in this century can be
dramatically seen in the differences in stadium construction. The
original part of the stadium was built at a cost of $1 25,000 or at
$6.25 a seat. The newest upper deck was finished in 1 983 at a
cost of $13.5 million, or $866 a seat.
Through the years, Memorial Stadium has become known as
"Death Valley." It was tagged this by the late Presbyterian coach,
Lonnie McMillan. After bringing his P. C.teams to Clemson for
years and getting whipped, McMillan said the place was like
Death Valley. A few years later the name stuck.
On November 1 6, 1 974 the playing surface was named Frank
Howard Field for the legendary coach because of his long
service and dedication to the University.
Luckily, the stadium wasn't built behind the Y.
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83,194 1991 Georgia Tech September 28 9-7
83,170 1992 Florida State September 1
2
20-24
83,127 1990 Georgia October 6 34-3
82,929 1996 South Carolina November 23 31-34
82,492 1986 South Carolina November 22 21-21
82,333 1991 Virginia October 12 21-21
82,093 1984 South Carolina November 24 21-22
81,875 1987 Georgia September 19 21-20
81,737 1999 North Carolina October 2 31-20
81,670 1995 Georgia October 7 17-19
81,569 1989 N.C. State October 21 30-10
81,550 1989 Georgia Tech October 1
4
14-30
The print below was produced by Sports Editions, your
source for Panoramic Poster Prints and Original Photogra-
phy, The Rob Arra Collection. Prints and posters (rolled or
framed) of Bowden Bowl II are available by calling 1-800-










What do Jim Barker,
Dave Thomasand °"
John Heisman have in common?
John Heisman




t Hound Draft Choice
tan
Year Name, Pos. Pick Team
|
1939 Banks McFadden, B 4th Brooklyn Dodgers
1949 Bobby Gage, RB 6th Pittsburgh Steelers
1960 Lou Cordileone, L 12th New York Giants
Harvey White, QB NA Boston Patriots
1
1976 Bennie Cunningham, TE 28th Pittsburgh Steelers :
1979 Jerry Butler, WR 5th Buffalo Bills
Steve Fuller, QB 23rd Kansas City Chiefs
1980 Jim Stuckey, DT 20th San Francisco 49ers
j
1982 Jeff Bryant, DT 6th Seattle Seahawks
Perry Tuttle, WR 19th Buffalo Bills i
1983 Terry Kinard, FS 10th New York Giants '
1985 William Perry, MG 22nd Chicago Bears
j
1987 Terrenes Flagler, TB 25th San Francisco 49ers
1989 Donnell Woolford CB 11th Chicago Bears
1992 Chester McGlockton, DT 16th Los Angeles Raiders
1993 Wayne Simmons, OLB 15th Green Bay Packers
1997 Trevor Pryce, DE 28th Denver Broncos
1998 Anthony Simmons, ILB 15th Seattle Seahawks





































































Dwight Clark played on two Super Bowl
Championship Teams in San Fransisco. This reception above got
the 49ers to their first Super Bowl in 1981.
Charlie Waters
Super Bowl Champ 1971,77
Tony Horne





6-Time Pro Bowl Selection
Brian Dawkins
1999 Pro Bowl Selection
Pro Bowl Players
1952 - Ray Mathews, HB, Pittsburgh
Ray Mathews, HB, Pittsburgh
Bill Mathis, RB, New Yorl< Jets
Bill Hudson, DT, San Diego Chargers
Harold Olson, L, Buflalo Bills
Bill Mathis, RB, New York Jets
Charlie Waters, DB, Dallas Cowboys
Charlie Waters, DB, Dallas Cowboys
Charlie Waters, DB, Dallas Cowboys
Jerry Butler, WR, Buffalo Bills
Dwight Clark, WR, San Francisco 49ers
Dwight Clark, WR, San Francisco 49ers
Jeff Bostic, C, Washington Redskins
Kevin Mack, RB, Cleveland Browns
Dale Hatcher, P, Los Angeles Rams
Kevin Mack, RB, Cleveland Browns
Johnny Rembert, LB, N. England Patriots
Terry Kinard, FB, New York Giants
Michael Dean Perry, DT, Cleveland Browns
David Treadwell, PK, Denver Broncos
Johnny Rembert, LB, N. England Patriots
Michael Dean Perry, DT, Cleveland Browns
Michael Dean Perry, DT, Cleveland Browns
Michael Dean Perry, DT, Cleveland Browns
Donnell Woolford, CB, Chicago Bears
1994 - Michael Dean Perry, DT, Cleveland Browns
Chester McGlockton, DT, LA Raiders
Chester McGlockton, DT, Oakland Raiders
Chester McGlockton, DT, Oakland Raiders
Michael Dean Perry, DT, Denver Broncos
Terry Allen, TB, Washington Redskins
Chris Gardocki, PK, Indianapolis Colts
Levon Kirkland, OLB, Pittsburgh Steelers
Levon Kirkland, OLB, Pittsburgh Steelers
Chester McGlockton, DT, Oakland Raiders
Ed McDaniel, LB, Minnesota Vikings
Trevor Pryce, DT, Denver Broncos





















1996 Pro Bowl Selection
Jim*
Levon Kirkland
1996, 1997 Pro Bowl Selection
Chester McGlockton





Rk. School Record Pet
1. Georgia Tech 19-9-0 .679
2. Penn State 23-11-2 .657
3. Southern Cal 25-14-0 .641
4. Florida State 17-9-2 .630
5. Oklahoma 20-12-1 .615
6. Mississippi 17-11-0 .607
7. Alabama 28-19-3 .577
8. Arizona State 10-7-1 .571
9. Notre Dame 13-10-0 .565
10. Syracuse 11-8-1 .564
11. Auburn 14-10-2 .560
12. Georgia 18-14-3 .557
13. Tennessee 22-18-0 .550
14. Miami (FL) 13-11-0 .542
15. CLEMSON 12-11-0 .522
3
Homer Jordan was the offensive MVP of Clemson's National Chiampionshiip Clinching
victory over Nebraska at the 1982 Orange Bowl.
CLEMSON'S BOWL HISTORY (12-11
Year Bowl Site Opponent W/L Score
1939 Cotton Dallas, TX Boston College W 6-3
1948 Gator Jacksonville, FL Missouri W 24-23
1950 Orange Miami, FL Miami (FL) W 15-14
1951 Gator Jacksonville, FL Miami (FL) L 0-14
1956 Orange Miami, FL Colorado L 21-27
1958 Sugar New Orleans, LA LSU L 0-7
1959 Bluebonnet Houston, TX TCU W 23-7
1977 Gator Jacksonville, FL Pittsburgh L 3-34
1978 Gator Jacksonville, FL Ohio State W 17-15
1979 Peach Atlanta, GA Baylor L 18-24
19821 Orange Miami, FL Nebraska W 22-15
1985 Independence Shreveport, Minnesota L 13-20
1986 Gator Jacksonville, FL Stanford W 27-21
1987 Citrus Orlando, FL Penn State W 35-10
1988 Citrus Orlando, FL Oklahoma W 13-6
1989 Gator Jacksonville, FL West Virginia W 27-7
1990 Hall of Fame Tampa, FL Illinois W 30-0
1991 Citrus Orlando, FL California L 13-37
1993 Peach Atlanta, GA Kentucky W 14-13
1995 Gator Jacksonville, FL Syracuse L 0-41
1996 Peach Atlanta, GA LSU L 7-10
1997 Peach Atlanta, GA Auburn L 17-21
1999 Peach Atlanta, GA Mississippi State L 7-17
Note: Year is season, not necessarily calendar year game was played.
Rodney Williams was the MVP of Clemson's Bowl victories over
Stanford and Penn State in consecutive years. He joins the






1st Team Football Writers, 1991
Michael Dean Perry, DT
Ist-Team Football Writers, 1987
ALL-AMERICA TEAMS^^^^^^H
Breakdown by Team of Clemson's All-America selections
Year Name AP UPl FC FW WC SN FN Other
1928 O.K. Pressley Heisman (3), NEA (3)
1939 Banks McFadden 1 3 1 1 Polliprc; (^\ NFA (^\
1940 Joe Blalock 2 Hpar<;t (1 \
1941 Joe Blalock 2 1 | Ppntral Prpc:<: (^\
1945 Ralph Jenkins 3 INS (1)
1948 Bobby Gage INS (1)
1950 Jackie Calvert 2
1952 Tom Barton 2 4
1955 Joel Wells 3
1959 Lou Cordileone 1 )
1966 Wayne Mass 2 Dell Sports (1)
1967 Harry Olszewski 2 1 1 1 1 2
1970 Dave Thompson 2 NEA(1)
1974 Bennie Cunningham 1 1 1
1975 Bennie Cunningham 1 Time (^\
1977 Joe Bostic 3 1 3
1978 Joe Bostic 2 2 1
Jerry Butler 1 NEA (2)
Steve Fuller 3
1979 Jim Stuckey 1 1 1 )
1980 Obed Ariri NEA (2)
1981 Jeff Davis 2 1 1 1 •|




1982 Terry Kinard 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
William Perry 3
Johnny Rembert 3
1983 William Perry 3 1 | 2
James Robinson 2
James Farr 3
1984 William Perry 3 1 I 1
Dale Hatcher 2
Donald Igwebuike 3
1985 Steve Reese 2
1986 Ten'ence Flagler 3 1 3
John Phillips 1 2 2
1987 Michael Dean Perry 2 1 2 2
John Phillips 2 3
David Treadwell 1 1 1 1 1 1
Donnell Woolford 3 1 2
1988 Donnell Woolford 1 1 1 1 1 2
1989 Stacy Long 3 •|
Chris Gardocki 3
1990 Stacy Long 1 1 1 1 1
Chris Gardocki 2 2 3
Levon Kirkland 2 2 3
1991 Jeb Flesch 1 1 1 2 1
Levon Kirkland 2 1 1 1 2 SH(1)
Rob Bodine 2 1 2 CP (2)
Ed McDaniel 3 CP(1)
1992 Stacy Seegars 2 2 3
Nelson Welch 3
1993 Stacy Seegars 1 2 1 1 1 CP (2)
1995 Brian Dawkins 2 2
Anthony Simmons 3 i
1996 Anthony Simmons 3 1 2
1997 Anthony Simmons 1 1 1 2 CP (2)
Jim Bundren 3 3 2
1998 Antwan Edwards 3 3 Football Digest (1)
1999 Keith Adams 2 3 1 CBS Sportsline (2)
Note: AP - Associated Press: UPl - United Press Interr^ational: FC - Football Coaches: FW Football Writers: WC - Walter Camp:SN
- Sporting News: FN - Football News: NEA • Newspaper Enterprise olAmerica: SH - Scripps-Howard: CP - College & Pro Football





"Mark Richt (assistant coach) was talking to Jeff
Bowden (assistant coach) telling him what to call.
Jeff was screaming at a player not five yards away
and that guy couldn't hear him.
"When we went out to warm up it felt like
a National Championship game. When I went back
to the team (in the locker room) before the game, I
said this is going to be great practice for playing at
Florida because this is as loud as it gets."
Florida State Head Coach Bobby Bowden
"Death Valley really lives up to its image. I was im-
pressed with this stadium. When you put 80,000
people in there, it really feels like they are on top of
you. I would hate to be Georgia Tech or whoever
else comes in here."
San Francisco 49ers Quarterback Steve
Young
"Clemson's record at home is not a coincidence.
Running down the hill is a part of that record. You get
so inspired, and so much of college football is about
emotion. You get out of that bus and you hear the
roar of the crowd and it gives you chills up and down
your spine."
Former Clemson All-America kicker David
Treadwell
"The rock has strange powers. When you rub it,
and run down the hill, the adrenaline flows. Its the
most emotional experience I've ever had."
Six-time All-Pro and former Clemson
All-American Michael Dean Perry
"Running down the hill is still talked about every-
where I go. Players who played against Clemson
when I was in college remember us running the hill
and thinking we would gain some type of spirit. The
adrenalin rush was unbelieveable for a Clemson
player and quite a shock for the opponent."
Former Clemson All-American Jerry Butler
"Last spring ( 1 999) , New York Knicks Head Coach
Jeff Van Gundy came to Clemson for a coaching
clinic. One of the first things he said was, 'before I
leave I've got to rub Howard's Rock.' So, we brought
him to the rock about midnight one night. He rubbed
the rock, but he wouldn't run down the hill. He was a
ttle afraid of that."
Clemson Head Basketball Coach Larry Shyatt
"It has always been a dream to run down that hill.
You get to the top and it's emotional because you think
of all the players that have done the exact same thing
that you are doing. When you get to the bottom you
look up and see 80,000 people hollering and you
realize you have a tradition to live up to."






The Clemson football season kicks off each year with the annual
First Friday Parade. The once-a-year event takes place on the Friday
afternoon prior to the first home football game. Floats from various fra-
ternities and sororities and other campus organizations are represent-
ed in the parade that rolls down highway 93 in front of the President's
house in Clemson. The parade culminates at the Amphitheater in the
middle of campus where the first Pep Rally of the year takes place.
The Grand Marshal of the Parade is featured at the Pep Rally
Recent Grand Marshals have ranged from former PGA professional
Dillard Pruitt, to College Football Hall of Fame legends Jess Neely and
Frank Howard, to noted television announcers Brent Musburger and
Ara Parseghian.
HOMECOMING
Clemson holds a classic homecoming every year. Displays by fra-
ternities and sororities that are months in the making, are built on
Bowman Field the week prior to Homecoming weekend. It is an event
that draws alumni and friends of Clemson from all over the country
The Fnday evening prior to the game, Tigerama is held in Death
Valley, which is an event that attracts over 35,000 fans. It is widely
known as the largest pep rally in the world. The Homecoming Queen
and her court are presented in addition to Homecoming skits, a pep
rally, and a large and loud fireworks display.
The first homecoming game played at Clemson took place on
September 30, 1922 when Clemson met Centre. Clemson has a 55-
18-3 record on Homecoming games over the years, a 74 winning per-
centage, and has outscored the opposition 1,609-996 in those previ-
ous 76 games. The average margin of victory is 21 to 12. Clemson
has been especially successful on Homecoming in recent years, post-
ing a 25-2-2 record since 1970.
HOWARD'S ROCK
When the Clemson team gathers to run down "The Hill", the play-
ers first rub Howard's Rock because of the mystical powers it is sup-
posed to give Clemson players. The rock is mounted on a pedestal at
the top of the hill and was given to Coach Frank Howard by a friend
(S.C. Jones '19) who picked it up in Death Valley, CA. The Rock was
first placed on the pedestal at the top of the hill on September 24,
1966, for a game Clemson won 40-35 over Virginia. In that game, the
Tigers rallied from 18 points down with 17 minutes to play. The team
started rubbing the rock for the first game of 1967, a 23-6 win over
Wake Forest on September 23, 1967.
THE TIGER PAW
The Tiger Paw logo has become synonomous with the University's
athletic teams since its invention by John Antonio. Antonio was an
innovative account executive with Henderson Advertising in
Greenville, and prior to the 1970 season, unveiled the Paw as
Clemson's new logo. It has shown up all over the country on items
owned by Clemson fans from shirts to hats to the now famous "two-
dollar bills". Many institutions with a feline as a mascot have used the
logo, or an impression of it.
Antonio also came up with the phrase, "Fly the friendly skies of
United," when he worked for the Leo Burnette Agency in Chicago.
"I've never had a logo or an emblem copied as much as the Tiger
Paw," said Antonio, now 69 and living in Greenville.
Antonio still remembers the day he made the presentation of the
Tiger Paw to Frank Howard, then the Clemson Athletic Director. "He
wasn't saying much at all," recalled Antonio in an article in the
Greenville News by Alyce Atkinson on Feb. 16, 1997. "I kind of
thought I was losing this fight." At this point Antonio pulled out an
orange football helmet with a tiger paw painted on the side.
"Coach Howard's eyes got as big as saucers and he smiled. From
there it was downhill. Coach Howard wanted that helmet." Those
Tiger paws are still on the Clemson helmets today.
45

Nike Coaches Cap, and Coaches Polo.^
AUTHENTIC TEAM APPAREL BY NIKE TEAM SPORTS AVAILABLE AT





Located midway between Atlanta
and Charlotte, Cross Creek
Plantation is a private
country club community
nestled into the
foothills of the Blue
Ridge Mountains.
A superb 18-hole championship
golf course designed by
nationally known golf
course designer, P. B.





Tom Marchant Russ Hebert III
Director of Marketing Exclusive Marketing Agent






The Money Manager Account can help you reach your goals. It's the account that puts idle money in your
checking account to work with the power of investing. Continuous investing, to keep your money active and help you
earn more. To open an account, call Banc of America Investment Services, Inc.'" at 1-800-446-0914 or visit
any Bank of America banking center or www.bankofamerica.com/moneymanager for more information.
Banc of America Investment Services, Inc."
Bank ofAmerica USA
9S6i
OFFICIAL SPONSOR :ufl4 OLYMPIC ILAMS
|
We want you tn know that investment prndiict.s offered by Banc of America Investment Services, Inc.^
Are Not FDIC Insured • May Lose Value 'Are Not Bank Guaranteed












































































































































































































































































































He participated in more plays last year













Last season Clemson outscored their













He was the only Clemson running back






Which one of the following did not rush
for at least 100 yards in Clemson's 34-0






He hold the Clemson career record of







In Clemson's undefeated home season
of 1974, he was the only freshman to































Who was the holder when Jack Miller kicked the deciding































































































Colors: Old Gold and Black
Stadium Name/Capacity: Memorial Stadium/Faurot
Field/68,349
Turf: Natural grass
Chancellor: Dr. Richard Wallace
Enrollment: 22,723
Athletic Director: Michael Alden







Defensive Formation: 4 3







Head Coach/Alma Mater: Larry Smith/Bowling Green
Record at School/Years (entering 2000): 30-38-1, six years
Career Record/Years (Four-year schools only): 140-1 18-7, 23 years
Assistant Coaches (Alma Mater/Position):
Bill Cubit (Deleware/Offensive Coordinator/Ouarterbacks)
Moe Ankney (Bowling Green/Defensive Coordinator/Defensive Line)
Ricky Hunley (Arizona/Associate Head Coach/Linebackers)
Dave Toub (Missouri/Defensive Guards/Nose Tackles)
Andy Hill (Missouri/Wide Receivers)
Sam Pittman (Pittsburg State/Offensive Line)
Corby Smith (Iowa/Tight Ends/Special Teams)
Brian Stewart (Northern Arizona/Defensive Backs)


































































America's favorite IVIade-From-Scratcii ' biscuits.
Ttie perfect way to start every game day And every non-game day
Get 1 Free Si
Please present coupon before ordering. Ofler nol good in combinalion wilti any other oilers. One coupon
per cuslomer, per visit, please. Customer must pay any sales lax due. Cash value 1/100 ol U Otter good
during regular breaWast hours at participaling Hardee's® Reslaurants. ©2000 Hardee's Food Systems, Inc Hardee's.




Pos. Hgt. Wgt. CI. Exp. Previous School/Hometown
43 Keith Adams LB 5-1 1 220 Jr. 2VL
Parks. Recreation & Tourism Management
28 Alex Ardley CB 5-10 170 'Jr 2VL
Industrial Education
80 Matt Bailey WR 6-4 220 *Jr 2VL
Speech and Communication
14 JoeBever QB 6-2 188 So SQ
Undecided
74 Nick Black OG 6-5 280 'Fr RS
Undecided
42 Altroy Bodrick LB 6-1 215 Jr 2VL
Parks. Recreation & Tourism Management
71 Derrick Brantley OT 6 6 280 Jr JC
Undecided
93 Terry Bryant DE 6-4 275 'Sr 3VL
Industrial Education
95 Jovon Bush DT 6-5 305 *Jr 2VL
Parks. Recreation & Tourism Management
79 GaryByrd OG 6-4 290 'So 1VL
Parks, Recreation & Tourism Management
11 Brian Carr QB 6-1 185 Fr HS
Undecided
46 Chad Carson LB 6 3 235 Jr 2VL
Biological Sciences
9 Robert Carswell FS 6-0 225 Sr 3VL
Education
68 Jermyn Chester C 6-2 255 *Fr RS
Engineering
99 Gary Childress DE 6-3 270 'Sr 3VL
Industrial Education
30 Darrel Crutchfield CB 6-0 180 Sr 3VL
Industrial Education
1 Woodrow Dantzler QB 5-11 200 'Jr 2VL
Marketing
33 Ronny Delusme DB 6-2 185 Fr HS
Undecided
98 NickEason DE 6-4 255 "So 1VL
Sociology
88 Tony Elliott WR 6-0 202 So SQ
Undecided
44 David Ellis LB 6-1 221 So. 1VL
Industrial Education
47 Rodney Feaster LB 6-0 210 So. 1VL
Industrial Education
36 Toure Francis DB 5 10 184 *Fr. SQ
Speech and Communication
23 Rod Gardner WR 6-4 215 'Sr 3VL
Industrial Education
75 Nathan Gillespie OT 6-3 271 "So SQ
Marketing
40 Charles Hafley SS 6-1 195 'Jr 2VL
Sociology
21 Derrick Hamilton WR 6 4 190 Fr HS
Undecided
34 Charles Harper FS 5-10 180 "Fr RS
Industrial Education
70 William Henry OT 6-4 270 'Fr RS
Sociology
22 RyanHemby DB 5 10 175 Fr HS
Undecided
76 Jason Holloman DT 6-3 285 *Sr 3VL
Industrial Education
25 Marcus Houskin FS 6-0 200 "Fr RS
Undecided
87 J.J. Howard TE 6-3 220 *Fr RS
Industrial Education
35 TerranceHuey RB 5-9 170 Fr HS
Undecided
19 Aaron Hunt PK 5-11 210 Fr HS
Undecided
90 Freddie James DT 6-0 265 *Sr 2VL
Chemical Engineering
10 Chad Jasmin TB 5-10 214 'Fr RS
Industrial Education
37 Marvis Jenkins WR 5-9 180 'So SQ
Undecided
65 Cedric Johnson OT 6-4 340 Fr HS
Undecided
27 Kevin Johnson CB 6-0 185 "Fr RS
Undecided
92 Terry Jolly DT 6-2 280 Sr. 3VL
Parks, Recreation & Tourism Management
5 Keith Kelly RB 6-0 215 Fr HS
Undecided
Westlake HS/College Park, GA
Lincoln HSrTallahassee, FL




Fairfield Central HS/Cameron, SC
SW Mississippi JC/Mullins, SC
Johnson HS/Savannah, GA
Jasper County HS/Hardeeville, SC











Toombs County HS/Lyons, GA





North Gaston HS/Dallas, NC







Douglas Co HS/Douglasville, GA
Hanahan HS/Huger, SC
Marietta HS/Marietta, GA
Oak Ridge HS/Oak Ridge, TN
Saint Stephens HS/St Stephens, SC
Saint James HS/Vacherie, LA
Saint Pius X HS/Decatur, GA
Thomas Co. Cent HS/BanA/ick, GA
Orangeburg-Wilkinson HS/
Orangeburg, SC




Pos. Hgt. Wgt. CI. Exp. Previous School/Hometown
39 Tony Lazzara PK 5-9 185 "So 1VL
Speech and Communication
45 John Leake LB 6-2 210 Fr HS
Undecided
45 Tyrone Lee TE 5-11 225 So SQ
Undecided
89 Jason LeMay TE 6 4 245 *So 1VL
Industrial Education
55 Marcus Lewis DE 6-2 250 "Fr RS
Industrial Education
2 Brian Mance CB 5-11 185 So 1VL
Elementary Education
67 John McDermott OT 6-6 295 'Sr 2VL
Education
32 J.J. McKelvey WR 6 4 215 So IVL
Industrial Education
91 Bryant McNeal DE 6 5 235 'So IVL
Parks. Recreation & Tourism Management
3 Eric Meekins SS 6-2 190 So IVL
Speech and Communications
50 Will Merritt OG 6 3 260 'Jr 2VL
Speech and Communications
60 TheoMougros OG 6-2 275 *Gr 3VL
Education
51 Brian Outlaw C 6-2 245 Sr IVL
Biosystems Engineering
63 Henry Owen LS 5-11 225 Jr 2VL
Marketing
97 DeJuan Polk DT 6-2 265 'Fr RS
Industrial Education
20 Bernard Rambert TB 6 200 So IVL
Parks, Recreation & Tourism Management
16 JoeDonReames WR 5-10 185 "So IVL
Marketing
82 Jackie Robinson WR 6 1 190 *So1VL
Health Science
49 Kenzi Ross LB 6-2 225 Sr 3VL
Industrial Education
15 MattSchell QB 6 2 200 "So SO
Marketing
12 Jefl Scott WR 6 1 190 "Fr RS
Secondary Education
7 Willie Simmons QB 6-0 190 *Fr RS
Marketing
61 Akil Smith OT 6-4 280 Jr, 2VL
Marketing
24 Jamie Somaini P/PK 6-1 230 'Sr IVL
Health Sciences
31 Chad Speck FS 6-0 208 Sr, 3VL
Parks, Recreation & Tourism Management
33 John Strait K 6-0 186 Sr SQ
Undecided
41 Rodney Thomas LB 6-0 215 So IVL
Undecided
85 Ronnie Thomas WR 5 11 190 Fr HS
Undecided
56 Khaleed Vaughn DE 6-4 250 "Fr RS
Marketing
78 Gregory Walker OG 6 5 315 'Fr RS
Health Science
77 Brady Washburn OT 6-5 285 "So IVL
Parks, Recreation & Tourism Management
72 Donnell Washington DT 6-6 270 Fr HS
Undecided
73 TJ. Watkins OT 6-3 275 'Jr 2VL
Marketing
6 Justin Watts WR 6-0 202 *Sr, 4VL
Parks, Recreation & Tourism Management
94 Paul White, Jr. DT 6-2 270 'Fr RS
History
48 Braxton K.Williams LB 6 2 203 Jr 2VL
Industrial Education
26 Terry Witherspoon FB 5-11 265 'Sr 3VL
Industrial Education
83 Morgan Woodward TE 6-0 212 "Jr IVL
Chemical Engineering
59 Kyle Young C 6-3 277 -Jr 2VL
Secondary Education
17 Kevin Youngblood WR 6 4 195 'Fr RS
Induslnal Education
8 Travis Zachery TB 6-0 190 'Jr 2VL
Parks, Recreation & Tourism Management
Shorecrest Prep HS/SainI Peters-
burg, FL
Piano East HS/Plano, TX
West Florence HS/Florence, SC



























West Laurens HS/Cadwell, GA
Shanks HS/Quincy FL\
North Atlanta HS/Atlanta, GA
Sumter HS/Sumter, SC
Fayetteville (AR) HS/Seabrook, TX
Battery Creek HS/Beaufort, SC
North Augusta HS/North Augusta,
SC











1 Woodrow Dantzler QB
2 Brian Mance CB
3 Eric Meekins SS
5 Keith Kelly RB
6 Justin Watts WR
7 Willie Simmons QB
8 Travis Zachery TB
9 Robert Carswell FS
10 Chad Jasmin TB
11 Brian Carr QB
12 Jeff Scott WR
15 Matt Schell QB
16 Joe Don Reames WR
17 Kevin Youngblood WR
19 Aaron Hunt PK
20 Bernard Rambert TB
21 Derrick Hamilton WR
22 Ryan Hemby DB
23 Rod Gardner WR
24 Jamie Somaini P/PK
25 Marcus Houskin FS
26 Terry Witherspoon FB
27 Kevin Johnson CB
28 Alex Ardley CB
30 Darrel Crutchfield CB
31 Chad Speck FS
32 J.J. McKelvey WR
33 Ronny Delusme DB
33 John Strait K
34 Charles Harper FS
35 Terrance Huey RB
36 Toure Francis DB
37 Marvis Jenkins WR
39 Tony Lazzara PK
40 Charles Hafley SS
41 Rodney Thomas LB
42 Altroy Bodrick LB
43 Keith Adams LB
44 David Ellis LB
45 John Leake LB
46 Chad Carson LB
47 Rodney Feaster LB
48 Braxton K. Williams LB
49 Kenzi Ross LB
50 Will Merritt OG
51 Brian Outlaw C
55 Marcus Lewis DE
56 Khaleed Vaughn DE
59 Kyle Young C
60 Theo Mougros OG
61 Akil Smith OG
63 Henry Owen LS
65 Cedric Johnson OT
67 John McDermott OT
68 Jermyn Chester C
70 William Henry OT
71 Derrick Brantley OT
72 Donnell Washington DT
73 TJ. Watkins OT
74 Nick Black OG
75 Nathan Gillespie OT
76 Jason Holloman DT
77 Brady Washburn OT
78 Gregory Walker OG
79 Gary Byrd OG
80 Matt Bailey WR
82 Jackie Robinson WR
83 Morgan Woodward TE
85 Ronnie Thomas WR
87 J.J. Howard TE
88 Tony Elliott WR
89 Jason LeMay TE
90 Freddie James DT
91 Bryant McNeal DE
92 Terry Jolly DT
93 Terry Bryant DE
94 Paul White, Jr. DT
95 Jovon Bush DT
97 DeJuan Polk DT
98 Nick Eason DE
99 Gary Childress DE
When clemsonhas the ball
clemson offense
Pos. # Player Hgt. Wgt. ci.
LT 73 T.J. watKins 6-3 273 *Jr.
cn5U WIN Merritt 6-3 260 *Jr.
C 59 Kyle Young 6-3 265 'Jr.
R(j CA Theo Mougros 6-2 270 *Gr.
DX C.~f




Jason LeMay b-4 235 bo.
WR 6 Justin Watts 6-0 202 *Sr.
QB 1 Woodrow Dantzler 5-11 190 •Jr.
TB 8 Travis Zachery 6-0 190 •Jr.
FB 26 Terry Witherspoon 5-1
1
265 Or.
WR 23 Rod Gardner 6-3 215 •Sr.
PK 19 Aaron Hunt 5-11 210 Fr.
missouNaefense
Pos. # Player Hgt. Wgt. CI.
OLB 36 Pat Duffy 6-1 228 Sr.
T 98 Michael Gavins 6-8 292 Jr.
NOSE 77 Pat Mingucci 6-2 275 Sr.
G 90 Cedric Harden 6-3 299 So.
E 96 Justin Smith C Ab-4 o"7n Jr.
SAM 32 Sean Doyle 6-0 232 So.
WILL 55 Jamonte Robinston 6-2 207 Jr.
HB 4 Julian Jones 5-11 195 Sr.
SS 29 Gary Anthony 6-0 199 So.
FS 8 Clarence Jones 6-1 199 Jr.
CB 18 Terence Curry 5-11 176 So.
P 35 Jared Gilpin 5-10 175 Jr.
When mlssourlhas the hall
missoun offense
Pos. # Player Hgt. Wgt. CI.
WR 80 John Dausman 6-1 176 Sr.
TE 43 Jason Lewis 6-0 232 Sr.
RT 72 Justin Bland 6-6 349 Jr.
RG 63 Mike Hayes 6-3 292 Jr.
C 70 A.J. Ricker 6-5 288 Fr.
LG 76 Rob Droege 6-6 279 Sr.
LT 71 Joe Glauberman 6-3 279 Sr.
WR 9 Travis Garvin 6-1 187 So.
QB 14 Kirk Farmer 6-5 213 So.
FB 34 Joe Chirumbolo 6-2 233 So.
TB 2 Zain Gilmore 6-1 220 Jr.
PK 10 Brad Hammerich 6-3 187 Jr.
Clemson nefense
Pos. # Player Hgt. Wgt. CI.
DE 91 Bryant McNeal 6-4 235 •So.
DT 92 Terry Jolly 6-2 290 Sr.
DT 76 Jason Holloman 6-3 285 •Sr.
DE 93 Terry Bryant 6-4 275 •Sr.
SLB 48 Braxton K. Williams 6-2 215 Jr.
MLB 46 Chad Carson 6-3 235 Jr.
WLB 43 Keith Adams 5-11 220 Jr.
CB 28 Alex Ardley 5-10 170 •Jr.
SS 40 Charles Hafley 6-1 195 Jr.
FS 9 Robert Carswell 6-0 215 Sr.
CB 30 Darrel Crutchfield 6-0 180 Sr.
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Missouri
Mo. NaiTiG POS HT
Hometown/Previous School







Zack Abron TB 5-10 234 Fr QO f^iarratt l-l!lluarreu niii TE 6-5 260 Jr.
Wentzville. MO (Francis Howell) Liberal. KS
50 Ssan Ain OLB 6-1 227 So- Larry Hollinquest CB 6-0 189 Sr.
Redondo Beach. CA (Torrance West/El Camino Coll.) Pasadena. TX (Sam Houston/Ft. Scott College)
29 C;i3ry Antnony SS 6-0 199 So 25 Tay Jackson WR 5-10 160
St. Louis, MO (Rockwood Summit) Pahokee, FL
1
7
Bsn Arnold QB 6-4 185 Fr QA Marcus James WR 5-8 155 Fr.
St. Genevieve, MO Liberal, KS
1
9
Darr6n Baldwin WR 6-3 212 Fr. 41 Kevin Johnson FS 6-3 200 Fr.
Auxvasse, MO (North Callaway) Jacksonville. FL (Englewood)
21 oranQon Darnss WR 6-4 208 Fr. g Clarence Jones FS 6-1 199 Jr.
Sikeston, MO St. Louis. MO (Parkway Central)
53 J6SS6 Bsitisid C 6-1 288 So. Julian Jones CB 5-11 195 Sr.
Potosi. MO (Sullivan) Midwest City, OK (Carl Albert)
85 Dwayns BiaKlsy TE 6-4 254 Jr 22 Scott Jones CB 5-6 185 or.
St. Joseph, MO (Central) Wildwood, MO (St. Francis Bor(Jia)
72 Justin Bland OT 6-6 359 Jr QQ Jemarcus Joshua NT 6-1 304 Fr.
Chillicothe, MO Houston, TX (Nimitz)
Howard Brown DG 6 3 283 Fr. 'J Jason Lewis FB 6-0 232 or.
Berkely, MO Knob Noster, MO
1
2
r^rtHif d ifnrrii»/Ouy Duioru QB 6-3 225 Fr. 91 Clayton McAboy DG 6-3 256 Jr
Kansas City, MO (Raytown South) Jefferson City, MO
6 Antwaun Bynum ILB 6-2 234 Jr of Danny McCamy DT 6 3 270 Sr.
St. Louis, MO (Parkway Central/Hutchinson Coll.) St. Joseph, MO (Benton)
48 Marcus CaidwBli SS 6 2 205 Fr. 89 j.u. ivicooy TE 6-3 235 Fr.
Palmyra, MO Moore, OK
34 J06 OnirumDolo FB 6-2 233 So 51 Matt MeioerQ OG 6-4 312 Fr.
Naperville, IL Bloomington, MN
DO Tony Clinker OT 6-4 270 Fr. 28 Terrell Mills OLB 6-4 210 Fr.
Plantation, FL Raytown, MO
74 Aaron Crittenoon OT 6-5 351 Jr. yy Pat MinQucci NT 6-2 275 Sr.
St. Joseph. MO (Central) Holts Summit. MO (Jefferson City)
81 StGvsn ColDGrt TE 6-1 212 Jr. 60 Micah Minshaii C 6-3 280 Fr.
Marceline, MO Olathe. KS (Olathe North)
59 Adrian ooio OG 6-4 330 Jr. 5 uaviQ Monroe ILB 6-0 233 Jr
Houston, TX (Nimitz) Miami, FL (Killian/Hutchinson Community College)
18 Tsrrsncs Curry CB 5-11 176 So. 54 DE 6-1 230 So.
Dellwood, MO (Kirkwood) Ada, OK
80 Jon Dausman WR 6 1 176 Sr. 2 Darius Outlaw QB 6-4 194 Fr.
Knob Noster, MO Powder Springs, GA (Paulding County)
33 Dan Davis FB 6-2 248 Fr. 78 Qrrttf PaffrathOLUll rdiirdlil OT 6-6 283 Fr.
Topeka, KS (Hayden) Trabuco Canyon, CA (Mission Vie|0)
32 osan Doyls ILB 6-0 232 So. 93 Miltrtn Phifor DG 6-2 275 Fr.
Overland Park, KS (Rockhurst) Grand Prairie, TX (South Grand Prairie)
76 Rob DroGQS OG 6 6 279 Fr. 94 Phil PiHc NT 6-4 259 Fr.
St. Louis, MO (Lindbergh) Jefferson City MO (Helias)
36 Pat Diifftfndl L/uiiy OLB 6 1 228 Sr. 56 n 1, DDuke Kevard ILB 6-3 231 Jr.
Hemet, CA Bentonville, AR
J Antoins Duncan CB 5 10 178 So. 31 nicardo Knodes TB 5-6 185 Sr.
Dennison,TX St- Louis, MO (Hazelwood East)
39 eric earthly ILB 6-0 229 Jr. 70 C 6-5 288 Fr.
Humble, TX (Nimitz/Kemper Military) Spring, TX (Klein)
Kirk rsrmsr QB 6-5 211 So 1
3
Andre Roberson FS 5-10 165 Sr.
Jefferson City MO Houston, TX
87 Brandon Ford TE 6-3 262 Jr 55 Jamonte nobinson ILB 6-2 207 Jr.
Galveston, TX (Ball) St. Petersburg, FL
1 Justin uaQG QB 6-5 200 So 66 Chris Hyan NT 6-3 291 Jr
Jefferson City, MO Milan, MO
g Travis Caarvin WR 6-1 187 So. 40 Justin ocott PK 6-0 175 Fr.
Bradenton, FL (Southeast) St- Louis, MO (St- Louis University High)
98 MichaGi Gavins DT 6-8 292 Jr. 69 ocoii oeiis C 6-4 274 Fr.
Miami. FL (South) Columbia, MO (Rock Bridge)
57 J06 (jianino OG 6-4 285 Fr. 82 o ^ coranoon oeverino WR 6-3 195 Fr.
Eureka, MO Overland Park, KS (Rockhurst)
16 Chad tiffin1 IdU VJ 1 1 1 III TB 5-11 180 Fr. 96 li ictirt QmithULI31II Ol 1 1 1 11 1 DE 6-5 273 Jr.
Jefferson City MO Holts Summit, MO (Jefferson City)
2 Zain GllmorG TB 6-1 220 Jr 24 ccric opencer WR 510 170 Jr.
Tampa, FL (Robinson) Houston. TX (Nimitz)
Jared Gilpin P 5-10 175 Jr. 69 Zack otrom C 6-0 220 Fr.
Jefferson City, MO Columbia, MO (Hickman)
71 J06 (jii3UD6rm3n OT 6 3 279 Sr 46 nciny owcdi ILB 6-0 210 Fr.
Overland Park, KS (Shawnee Mission South) Irving, TX (MacArthur)
64 Riict\/ l^rrttK OG 6-4 270 Fr. 79 Nick larpoiT DT 6-3 252 Fr.
Glendale, MO (Kirkwood) Edwardsville, IL
61 J P Hall OG 6 4 268 So 49 urant i hornuerQ FS 6-1 205 So.
Jackson, MO Palmyra. MO
1 orad HammGrich PK 6-3 187 Jr. 57 Jason Van Loo ILB 6-1 226 Fr.
Chesterfield, MO (Marquette) Jefferson City MO (Helias)
90 Cedric Harden DG 6 3 299 So. 73 Joe Weir C 6-0 223 So.
Humble, TX St. Louis, MO (St. Louis University High)
20 Michael Harden CB 5-11 161 Fr. 95 Daryl Whittington OLB 6 6 256 Sr.
Kansas City MO SI. Louis, MO (Hazelwood East)
47 Brock Harvey SS 6-2 188 Fr. 65 Wes Wilson OT 6-4 302 So.
Jefferson City, MO Kansas City MO (Park Hili)
63 Mike Hayes OG 6-3 292 Jr. 97 Keith Wright DE 6-4 260 Jr.
Kansas City, MO (Oak Park) Sacramento, CA (AZ Boys Ranch/Sacramento City Coll.)
26 Harold Hendricks OLB 63 222 Sr. 58 Cliff Young OT 6-3 294 Fr.
Bowling Green, MO St. Louis, MO (Riverview Gardens)
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avy Cotton Pique Polo. Med. -XXL $40.00
mite Cotton Pique Polo. Med.-XXL $40.00
caches Sideline Polo. Colors - White or Orange $50.00
layer Shell Jacket. Pull-over, half zip with front pockets. Embroidered
iger Paw on chest. Clemson on back and Nike swoosh on left sleeve.
led.-XXXL $55.00
epiica Jersey. Adults Med-XXL $45.00, Youth S-XL $35.00
ports Specific Cotton T-shirt. Available sports - football, baseball,
asketball or soccer. Med-XXL $18.00
lesh Shorts. Colors - Navy or Orange. Med.-XXL $28.00
ong Sleeve Cotton T-shirts. Colors - White or Navy. Med.-XXL $23.00
9 - Model Tee Cotton T-shirts with left chest embroidery. Colors - Heather
Grey or Navy. Med-XXL $22.00
10 - Banner Brushed Cotton Cap. One size fits all. Adjustable $15.00
11 - Tailback Cap - Soft cotton unstructured with swoosh on back. One
size fits all. Adjustable cloth strap $15.00
12 - Same as 14. In Stone $15.00
13 - Nike Swoosh flex stretch fit brushed Cotton Cap. One size fits all.
Fitted with swoosh on back $19.50
14 - Same as 11. Navy $19.50
15 - Clutch Wool Cap - One size fits all. Adjustable $16.00
NIKE OFFICIAL
SIDELINE APPAREL
NEW NIKE STYLES WEEKLY
TO ORDER CALL 1 -800-474-PAWS (7297)
CALL FOR OUR NEW CATALOG. PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE







ADULT YOUTH COLOR & DESCRIPTION
SHIPPING CHARGES
WE SHIP BY UPS
TO $30.00 $5.50
3.00 - $50.00 $6.50










MAKE CHECKS AND MONEY ORDERS
PAYABLE TO KNICKERBOCKER'S
















"he Clemson Ring of Honor is in its sixth
season of existence in Clemson Memorial Sta-
ciiiim. On September 3, 1994, during ceremo-
nies priorto the Clemson-Furman football game,
Frank Howard, Steve Fuller, and Banks
McFadden were inducted into the Clemson
Ring of Honor. On September 2, 1995, Jeff
Davis was added to the Clemson Ring of Honor.
On September 6, 1 997, Fred Cone was added
and Jerry Butler was inducted in 1999.
The Ring of Honor is the highest honor a
Clemson football player can receive. A recipi-
ent must first be a member of the Clemson Hall
of Fame, earn at least an undergraduate de-
gree, and make a significant contribution to the
heritage of Clemson athletics. Honorees will
have their jersey retired.
Howard was Clemson's head coach be-
tween 1 940-69, as he guided Clemson to eight
conference championships, six bowl games,
and six top-25 seasons. He was inducted into
the College Football Hall of Fame in 1989 and
is the second winningest coach in ACC history.
He had 165 wins when he retired, the most in
ACC history.
McFadden was named the nation's most
versatile athlete in 1 939. He was an All-Amercan
in football and basketball, the only Clemson
athlete in history to do that. McFadden led
Clemson to its first bowl bid ever, a 6-3 win over
Boston College in the 1940 Cotton Bowl. He
was the number-three pick of the 1940 NFL
draft, the highest draft selection in Clemson
history.
Fuller is the only football player in Clemson
history to be chosen an All-American on the
field and in the classroom. Fuller was a first-
team Academic All-American in 1 977 and 1 978
and was a third-team AP All-American in 1 978.
Fuller, who was ACC MVP on two occasions, is
still Clemson's all-time leader in touchdown
responsibility. He was an NCAA Top Five
Award winner in 1979, the only Clemson ath-
lete to win the award.
Davis, captain of Clemson's 1981 National
Championshipteam, was a first-team All-Ameri-
can that year when he led the Tigers in tackles
with 175, the second highest total in Clemson
history. Davis was also named the MVP of the
ACC and was the Defensive MVP of the Or-
ange Bowl victory over Nebraska, the game
that clinched the national championship for the
Tigers.
Cone, was the first player in Clemson history
to rush for at least 2,000 yards in a career.
Cone played for the Tigers from 1 948 to 1 950.
He still ranks second on the Clemson career list
for touchdowns with 31 , Cone was a starter on
two undefeated Clemson teams, one of two
players in Clemson history to do that.
Butler was a first-team AP All-American in
1978 when he joined Steve Fuller in leading
Clemson to a number-six national ranking and
11-1 record. He caught at least one pass in 35
consecutive games, a record that still stands
today. In 1979 he was the number-five draft
pick of the NFL by the Buffalo Bills, where he
played at a Pro Bowl level for eight seasons.
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY
RING OF HONOR GUIDELINES
Purpose: The charge of this committee is to
bestow the highest athletic award presented by
the Clemson Athletic Department on deserving
candidates. The committee will examine the
careers of candidates in all Clemson sports.
Nominations: Nominations are made by any
member of IPTAY, faculty or staff personnel, or
relative of a worthy candidate, and are ac-
cepted 30 days phor to the committee meeting.
The committee will meet once every two years
in the month of April to vote on the nominations.
Nominations will be made in the form of a letter
with a complete list of accomplishments, and
submitted to the chair of the committee, who
will retain an active file of nominations. Letters
of support may also be submitted. All nomina-
tions will remain on file for a period of three
voting committee meetings (five years). The
Chair of the Committee will screen all nomina-
tions to make sure they meet eligibility require-
ments.
Committee: The Committee will be composed
of 1 1 members:
• Sports Information Director, Chair
• Athletic Director
• Director of Student-Athlete Enrichment
• Senior Associate Athletic Director
• Executive Secretary of IPTAY
• A member of the Board of Trustees
• A member of the Tiger Lettermen's Assoc.
• A member of the Athletic Council
• NCAA Faculty Representative
• University President or designee
• Head Coach of a sport that has a nomina-
tion (i.e.. Head Football Coach votes on
football candidates, basketball coach votes
on basketball candidates, etc.)
Eligibility: This committee will recognize indi-
viduals who have demonstrated consistent
and unique national excellence in their sport
during their Clemson career. Their accom-
plishments must be significant on an individual
and team basis. Their statistical accomplish-
ments must be noteworthy, but they should
also have an outstanding record in terms of
leadership. In general, they must have made
a noteworthy contribution to the history of the
Clemson Athletic Program.
Athletic accomplishments after their
Clemson career are not a primary consider-
ation in the nomination, but they must retain an
unblemished record of citizenship after they
leave Clemson.
A candidate must be a member of the
Clemson Hall of Fame and must hold a bacca-
laureate degree from an accredited four-year
University or college.
Financial contributions to Clemson Univer-
sity will not be a consideration when evaluating
the candidates.
For a coach to be nominated, he or she must
be retired from coaching that sport at the
college level.
Selection Process: Each committee mem-
ber will cast one vote per sport. An honoree
must obtain at least seven votes to be se-
lected. There will be just one ballot. The
committee does not have to select any honor-
ees at its meeting. There shall be no more than
one honoree in a sport for every two years.
Conferring: In the sport of football, the hon-
oree will have his name, number, years partici-
pated and helmet enshrined in the Ring of
Honor at Clemson Memorial Stadium. In the
sport of basketball, the honoree's jersey will be
hung from the rafters of Littlejohn Coliseum. In
the sport of baseball a jersey replica will be
hung from the fence of Tiger Field. Other
sports will establish approphate sites at the
home facility.
When a student-athlete is selected the
person's jersey is honored, but the jersey
number may be worn in the future.
The nature and organization of the cer-
emony will be determined from a meeting
between the honoree, the athletic director, the
committee chair and the head coach of the
sport involved.
^Mi^^B Frank Howard Banks McFadden Steve Fuller Jeff Davis Fred Cone Jerry Butler
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NATIONAL COLLEGIATE ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION
Official Football Signals—2000
Ball ready lor play
'Untlmed down
Time-out
Discretionary or Injury time-
out llollow by lapping
hands on chest) TV/Radio time-out
Touchdown
Field goal







No play, no score
Toss option delayed
Legal louching of torward
pass or scrimmage kick
Inadvertent whistle
(Face Press Boi)










Illegal shift - 2 hands





Substitution Infraction required equipment
Unsportsmanlike conduct
Noncontact foul <







toward toe lor kicking!
32













Illegal block Chop block
Holding/obstructing
Illegal use of hands/arms
43
fflegal block In the back
Illegal use of









Note: Signal numbers 25 and 26 are for future expansion
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The Lady Tigeis wilt fac« stiff
competition in the in^ugurAl
Women's Maui basketball
/neacflriTes







Pictorial Update No. 8 of
Construction in the Training
Room
Construction on the Fred Hoover Training
Room moving into final stages.
Clemson To Play In Inaugural Women's
Maui Basketball Tournament
The Lady Tigers will travel to Hawaii for the
tournament held Nov 24 - 25. 2000
1999-2000 Clemson Athletic Year In
Review
June 3, 2000 will be a day to remember in
Clemson Athletics' history
Clemson Announces Hall Of Fame Class
For 2000
The class represents six different sports
2000 Clemson Baseball Final Season
Submit questions for Clerrison




How many points will the
Tiger offense average per ^
tadium Information
SEASON TICKET HOLDERS/OTHERS
VISITORS: Season ticket holders and
other visitors to the stadium are requested
to enter Gates 1 , 5, 9, 11 , or 1 3. Persons
with top deck tickets must enter the sta-
dium via the ramps, which are located
behind the North and South Stands.
Ramp entrances are adjacent to Gates 1
and 13 on the South side and Gates 5
and 9 on the North side.
HANDICAPPED: Special entrances have
been provided at Gates 1, 5 and 13 for
the handicapped.
WILL-CALL: Will-call tickets can be
picked up at the ticket office at Gate 9.
PASS-OUT HAND STAMPS: Pass-out
hand stamps will be available at Gates 1
,
5, 7, 9, 1 1 , and 1 3 and the top decks. Any
person leaving the stadium other than
with a team pass must have his or her
hands stamped, as well as admittance
stub, to be readmitted to the stadium.
Gates 4, 6 and 8 are closed prior to the
games and are opened for exit purpose
only.
EMERGENCIES: First Aid stations are
located at the following places: South
side—Under Section J; North Side—Un-
der Section T; North Top Deck—Under
Section K; South Top Deck—Under Sec-
tion E. Trained nurses are on hand dur-
ing each game. Should a doctor be
needed, ask any usher, who knows the
seat location of doctors. Ambulances are
located at Gates 1,5,8, and 1 3.
TELEPHONE: Pay telephones are lo-
cated at the stadium ticket offices at Gates
1, 5, 9, 13, top decks.
PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEM: The Pub-
lic Address system is intended primarily
for spectators information concerning the
game. Please do not request the use of
the public address system to make so-
cial contacts.
RESTROOMS: Ladies' and men's
restrooms are located between the stands
and can be reached by exit from portal.
LOST & FOUND: If any article is lost or
found, please report it to the Gate 1 or
Gate 10 information booths.
CONCESSION STANDS: Concession
stands are located beneath all stands and
can be reached from any portal.
EMERGENCY CALLS: Emergency calls
are received in the Security Booth. The
emergency number is (803) 656-2999.
PROHIBITED ITEMS: The following
items are prohibited in Memorial Stadium;
umbrellas, folding chairs, chaise lounges,
food and beverage containers of any type,
alcoholic beverages, thermos jugs, and
ice chests.
NOTICE: Solicitation for any purpose is

















&II Olympic Sport Schedules
Men's Soccer
Cute Day Opponent Time
Ai/g- 26 (Sat.) at Connecticut (Exhibition) 1:00 PM
HARTFORD 2:30 PM
Ocpi. D y vVcu. ) at WnffnrHdl VVUIIUiU 7 nn Pt^A/ .UU r^lVI
Sept. 10 (Sun.) • NORTH CAROLINA 2:00 PM
Sept. 13 (Wed.) APPALACHIAN STATE 5:00 PM
^Qi in ^
\ our 1 . J
* "21 1 P^l 1
1 -UU r Ivl
(Wed.) v_/n /-\n i_Lo 1 \j 1 1 o V-/ \j i ricni^ 7-nn PM1 .UU r IVI
/Ciiri \ * MP QTATF ^.UU rlvl
l^lclli^UI i/lvlnV IflVliatHJIIal
\''') FlIRMAM uc CA\ ^T-Flll 1 FRTDN R-nn PM^.UU r IVI
CLEM'iON u«; BROWN 7:30 PM
Oct. 1 (Sun.) FIIRMAN Mti RROWN lo-on PM
PI FM^OM UQ PAI ^T-FIII 1 FRTON i-nn PMo>uu ~IVI
Oct. 8 (Sun.) at South Carolina 2:00 PM
Oct. 1
1
(Wed.) GEORGIA STATE 7:00 PM
Oct. 15 (Sun.) * VIRGINIA 2:00 PM
Oct. 18 (Wed.) at Davidson 6:15 PM
Oct. 21 (Sat.) * at Wake Forest 7:00 PM
Oct. 25 (Wed.) FURMAN 7:00 PM
Oct. 28 (Sat.) ' at IVIaryland 7:00 PM
Nov. 5 (Sun.) at UNC-Ctiarlotte 2:00 PM
Nov. 9-12 (Thi-Sun. ) ACC Tournament at Winston-Salem, NC
'Denotes ACC Match
Date Day Opponent Time
Clemson Nike Kick-Off Classic
Aug. 25 (Fri.) GA. STATE, vs. OLD DOMINON 4:30 PM
UCLA u<5 CLEIUI'iON 7-nn PMf .yjyj 1 IVI
Aug. 27 (Sun.) 12-nn NOON
nnii PI FiumoN p-nn PM£.UU ~IVI
Clemson Nike Invitational
Sept. 1 (Fri.) UNC-CHAR. vs. AUBURN 4:30 PM
ri FM<^ON u<; DAYTON 7-nn PM
Sept. 3 (Sun.) DAYTON u<; AUBURN 19-nn PM
c-nn PM9.UU mi
Sept. 6 (Wed.) at South Carolina 7:00 PM
Sept. 10 (Sun.) * at FInriHa ^t3tp 1 :00 PM
Sept. 13 (Wed.) * NORTH PAROI INA 7:30 PM
Sept. 17 (Sun.) VycoTCDM PAROI INA o-nn PM£.UU I^IVI
P/^mcrt/i 1 Inix/t^rdtx/ Inx/itiifinnitlk^f CTf (fOL// f \yl II vCTf OflV II 1 V 1to 11x^1 lol
Sept. 22 (Fri.) N C <?TATE u«5 FURMAN 4:30 PM
PI FM^^ON 1 INP-A^^MFVII 1 F y.nn PM1 .UU rIVI
Sept. 23 (Sat.) lINr-A^HFVII 1 F u«s NT «?TATF 4:30 PM
CLEMSON vs. FURMAN 7:00 PM
Sept. 29 (Fn.) * at Virginia 7:00 PM
Oct. 1 (Sun.) at Richimond 1:00 PM
Oct. 7 (Sat.) • at Duke 7:00 PM
Oct. 10 (Tues.) WOFFORD 7:00 PM
Oct. 13 (Fri.) * MARYLAND 7:00 PM
Oct. 17 (Tues.) * WAKE FOREST 7:00 PM
Oct. 22 (Sun.) * at N C. State 1 :00 PM
Oct. 27 (Fri.) FLORIDA 7:00 PM
Nov. 2-5 ACC Tournament (Durham, NC)
'Denotes ACC Matcii
Volleyball
Date Day Opponent Time
Sept. 1 (Fri.) vs. Briqham Young (a) Notre Dame 1:30 PM
Sept. 2 (Sat.) VS. Fairfield @ Notre Dame 4:30 PM
Sept. 3 (Sun.) at Notre Dame 2.00 PM
BIG ORANGE BASH
Sept. 8 (Fri.) DAVIDSON 7:00 PM
Sept. 9 (Sat.) AKRON 10:00 AM
Sept. 9 (Sat.) SOUTH FLORIDA 7:00 PM
Sept. 13 (Wed) at South Carolina 7:00 PM
Sept. 15-16 Auburn Tournament
(Appalachian St., Auburn, Clemson & Navy)
Sept. 19 (Tues.) MERCER 7:00 PM
Sept. 22 (Fn.) ' at North Carolina State 7:00 PM
Sept. 23 (Sat.) at North Carolina 4:00 PM
Sept. 26 (Tues.) GEORGIA 7:00 PM
Sept. 29 (Fri.) * MARYLAND 7:00 PM
Sept. 30 (Sat.) * VIRGINIA 6:00 PM
Oct. 3 (Tues.) * at Duke 7:30 PM
Oct. 7 (Sat.) * at Wake Forest 7:00 PM
Oct. 10 (Tues ) * at Georgia Tech 7:00 PM
Oct. 15 (Sun.) * at Florida State 1:00 PM
Oct. 20 (Fri.) * DUKE 7:00 PM
Oct. 21 (Sat.) * WAKE FOREST 6:00 PM
Oct. 24 (Tues ) at Furman 7:00 PM
Oct. 27 (Fri.) * GEORGIA TECH 7:00 PM
Oct. 31 (Tues) UNC-CHARLOTTE 7:00 PM
Nov. 3 (Fn.) * at Virginia 8:00 PM
Nov. 4 (Sat.) * at Maryland O.UVJ 1 Ivl
Nov. 7 (Tues.) * NORTH CAROLINA 7:00 PM
Nov. 10 (Fri.) * NORTH CAROLINA STATE 1 .UU r Ivl
Nov. 11 (Sat.) * FLORIDA STATE 6:00 PM
Nov 16-19 ACC Tournament @ Winston-Salem , NC
Dec. 1-3 NCAA First and Second Rounds
Dec. 8-10 NCAA Regionals
Dec. 14-16 NCAA Finals
'Denotes ACC Match
Men's Cross Country
Date Day Meet Site
Sept. 2 Sat. Western Carolina Invitational l^UltuWl Ice. Inv^
Sept. 16 Sat. Winthrop Invitational Rock Hill, aU
Sept. 30 Sat. CLEMSON INVITATIONAL CLEMSON, SC
Oct. 14 Sat. Furman Invitational Greenville, SC
Oct. 28 Sat. ACC Championship Raleigh, NC
Nov. 1
1
Sat. NCAA*Southeast Regional Greenville, SC
Nov. 20 Mon. NCAA Championship Ames, lA
Women's Cross Country
Date Day Meet Site
Sept. 2 Sat. Western Carolina Invitational Cullowhee, NC
Sept. 16 Sat. Winthrop Invitational Hock Hill, oU
Sept. 23 Sat. CLEMSON INVITATIONAL CLEMSON, SC
Oct. 7 Sat. South Carolina State Championship Charleston, SC
Oct. 14 Sat. Furman Invitational Greenville, SC
NCAA Pre-Nationals Ames, lA
Oct. 21 Sat. CLEMSON CLASSIC CLEMSON, SC
Nov 3 Fn. ACC Championship Raleigh, NC
Nov 1 Sat. NCAA Southeast Regional Greenville, SC
Nov 20 Mon. NCAA Championship Ames, lA
Men's Golt
Date Tournament Site
Sept. 9-10 The Ridges Intercollegiate Johnson City, TN
Sept. 24-26 Ping Preview Durham, NC
Oct. 6-8 Carpet Capital Classic Dalton, GA
Oct. 15-17 Jerry Pate Intercollegiate Birmingham, AL
Nov 3-5 Palmetto Dunes Hilton Head, SC





Responsibilities: Graduate Assistant who
will break down video of the defense
Previous Coaching Experience: Student
Coach in Danny Ford's final season at Clemson, working with
Tommy West and the outside linebackers (1989); Defensive
Backs coach at Goose Creek High School (1990) and was
Defensive Line coach (1991); Co-Defensive Coordinator and
Weightlifting coach at Batesburg-Leesville High School in
1993; Defensive Coordinator and Weightlifting coach at
Batesburg-Leesville (1994-98); Transitional Defensive
Coordinator/Defensive Backs coach at Lexington High School
(1999); Defensive Coordinator at Lexington (spring 2000).
Playing Experience: Played four years at Gaffney High
School (1981-84) and participated in track and field (1982-
85).
Education: Received a bachelor's degree in earth science
from Clemson in 1989; 1985 graduate of Gaffney High
School.
Personal Data: Born Dec. 14, 1966 in Forest City, NC.
Brown is married to the former Cari Gilfillin, a 1992 Clemson
graduate. They have one daughter, Jordan (2).
Rod Smith
Offensive Video
Responsibilities: Graduate Assistant who
will break down video of the offense.
Previous Coaching Experience: Offensive Coordinator at
Franklin High School in West Virginia (1997); Offensive
Coordinator at Urbana University, an NAIA school in Ohio
(1998-99); In 1998, Urbana tied the school record with six
wins; Offensive Coordinator at West Virginia Tech (spring
2000).
Playing Experience: Played for current Clemson offensive
coordinator Rich Rodriguez at Glenville State College, an
NAIA school in Glenville, WV; Ouarterbacked Glenville from
1993-96; Glenville played in the 1993 NAIA Division
championship game; First team All-Conference (WVIAC) and
second-team Ail-American in 1996.
Education: Received a bachelor's degree in physical
education from Glenville State in 1997; Minored in safety
education; 1991 graduate of Franklin High School in
Charleston, WV




Responsibilities: Graduate Assistant coach
who will work with offensive line.
Coaching Experience: Varsity football
assistant at Framingham South High School in Massachusetts
(1990); linebacker coach at West Virginia Wesleyan College
(1991-93); defensive coordinator at Glenville State in West
Virginia (1994-96); defensive coordinator at Concord College
in West Virginia (1997-98); graduate assistant at Clemson
(1999-2000).
Playing Experience: College - played at Hamilton College
in New York... team captain and three year starter at offensive
tackle... 1989 All-New England in football. ..played for
Westmoreland Central High School in New York where he
earned eight varsity letters, three in football and track, and two
in basketball.
Education: Received a bachelor's degree from Hamilton
College in history in 1990. He received his master's from West
Virginia Wesleyan College in business administration in 1993.
He is currently pursuing a master's degree in counseling at
Clemson.
Personal Data: Born January 5, 1968 in Southington,
Connecticut. Herb is married to the former Deborah Tolliver of
Charleston, West Virginia. They have two children - son Trey
(4), and daughter Bailey (2).
Bowl Participation: As a coach - 1999 Peach Bowl.
Wili Young
Defensive Line
Responsibilities: Graduate Assistant coach
who will work with defensive line.
Coaching Experience: Graduate Assistant
at Clemson (1998-Present).
Playing Experience: College - played for Clemson and
lettered four years. ..1995 UPl Honorable Mention All-
America... 1 995 First-Team AII-ACC... started three years for the
Tigers 1 993-94-95. ..played 38 games in his career, 35 as a
starter... started each of his last 35 games. ..ACC Offensive
Lineman of the Week vs. Georgia Tech in 1995...Flagstar
Outstanding Lineman of the Game at South Carolina in
1995.../-//gf/? School- played for Daniel High School in Clemson,
SC where he lettered four years in football. ..earned USA Today
Honorable Mention Ail-American as a prepster.. .tabbed the
1 992 state lineman of the year. ..his brother, Kyle, is the starting
center for Clemson and was a first-team Academic Ail-American
in 1999.
Education: Received a bachelor's degree from Clemson in
secondary education/math in 1996.
Personal Data: Born February 6, 1974. Married to the former
Michelle Thieke in 1 998. Thieke was a member of the Clemson
volleyball team, and was MVP of the 1997 ACC Tournament.
She is now the interim head volleyball coach at Furman.
Bowl Participation: As a player - 1993 Peach Bowl, 1996




Back Row (left to right): Mario Fersner, Brad Sutton, Steve Sattazahin, Paul Padgett, Matt Herndon, Wes Pollock, Jason Wilson, Travis
Johnston and Rhett Clark, Front Row: Derek Forrest, Amy Bodie, Shauna Cobb, Msiba Dalton and Ashley Smith.
Clemson Corps Salute;
57 New Nationally Ranked
|
ROTC Cadets
Support The Clemson Corps Scholarship program
through the Clemson Fund, and keep our
military tradition alive!
"The Clemson Corps Scholarship is the reason
I chose to attend Clemson."
Eric Moore, ROTC Cadet, Clearwater, Fla.
"/ had other scholarship offers, but the Clemson Corps
Scholarship made the ___^======^^_
difference for my attending
Clemson:
| CLEMSON
Jim Sanders, ROTC Cadet,
Clear Spring, Md.
You may make a secure online contribution at www.clemson.edu/isupportcu.
Specify for "The Clemson Corps."
For information or to obtain a copy of The Clemson Corps video call 864-656-5896.
Visit our Web site at www.alumni.clemson.edu/clemsoncorps.htm.
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Student Managers
Back Row (left to right): Michael Work, Brad Batson, Jim Bickley, Duane Barnes, Kevin Williams and Joey Jutzeler. Middle Row:
Darrien Harrison, Mike Wilson and Troy Johnson. Front Row: Marcey Payne, Jamie Watson and Leslie Young.
Always OnThe Ball





BCS & Bowl Schedule
Starting in 1998, the Bowl Championship Series (BCS) de-
termined the Division l-A National Champion in football.
In the BCS's first season, Tennessee defeated Florida State,
23-16, in the Fiesta Bowl to claim the national title. Last year, it was
Florida State's turn as the Seminoles topped Virginia Tech 46-29
in the Sugar Bowl for their second national title in seven years.
The BCS Series consists of the Rose Bowl, Sugar Bowl,
Orange Bowl and the Fiesta Bowl. Conferences with auto-
matic berths include the Atlantic Coast, Big East, Big Ten,
Big 12, Pac-10 and the Southeastern Conferences.
This past January, BCS members voted to extend the BCS
agreement with ABC through the 2005 regular season and
2006 bowl season allowing each of the tour bowls to host
two national championship games. v
The BCS also notes the importance of regional consideration
regarding team selection. Specifically, as a member of the BCS, the
Rose Bowl will host the Big Ten and Pac-1 champions in those years
in which either the Rose Bowl does not have the national championship
game or the Big Ten and Pac-10 champion is not ranked No. 1 or No. 2. Other
"regional consideration" tie-ins include the SEC champion in the Sugar Bowl, the ACC or Big
East champion in the Orange Bowl and the Big 12 champion in the Fiesta Bowl.
Any Division l-A independent team or the champion of any Division l-A conference which is
ranked sixth or higher in the BCS standings, will also be eligible for the Bowl Championship
Series.A year ago, more than 1 .2 million fans attended college football's 23 bowl games. This
season, there will be 25 post-season bowl games, from the 87th Annual Rose Bowl, to the first-
year galleryfurniture.com Bowl in Houston, Texas and the Silicon Valley Bowl in San Jose, Calif.
i .w^T» n.;..Ti.n3 'i ^ i] | ]f^
BCS RESULTS
1998 Season - BCS Title Game
Tennessee d. Florida St. 23-16 Fiesta Bowl
i
1999 Season - BCS Title Game
Florida St. d. Va. Tech 46-29 .. Sugar Bowl
BCS FUTURE SCHEDULE
2000 Season
January 1 , 2001 (5:00 PM) Rose Bowl
January 1, 2001 (8:30 PM) Fiesta Bowl
January 2, 2001 (8:00 PM) Sugar Bowl
January 3, 2001 (8:00 PM) ... Orange Bowl
National Championship
2001 Season
January 1 , 2002 (5:00 PM) Fiesta B owl
January 1, 2002 (8:30 PM) Sugar Bowl
January 2, 2002 (8:00 PM) Orange Bowl





2000 FOOTBALL BOWL LINEUP
(All Times Eastern)
Bowl Date TV Time Participants
Mobile Alabanna Bowl Dec. 20 ESPN2 8:00 PM Western Athletic #1 or#2 vs. Conference USA #2
Las Vegas Bowl Dec. 21 ESPN2 8:00 PM Mountain West #2 vs. At Large
Jeep Oahu Bowl Dec. 24 ESPN 8:30 PM Pac-10 #4 or #5 vs. ACC selection or Big East #4 or #5
Jeep Aloha Bowl Dec. 25 ABC 3:30 PM Pac-10 #4 or #5 vs. ACC selection or Big East #4 or #5
Motor City Bowl Dec. 27 ESPN 4:00 PM Mid-American Champion vs. At-large
galleryfurniture.com Bowl Dec. 27 ESPN2 8:00 PM Big 12 #7 vs. Conference USA #3
crucial.com Humanitarian Bowl Dec. 28 ESPN2 1 :30 PM Big West Champion vs. Western Athletic #3
HomePoint.com Music City Bowl Dec. 28 ESPN 4:00 PM Big East #4 vs. SEC selection
Micron PC Bowl Dec. 28 TBS 7:00 PM ACC selection vs. Big Ten #6
lnsight.com Bowl Dec. 28 ESPN 7:30 PM Big 12 #5 vs. Big East #3 or Notre Dame
Wells Fargo Sun Bowl Dec. 29 CBS 2:15 PM Pac-10 #3 vs. Big Ten #5
AXA/Equitable Liberty Dec. 29 ESPN 1 :30 PM Conference USA Champion vs. Mountain West Champion
Chick-Fil-A Peach Bowl Dec. 29 ESPN 5:00 PM ACC selection vs. SEC selection
Gulligan Holiday Bowl Dec. 29 ESPN 8:30 PM Pac-10 #2 vs. Big 12 #3
Sylvania Alamo Bowl Dec. 30 ESPN 8:00 PM Big 1 2 #4 vs. Big Ten #3
Silicon Valley Classic Dec. 31 FSN 6:30 PM Western Athletic #1 or 2 vs. At Large
Sanford Independence Bowl Dec. 31 ESPN 8:00 PM SEC selection vs. Big 12 #6
SBC Cotton Bowl Jan. 1 FSN 1 1 :00 AM SEC selection vs. Big 12 #2
Outback Bowl Jan. 1 ESPN 1 1 :00 AM SEC selection vs. Big Ten #4
Toyota Gator Bowl Jan. 1 NBC 12:30 PM ACC selection vs. Big East #2 or Notre Dame
ourhouse.com Florida Citrus Bowl Jan. 1 ABC 1 :00 PM SEC #2 vs. Big Ten #2
Rose Bowl Jan. 1 ABC 5:00 PM Bowl Championship Series
Tostitos Fiesta Bowl Jan. 1 ABC 8:00 PM Bowl Championship Series
Nokia Sugar Jan. 2 ABC 8:00 PM Bowl Championship Series
FedEx Orange Bowl Jan. 3 ABC 8:00 PM Bowl Championship Series
rr
Who Will Inherit Your Assets?
Your Heirs, Or The IRS?
Prudential can help put you in control.
Did you know that, depending on the size of your estate, current estate
taxes can run as high as 55%? That means your loved ones may inherit
less than half of what you've spent a lifetime building. Let Prudential








• evaluate your current
estate plan
• determine what your
estate is worth
• create a will
• and much more
Call me today for
your free copy.
Learn strategies to help minimize
estate taxes. As your Prudential Agent,
I can show you how charitable giving and other
taK-efficient options can help avoid estate taxes.
Find out why life insurance can
serve such a vital role in your
estate plan. Did you know that life
insurance can provide ready funds for paying
estate taxes or help in the equitable distribution
of assets among your heirs? I can show you how.
Call me today for more
information and to receive your
free copy of Estate Planning






Hilton Head: 843 681-8000
Myrtle Beach: 843 449-8504
Prudential
Neither Prudential nor its representatives offer tax or legal advice.




Rushes: 36 by Ray Yauger vs. Wake Forest, 1 0-1 8-69
Rushing Yds: 263 by Raymond Priester vs. Duke, 11-11 -95
Pass Attempts: 53 by Rodney Williams vs. N.C. State, 1 0-24-87
Pass Comp.: 27 by Brandon Streeter vs. NC State, 10-31-98
TD Passes: 4 by Bobby Gage vs. Auburn, 1 1 -22-47
4 by Nealon Greene vs. LITER 10-4-97
343 by Brandon Streeter vs. Virginia, 9-1 1 -99
















240.39 Jimmy Addison vs. Virginia, 9-24-66
1 1 by Rod Gardner vs. Marshall, 9-4-99
161 by Perry Tuttle vs. Wake Forest, 10-31-81
3 by Dreher Gaskin vs. Auburn, 1 1-21-53
3 by Tony Home vs. UTEP 10-4-97
374 by Bobby Gage vs. Auburn, 1 1 -22-47
267 Tony Home vs. Florida State, 9-20-97
126 by Donnell Woolford vs. Georgia Tech, 9-26-87
160 by John Shields vs. Alabama, 10-25-69
24 by Jeff Davis vs. N. Carolina, 1 1 -8-80
3 by Kit Jackson vs. Wake Forest, 10-30-65
3 by Brian Dawkins vs. Duke, 11-11 -95
4 by Keith Adams vs. Duke, 1 1 -6-99




































38 by Todd Kirtsey , Georgia, 10-7-95
227 by Ted Brown, N.C. State, 1 1-25-75
57 by Kip Allen, The Citadel, 10-4-86
30 by Shane Montgomery, NC State, 10-21-98
374 by Jamie Barnette, NC State, 10-31-98
13 by Henley Carter, Duke, 10-19-68
249 by Peter Warrick, Florida State, 9-20-97
368 by Stan Gelbaugh, Maryland, 1 1 -1 6-85
374 by Peter Warrick, Florida State, 9-20-97
4 by Ross Browner, Notre Dame, 11-12-77
BY CLEMSON
82 vs. Wake Forest, 1 0-31 -81
35 vs. Wake Forest, 10-31-81
73 vs. Virginia, 10-21-72
536 vs. Wake Forest. 10-31-81
10.3 vs. Presbytehan, 9-22-45
1 1 vs. Presbyterian, 9-22-45
54 vs. N.C. State, 10-24-87
27 vs. NC State, 10-31-98
27 vs. Marshall, 9-4-99
350 vs. Wake Forest, 9-26-98
4 vs. Auburn, 1 1-22-47
4 vs. UTEP 10-4-97
235.44 vs. Virginia, 10-8-83
756 vs. Wake Forest, 10-31-81
92 vs. North Carolina, 1 1 -7-92
8.7 vs. Wake Forest, 10-31-81
14 vs. Presbyterian, 9-1-53
5 vs. several teams
15 vs. Duke, 10-17-87
15 vs. Wake Forest, 11-2-85
1 55 vs. Wake Forest, 1 0-29-77
13 vs. Furman, 1 1-21-42
13 vs. Pensacola N.A.S., 10-13-45
56.6 (3-170) vs. Wake Forest, 10-29-77
5 vs. Virginia, 10-21-72
5 vs. Virginia, 10-31-64
5 vs. North Carolina, 1 1-4-95
5 vs. Georgia, 9-19-81
131 vs. Western Carolina, 9-25-82



























160 vs. Alabama, 10-25-69
12 vs. Furman, 9-7-96
19 vs. N.C. State, 10-24-87
18 vs. The Citadel, 10-4-86
BY OPPONENT
46 by NC State, 10-31-98
29 by Duke, 10-24-70
29 by Florida State, 11-1-75
74 by North Carolina, 11-14-70
409 by N.C. State, 10-25-75
7.0 by N. Carolina, 1 1-6-76
6 by N.C. State, 10-25-75
58 by The Citadel, 10-4-86
30 by NC State, 10-21-89
374 by NC State, 10-31-98
4 by NC State, 10-31-98
546 by Duke, 10-24-70
99 by South Carolina, 1 1 -23-68
8.4 by Auburn, 10-10-70
9 by Presbyterian, 9-18-54
6 by Duke, 10-19-68
16 by Duke, 10-17-87
127 by Georgia, 9-30-67
15 by Auburn, 10-12-68
57.3 by The Citadel, 10-4-86
6 by Auburn, 11-21-53
150 by Florida State, 9-20-97
i
Keith Adams set stadium records for sacks and tackles for loss




Back Row (left to right): Adam McFarlane, Brian Karr, Rusty Galloway and Jason Makis. Front Row: Henry Guess,
Rick Bagby and Brett Ringer.
ACTION ADVERTISING
OF THE UPSTATE









• Happy Mothers Day
• Happy Fathers Day
• Happy Valentines Day
• Retail Business Banners
Serving South Carolina for 22 Years





All Year Dates Available
Clemson A & M Ring Also Available
Order your Clemson University Ring on Football
Saturdays at the Clemson Bookstore
For a brochure on styles and prices please
contact Clemson University Bookstore






BHP Mall Corners — ^
Anderson • 231-6300 memberM a z^ i oouu jm^MERicAN gem socie"
Applewood Shopping Center 1
^^^^^eneca • 882-541
Clemson fans look forward to seeing toughi, hard-nosed
football when they come to Death Valley or travel to other
schools to watch their Tigers in action. But some of the
Tigers' most intense competition and action doesn't take
place on autumn Saturday's and it doesn't take place on
a field. Take a peek into the Clemson Strength Training
Room at almost any time of day, almost any day of the
week, at any time of the year, and you will see the Tigers
building the foundation for their pursuit of a champion-
ship.
Perhaps the most impressive characteristic of the fa-
cility is its size. Several years ago, it was enlarged to an
astounding 1 1 ,000 square feet, making it one of the larg-
est in the nation. In 1998, it was expanded to 14,000
square feet. The facility boasts two full lines of Nautilus
machines and over 12 tons of weights. The large num-
ber of machines and free weights allows the weight room
to be used by athletes from several other sports at the
same time, without anyone having to wait in line at a
particular station.
Within the last two years the dumbell area and leg de-
velopment areas were expanded as well as the nutrition
and hydration area known as the Power Station. The
Power Station features the energy and recovery drink to
aid each athlete's recovery from intense training.
The plush atmosphere provides an interesting contrast
to the physical exertion that takes place in the facility.
When an athlete enters the etched glass doors, he is
greeted by plush, wall-to-wall carpeting, walls lined with
mirrors, ceiling fans, and music from a 26-speaker sound
system - a worthy backdrop for well over $500,000 worth
of state-of-the-art equipment.
Color television monitors are also positioned through-
out the facility. These monitors are used for training and
instruction, as Tiger strength coaches film the athletes
and work with them on form correction.
The large staff of four full-time strength coaches, four
graduate assistants, numerous student assistants, and
volunteers ensures that each football player receives
proper instruction on the fundamentals of strength and
speed development. Training programs at Clemson are
position specific and designed to meet the needs and
demands of each athlete. Also, each position is ap-
pointed a full-time strength coach that serves as a per-
sonal trainer for that particular athlete throughout his ca-
reer.
Hard core training and competition in the weight room
and the annual Ironman Classic will help each athlete
reach optimal levels in strength and speed development.
The Tiger Strength Training and Nutrition Program help
each athlete to become a complete player.
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Back Row (left to right): Russell Patterson, graduate assistant; Larry Greenlee, assistant strength coach; Ruben Mendoza, assistant
strength coach; Joey Batson, strength training director; John Sisk, assistant strength coach; Tony Smith, graduate assistant; David





YEARS IN HIGHER EDUCATION,
LEARNED A THING OR TWO
ABOUT INVESTING.
Let us TEACH YOU WHAT WE KNOW.
For the better part of a century, TIAA-CREF has been the retirement
system of choice for miUions ot educators and researchers. Now, our low-
cost, high-quaUty persoiial retirement annuities,* IRAs, mutual funds, and
financial counseling services are available to everyone.
But don't just take our word tor it. Individual Investor magazine says,
"For decades TIAA-CREF has churned out top returns by following
disciplined strategies that focus on controlling risk." * Of course, past
performance is not a guarantee of future results. Call 800 226-0147 for more
information about TIAA-CREF's products and services, including charges
and expenses, or mutual fund and personal annuity prospectuses. Please read
them carefully before you invest or send money.
Ensuring the future for
those who stiape it.
RETIREMENT INSURANCE MUTUAL FUNDS TRUST SERVICES TUITION FINANCING
'Availability subiect to state approval ' "Source: /ndmdua//ni/e5fof magazine, November 1999 TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Services, Inc dis- . . _ n i m -w
tributes CREF certificates and interests in the TIAA Real Estate Account Teachers Personal Investor Services, Inc, distributes the variable component of the pet- 8 2 2 6 - 1 4 7
sonal annuities, TIAA-CREF Mutual Funds, and Tuition Savings Agreements. TIAA and TIAA-CREF Life Insurance Co issue insurance and annuities TIAA-CREF . ,
TrustCompany, FSB provides Trust Services. ©2000 TIAA-CREF NY, NY Investmert products are not roiC insured, may lose value and are not bank guaranteed.
www. iaa-[re ,org
Some people...
just make your life better.
Your life is full of important people. Some you can't live
without... and some x'ou'll treasure torever One person that \'ou
can always count on is your local Farm Bureau Insurance Agent.
Offering broad coverage for your Home or Auto Insurance needs,
as well as Lite Insurance, Annuities, Long Term Care and
Disabilit}' Income coverage, your Farm Bureau Insurance Agent
is a friend and neighbor you can depend on. Plus, we back it all
up with prompt, professional attention and fast lair claims
service. So... remember who's by your side yesterday and today...
and who'll be here tomorrow, your Farm Bureau Insurance Agent.




Life • Home • Auto
1099-AHL-SC
Southern Farm Bureau Life Insurance Co.
Southern Farm Bureau Casualty Insurance Co.







Since its inception In 1991, the five-faceted Student-Athlete Enrich-
ment Program has provided Its student-athletes a continued commit-
ment to excellence. Our approach is to address the total student-athlete,
and we are committed to coaching our student-athletes to success
(C.A.T.S.) not only in the athletic arena but in the academic, personal
growth, career, and service arenas as well. As an original member of the
NCAA Life Skills/CHAMPS Program, we pro-
vide opportunities and services to address
the changing needs and skills of student-
athletes in the years during college and after
graduation.
Clemson University's commitment to pro-
vide its student-athletes with the very best of
facilities is evident in many ways. From the
Tlr% soaring upper decks of Memorial Stadium, to
the state-of-the-art strength training facility,
young men and women from all 19 of
Clemson's varsity sports have the very best
in facilities for training and competition.
Vickery Hall is no exception, as the $3 million structure is as impressive
aesthetically as any of the other facilities. But the importance of Vickery
Hall to the Clemson University Athletics Department is not found in the
structure itself, but in the many programs that the building houses.
Vickery Hall opened in the spring of 1991 and was the first support
facility in the country built solely for the all-around education of student-
athletes. The two-story, 27,000 square-foot building is open throughout
the day and into the evening to accommodate the extended schedules
of student-athletes.
The mission of the Student-Athlete Enrichment Programs is to moni-
tor, guide, and encourage student-athletes to fulfill their long-term goals,
and to achieve their academic and career potential.
Vickery Hall focuses on five phmary areas to meet the student-
athlete's needs.
ACADEMIC COMMITMENT
The academic commitment aspect of Clemson's Student-Athlete
Enrichment Programs has provided one of the best academic support
and advising programs in the nation.
The proof is in the statistics. A record 227 Clemson student-athletes
made the academic honor roll in the fall of 1999. The student-athletes
had a record 2.76 GPA in the spring of 2000, just .02 from the overall
student body GPA of 2.78. Records were
also established for number of President's
List and Dean's List students.
In the spring of 2000 the Clemson football
team posted a team GPA of 2.49, highest on
record. A record 21 players were named to
the ACC Academic Honor Roll for 1999-
2000.
The Academic Counselors perform a va-
riety of duties to track academic progress.
These duties include providing assistance
in registration and priority scheduling, con-
tacting faculty, personally checking classes,
recording information, counseling sessions
with student-athletes, providing diagnostic
testing, and directing career aspirations.
One of the most prestigious programs
that has received recognition essential to
the growth of Vickery Hall is the tutorial
program.
Of the 160 programs certified by CRLA,
the Clemson Student-Athlete Enrichment
Program was one of the first three student-
athlete programs in the country to be granted
a Level 1 certification from the College of
Reading and Learning Association, Interna-
tional Tutor Certification Program. The pro-
gram was also honored with the National Champs Life Skills Excellence
Award in 1 999, one of six schools from across the country to be honored.
Having tutor certification allows student-athletes to be provided the
highest quality of academic assistance possible. Approximately 80
tutors are hired to provide academic support in the many subject areas
offered.
Many post-graduate scholarships and internships are also available
to student-athletes continuing their education through postgraduate
studies. Our student-athletes are provided timely information regarding
these opportunities and the resources necessary to assist in the appli-
cation process for either scholarships or internships.
The Department of Student-Athlete Enrichment Programs has recog-
nized the need for students to have access to high-quality computing
equipment and has made a commitment to provide the student-athletes
at Clemson with one of the largest computer labs in the country. Located
on the first floor of Vickery Hall is the Microcomputer Laboratory. The lab
is open seven days a week, for 1 6 hours on Monday through Thursday,
and a limited time on Saturday and Sunday. During exam periods the lab
hours are extended.
The lab staff has a full-time computer manager, and also graduate
Academic Ail-Americans Kyle Young and Chad Carson have
made good use of Victery Hall. Above they are pictured with
football team advisor Joe White.
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ichery Hall
students, many of whom are pursuing advanced degrees in computer
science. Lab staff members are available for tutoring of any Computer
Science course, as well as the many management, engineering, and
business courses that deal with personal computers.
The Department of Student-Athlete Enrichment Programs is commit-
ted to providing state-of-the-art computing facilities. New computers
have recently been purchased bringing the lab to a state of the art facility.
More than 50 computers are available for student-athletes.
All computers are fully connected to the internet allowing for access
of computers throughout the world for research and communication.
PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT COMMITMENT
One of the most important programs that helps student-athletes reach
their full potential and engage successfully in this college experience is
the Personal Growth and Development Program.
One of the key components of this program is the first-semester
freshman transition class designed to assist the student-athlete in
making a successful transition into his/her university and athletic life. All
first-semester freshmen attend a semester-long series of workshops
targeting the transitional issues of time management, organizational
strategies, health and wellness issues, athletic issues, diversity issues,
career orientation, and service training. Throughout the academic year,
all student-athletes are required to attend four large-group programs,
which focus on pertinent social, health, and athletic issues.
CAREER DEVELOPMENT COMMITMENT
The Career Assistance Program provides student-athletes an oppor-
tunity to fulfill career aspirations by participating in various career
seminars offered by the staff at Vickery Hall. The philosophy of this
program is to provide student-athletes with job-searching skills and
strategies, internships, practical experience, and summer employment.
These programs are designed to address specific career opportunities
and acquire information about the student-athletes for each year.
By using the resources available to the University, Alumni Center, and
the Athletic Department, the staff is working to establish a network of
businesses, companies, and executives who will help assist with the
Summer Employment Assistance Program. The program's main goal is
to provide the student-athletes with job experience and a work history,
which he or she can apply to his or her academic discipline.
The Career Assistance Program is coordinated from the academic
colleges, the Placement Center, and through the Athletic Department
contacts. This program is designed to better prepare the student-athlete
for full-time employment and focuses on resume writing and interview
techniques.
SERVICE COMMITMENT
Providing community and outreach service to student-athletes and
the surrounding community by engaging the student-athletes in hands-
on interactive programs is an important aspect of the Student-Athlete
Enrichment Programs. The staff of SAEP coordinates various activities
each year to engage student-athletes in community outreach projects
along with academic programs.
Another aspect of the service commitment is that of community
service. The purpose of community service is to allow the student-
athletes to become involved with the happenings of the community while
giving back at the same time. Each year every team is required to perform
at least two community outreach projects. Recently implemented was a
new community service program entitled Success Away From the
Game. The purpose of this program is to combine athletes of different
sports in community outreach programs. By doing this, each outreach
program participates, thus creating a diverse group of athletes with new
and different ideas. At the end of each year, six student-athletes who
have demonstrated outstanding commitment and contributions to the
community are recognized as the Top Six by the ACC.
LIFELine, another aspect of community service, consists of chosen
football players who work together in specific community outreach
projects. LIFELine has approximately 20 members along with a presi-
dent, vice president and secretary. Once a month, these young men
meet to discuss future projects. To date, they have sponsored Hi-Five
Day, planted a garden at Helping Hands Children Shelter, and held
reading programs at elementary schools. These young men have vital
roles in both the community and the athletic arena.
To assist our student-athletes in becoming effective service leaders
and communicators we provide service and speaking training, which
anticipates the demands placed on a student-athlete when he/she might
be speaking with a group of young people or also speaking with the
media.
ATHLETIC COMMITMENT
Under the direction of athletic director Bobby Robinson, Clemson is
undoubtedly one of the elite programs of Division I athletics.
Five Clemson teams ranked in the final top 10 of their respective
sports last season, including three spring sports. Last year marked the
fifth straight year Clemson has had at least seven top 25 teams. Eleven
of Clemson's 19 teams advanced to postseason play during the 1999-
2000 academic year. Sixty Clemson student-athletes earned first-team
AII-ACC honors, the highest number since 1991-92. With a generous
funding base from Clemson's booster organization, IPTAY, and the for-
ward-thinking of our athletic administration, the Clemson Tigers will con-





Clemson 's 1999 team




Say hello to the most
wired Tiger fan
on the web.
(Rumor has it she hangs out
with The Tiger Cub!)
Meet
i-ine>
She's your personal on-line banker
at Carolina First and she's always
working—whenever you need her
Whether it's checking your account
balances before you head for the
tailgate party, or paying bills after the
fourth quarter, she's just a click away.
Visit her today and see how quick
and easy on-line banking can really be!
wwvi .meetcaroline.com
MEMBER FDIC CAROLINA FIRST
Forged from the commitment and dedication of employees witti
over twenty-five years of experience and innovation in
manufacturing and marketing of polyolefin yarns, American Fibers
and Yarns Company proudly offers the textile industry the most
expansive collection of solution dyed olefin yarns tailored for the
automotive, apparel, contract, home and industrial markets.
FIBERS AND YARNS COMPANY
Post Office Box 66 Greenville, SC 29602-0066
p. [864] 627-3330 / f. [864] 675-9873
www.afyarns.com
race® - Essera® - Marquesa® Lana - Innova® - Impressa® - Alpha® BCF - Trace® t-R
A FIRST-ROUND PICK
IN ANY SEASON
When it comes to quality executive iiomes
in the Upstate, the field is wide open, with
four new home developments created by
experienced master builders. Whether your
game plan calls for raising a family,
entertaining friends or simply enjoying each
day to its absolute fullest, you'll find a new
home that meets your goals:
• Kingsland Located in Anderson's
prestigious Wren School District, this
uncompromising community features
underground utilities, curbed streets with
distinctive lighting, and a landscaped
recreational area with pool and basketball
court. Close to 1-85 and less than five
living. Enjoy the peace and quiet just
minutes from every imaginable
convenience. Homes from $300,000.
Equestrian lots also available.
• Birch River Announcing Powdersville's
new riverside community, now under
development! Be among the first to settle
• Westchester With a convenient
Powdersville/Easley location, spacious
clubhouse, lighted tennis and basketball
courts, and junior-Olympic pool, it's the
natural alternative for elegant country
living. Homesites in Phase III from $29,500.
minutes from schools. New phase under
development with homesites from $26,500.
• Chestnut Springs Spacious brick homes
set among green rolling pastures make this
the ideal site for those who prefer country
into a beautiful brick home overlooking the
river or nestled in the community's interior,
just a short stroll from the pool and
picturesque clubhouse. Homes from
$250,000.
We^tcAmta- (£)KIN(jSlAND ^ymmjmm









Even refs can make
good calls.
actual size
With the Nokia 5100 Series phone, calls will go your way on game day.
And, BellSouth Mobility DCS provides matching coverage to make sure your call sends out a good, clear message.
A great team puts all-star players on both sides of the line.




A portion of the royalties paid by Nokia supports the academic and athletic programs of the university.
©2000 Nokia IVIobile Phones, Inc. Nokia, the Nokia Connecting People logo, the Nokia 5100 series phones and Xpress-on color covers are either trademarks or registered trademarks of Nokia Corporation
and/or its affiliates. 'teOOO BellSouth IVIobility. All trademarks and service marks contained herein are the property of BellSouth Intellectual Corporation. SUGAR BOWL is a registered trademark of the Sugar
Bowl, a Louisiana non-profit corporation, and the Nokia Sugar Bowl logo is a trademark of Nokia Mobile Phones, Inc. and the Sugar Bowl, a Louisiana non-profit corporation. The University marks are
trademarks or registered trademarks of the University and are controlled under a licensing program administered by The Collegiate Licensing Company, The Licensing Resource Group or the University.
Pictured color cover sold separately
Whitewater





Flagship of the Clemson Tiger Nefworl<
Back Row (left to right): Katrina Jackson, Todd Williams, Christina Deluca, Steven Barrett, Jennifer Seago, John Williamson, Lauren
Cousino and Nick Willmore. Middle Row: Melanie Reid, Jay Bruce, Jefandi Cato, Brian Parker, Jill Caldwell, John Malone, Dana Galli,
Blake Collins, Elizabeth Richardson, Jonathan Smith and Head Coach Kelli Petty Holcombe. Front Row: Tiger Cub (Dan Wangerin),
Melissa Wood and Tiger (Jon Potter).




1 Oconee Memorial is the 1
1 Preferred Provider of Medical 1















W. G. DesChamps, Jr.
Dr. R.C. Edwards. Sr.
R Reeves Gressette, Jr.
IPTAY Past Presidents
Lewis F. Holmes Jr.
F.E. Hughes












Athletic Director - Bobby Robinson
IPTAY Executive Director - George Bennett
Associate Executive Director - Bert Henderson
Associate Executive Director - Bob Mahony
Tiger Letterman's Association Coordinator — Charlie Bussey
IPTAY Collegiate Club Coordinator — Jason Walter
denotes Representative Emeritus
denotes County Chairman Emeritus
denotes IPTAY '99 Award Winner
(CC) denotes County Chairperson
(RC) denotes Regional Chairperson











































Dr. F E. Abell, Jr.
Nick P. Anagnost
•- W E. (Bill) Burnett
Richard A. Coleman









































Dr. Val S- Dyches
Robert E. Dye





Roddey E, Gettys, III
L. Earl Gilstrap, Jr.
Danny Gregg
Bob Guerreri




*- F H, Inabnit, Jr.
























Joseph J. Turner, Jr.
- K.N, Vickery
Joseph A, West



















* James R, Sanders, Jr.
Greenville County
Benjamin M. Evatt (CC)
Preston T Garrett. Jr. (VC)
Sandy Kirkus (VC)
Bill Barbary



















- William Lem Dillard
Mark DuBose
Robert M. Dubose












































Robert G. Sharpe, Jr.
John G, Slattery
* Tim Strom
- Joseph D. Swann





James E. Vissage, Jr.
Mike Wade
- S. Gray Walsh
*+ Kermit M. Watson
Robert B. Whorton
David Wilkins
* Charles Willimon, Jr.
* Margaret Worsham
Laurens County
Henry V Blalock (CC)
+ J R. Adair
Ira J. Bedenbaugh










William A. Blackwood, Jr.
John L. Brady, Sr.
Walter Davis, Jr.
John T. Duncan, Sr.
* Bill Easterling
John Easterling Jr,


























































Dr. J R. Stout
Alan M. Tewkesbury III
Judith Warner
Charles Watts
Harry Odel Weeks, Jr.
Edgefield County
Theo Reginal Williams (CC)
Greg Anderson
E. O. Dukes, Jr.
Bill Gilchrist
- J.W. Gilliam, Jr.
Lee Hanks
Lewis F. Holmes, Jr.















H. Ralph Corley, Sr.
Garrett Mobley Msfk S. Av6nt
Ronald Patton Dirsctor, District iV
Bob Peeler
- J.W. Riser DISTRICT IV
Charles M. Stuck Mark S. Avent
Robert M. Taylor 213 Memory Lane
Lee Harold Witt, Jr. Bennettsville, SC 29512
Newberry County Chester County
*- Earl J. Bedenbaugh (CC) Dr. Sam Stone (CC)
TM. Abrams George R. Fleming
Robert Anal Sam Frazier
W. Edgar Baker - John M. Little III
Charles Bedenbaugh Donald B. Murray
Hubert M. Bedenbaugh, Jr. Betty Thorne
Alvin Berry Marvin S. Waldrep
Carroll Derrick
Billy R. Gibson Chesterfield County
C.H. Ragsdale III William R.Tillman (CC)
Foster Senn David Morgan
Terry C. Shaver James C. Stone
Albert Shealy - Dan L. Tillman
C. Gurnie Stuck T. Evans Tindall
Bill Waldrop
Darlington County
Richland County Dr. Hubert C. Baker DDS (CC)
David Mitchem (CC) - J.W. Carter
Chad Abramson Robbie Clanton
Tripp Bradley Mahon D. Hawkins, Jr.
William P Gate George A. Hutto, Jr.
*- Phillip C. Chappell, Jr. Warren Jeffords
Henry Chastain William P. Kennedy
Rhonda Collins Coy "CC." Kirby
Judge Michael R. Davis *- Dr. Glenn J. Lawhon, Jr.
Freddie Faircloth William B. McCown III
Carlos Gibbons, Jr. - Harry M. McDonald
Don E. Golightly - Dr. M B. Nickles, Jr,
Lawrence M. Gressette, Jr. - Bill Reaves
- William G. Hair Rex Varn
*- I.W. Hunt John C. Walker
Karl Kimmerlin
Terry H. Klosterman Fairfield County
Hank Mabry Dr. Phillip C. Wilkins (CC)
James P. McKeown III - Louis M. Boulware
F McCord Ogburn, Jr. Jerry Brannon
Neil Paul '- Forest E. Hughes, Jr.
David Pressley Harold R. Jones
Crawford E. Sanders III John D. Ruff
Steve Searcy
L.W. Smith Kershaw County
Mrs. Davis 0. Smith Lawrence Mudge (CC)
Paul E. Thacker, Jr. Dr Kenneth W. Carson DDS
'- Dr. John H. Timmerman Joseph C. Jackson
Bryan Young Tommie James
George Singleton, Jr,
Saluda County + J.F Watson
James R, Herlong, Jr (CC)
Bernard L. Black Lancaster County
*- Alfred B. Coleman Joe H. Lynn (CC)
James A. Derrick Steven Epps, Sr.
Hascal Golf Frank Ferguson
- Benjamin H. Herlong Marion D. Lever, Jr.
Robert Home Ronald Small
Bruce Rushton Larry Wolfe
- TC. Wright
Lee County
Green Deschamps II (CC)
'- W. G. Deschamps, Jr.
Pete Player
Marlboro County











Fred W. Faircloth II
Fredrick W. Faircloth
'- E M. George





James H. Owen, Jr.
James C. Rhea, Jr.














Joseph M, Ott (CC)
Don A. Nummy
Barnwell County
* Sam O'Neal (CC)
H. M. Anderson
Grover C. Kennedy Jr.












H. Wayne Dewitt (CC)
Robert H. Dangerfield, Jr.
Nolan L, Pontiff, Jr.
Phil Tompkins
Calhoun County





























- S.C. McMeekin, Jr.
David M. Murray, Jr.
Carl Poole
Jotin H. Price, Jr.
- Phil Prince
Glenn Rickborn










* James R. White, III (CC)
*- Jack W. Carter, Sr.
Paul Pye
Dr. Sam Hazel
B. George Price, III
•-








Harry L. Foy (CC)
* Dr. Jerry Frank Crews, Jr.
Jasper County
Roy Pryor, Jr. (CC)
Orangeburg County
WO, Higginbotham, Jr. (CO)
Dr. Julius W. Babb III




L. Taylor Garick III
*- F Reeves Gressette, Jr.
*- Edgar C. McGee
Fletcher M. Riley, Jr.
Dan M. Robinson, Jr.
- J.M. Russell, Jr.
James M. Russell III
Lawrence L. Weathers
Karen Wimberly
John H. Holcombe, Jr.
Director, District VI
DISTRICT VI
John H. Holcombe, Jr.
Director
RO. Box 1977
Myrtle Beach, SC 29578
Clarendon County
























Clyde 8. Bryce, Jr.
IVlarvin Cockfield
*- Dr. W.L. Coleman
Catherine Cutler











- James W. King
Mark King
* John E. Lunn
Wilbur O. Powers
- Julian H. Price
Tom Stanley
Patrick Z. Wiggins
*- Allen P Wood
Edward L. Young
Georgetown County






- Samuel M. Harper
A.H. Lachiotte. Jr.
Duncan Mclntyre















*- Robert (Bob) Wilder, Jr.
*- R. S. Winfield
Marion County
Troy Carroll Atkinson III (CC)






James F Kinney (CC)
* Ricky Alford
Connie Bell








Samuel E. Drucker (CC)
* Alan Chandler
Dr. W. C, Cottingham







Mary Anne Bigger, Director






























































Dr. Jim Bostic, Director

































































































Are You Ready For The
ompetliiv
Advantage...
Competitive Resources Group provides
the field for both former athletes and
businesses to come together.
If you are a former athlete looking to moke a career change or a
business trying to gain the competitive edge, you owe it to yourself to give
us a call! CRG is v^orking exclusively vvith degreed individuals v^ho have
collegiate athletic backgrounds. We work with over 50 colleges to find the





Whether you are an athlete in search of a position or




• Friends and Former Players endowed the
Head Football Coach Position to honor Coach
Frank Howard in celebration of his 85th birth-
day.
•The Bill Hudson Family endowed a Tackle Po-
sition on the Clennson Tigers Football Team.
• Mr. and Mrs. David Merritt endowed a Wide
Receiver Position on the Clemson Tigers Foot-
ball Team in honor of Perry Tuttle.
• An anonymous donor endowed Clemson
Football's Single Wing Right Guard Position to
honor Walter Cox.
• Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Dalton endowed the
Manager's Position for the Clemson Tigers
Men's Basketball Team.
• David and Stanley Riggins endowed the Quar-
terback Position on the Clemson Tigers Foot-
ball Team.
• An anonymous donor endowed the
Placekicking Position on the Clemson Tigers
Football Team.
• Ray Clanton endowed the Left Guard Position
on Clemson's Single Wing Football Team.
• Stuart McWhorter endowed the Tiger Mascot.
• Leighton Cubbage endowed a Defensive Back
Position on the Clemson Tigers Football Team
to honor Jimmy Ness.
• John T. Mundy endowed a Forward Position
on the Clemson Tigers Men's Basketball Team.
• The Mahaffey Brothers endowed the Center
Position on the Clemson Tigers Men's Basket-
ball team in honor of their Mother and Father—
Howard T. & Louise Mahaffey
• Mark and Barry Avent endowed the Head
Coach's Position for the Clemson Tigers Men's
Basketball Team to honor Rick Barnes.
• Sam and Kitty Pringle endowed the Tiger Cub
to honor their grandchildren.
• Sam and Kitty Pringle endowed the Point
Guard Position on the Clemson Lady Tigers
Basketball Team.
• Bill and Elaine Howiler endowed the Third
Base Position on the Clemson Tigers Baseball
Team.
• MBNA created an endowment to aid the IPTAY
Scholarship Fund.
• Jerry and Frances Chapman created an en-
dowment to aid the IPTAY Scholarship Fund.
• Billy and Betty Poe endowed the Wingback
Position on Clemson's Single Wing Football
Team.
• Bill and Bess Cecil, Sr. created the "Bess &
David William Cecil, Sr. Endowment for Coor-
dinated IPTAY and Architectural Scholarships
and Fellowships."
• An anonymous donor endowed the Power For-
ward Position on the Clemson Tigers Men's Bas-
ketball Team.
• Dean and Ann Coleman endowed a Line-
backer Position on the Clemson Tigers Foot-
ball team.
• Frank and Mary Black endowed a Tight End
Position on the Clemson Tigers Football Team
in honor of Tommy West.
• Franklin and Pat Green created an endow-
ment to aid the IPTAY Scholarship Fund.
• Tom and Bernice Grimball endowed the
Manager's Position for the Clemson Tigers
Baseball Team.
• Dr. Jack L. Green endowed the Point Guard
Position on the Clemson Tigers Men's Basket-
ball team in honor of his Mother and Father —
Mr. & Mrs. Jack L. Green, Sr
• Vernon and Joan Merchant created an en-
dowment to honor the Slab Five in memory of
his Mother and Father — Vernon and Ruth
Merchant, Sr.
Billy and Ann Powers created an endowment
to honor the Slab Five.
Jack and Jane Shaw created an endowment
to honor the Slab Five.
An anonymous donor created an endowment
to honor the Slab Five.
IPTAY Donors contributed to an endowment to
honor the Slab Five.
James A.Turner, Annie Alexander Turner and
Megan Ashley Turner endowed a Shooting
Guard Position on the Clemson Men's Basket-
ball Team in honor of Bruce Martin.
Jimmy Key and Family endowed the Head
Coach's Position on the Clemson Tigers Base-
ball Team to honor Bill Wilhelm.
Tom and Jane Burton endowed the Equipment
Manager's Position.
Drs. Anne and Gene Kirkley endowed the Golf
Team Room at the Walker Golf Course.
Jim and Carolyn Willis Creel endowed a Ma-
jorette Position with the Clemson University Ti-
ger Band.
John T. Mundy endowed the Captain's Posi-
tion with the Clemson Men's Tennis Team.
Dr. Randy Smith endowed the Center Position
on the Clemson Tigers Football Team in honor
of Joe Waldrep.
Mrs. Florence G. Geiger endowed the Punter's
Position on the Clemson Tigers Football Team
in honor of her late husband, Martin H. Geiger.
Mr. Albert McAlister endowed the Long
Snapper's Position on the Clemson Tigers Foot-
ball team.
Gene and Carole Gilfillin endowed a Gradu-
ate Assistants' Position.
Perry and Caroline Gill endowed the Football
Manager's Position in honor of Frank Baldwin,
Jr.
Dick and Marie Herbert created an endow-
ment for a naming opportunity for the Littlejohn
Coliseum Renovation Project.
Dean and Ann Coleman endowed a Trainer's
Position in honor of Bert Henderson.
Walter and Ann Hunter created an endowment
for a naming opportunity for the Littlejohn Coli-
seum Renovation Project.
Wendell and Linda Sease created an endow-
ment to honor a two-sport athlete in honor of
Bob Paulling
Lloyd and Millie Gurley endowed a position
for a graduate scholarship for Clemson student
athletes.
Bill and Betty Monroe endowed the Head
Swimming Coach's Position at Clemson in
honor of former Tiger swim Coach Carl
McHugh.
An anonymous donor endowed the Forward
Position on the Clemson Tigers Men's Basket-
ball team in Honor of Greg Buckner.
An anonymous donor endowed the Power For-
ward Position on the Clemson Lady Tigers Bas-
ketball Team.
Richard and Dorothy Hoffmann endowed the
head coaching position on the Clemson Men's
Track Team in honor of Bob Pollock.
Richard and Dorothy Hoffmann endowed the
student-manager's position on the Clemson
Men's Soccer Team in honor of their son, Scott
Hoffmann
Robert Brown endowed the Shooting Guard
Position on the Clemson Lady Tigers Basket-
ball Team in honor of Amy Geren.
Tracy and Mary Ann Tindal endowed the
Power Forward Position on the Lady Tigers
Basketball Team.
Thurmon and Diane McLamb endowed the
position of Executive Director of IPTAY in honor
of George Bennett
• Mrs. Emily Dobson created an endowment In
honor of the Clemson Athletic Department's
landscaping and grounds crew.
• Dr. and Mrs. David Stokes endowed a defen-
sive line position on the Clemson Tiger Foot-
ball Team.
• Jim and Barbara McCabe created an endow-
ment to honor Joe "Bogie" Bryant
• Charles and Charlotte Wood created an en-
dowment to honor Marion "Footsie" Woods.
• Allen Reeves endowed a linebacker position
on the Clemson Tigers Football Team in honor
of Jeff Davis
• An anonymous donor has created an endow-
ment to honor Banks McFadden.
• An anonymous donor has endowed the
Clemson Lady Tigers Head Basketball Coach's
Position in honor of Jim Davis.
• Bill and Elaine Howiler endowed a Pitching
Position on the Clemson Tigers Baseball Team
to honor Bob Mahony.
• The Jeanne and Jim Fowler IPTAY Endow-
ment was created to honor David C. Fowler
'89 and Clemson University President Emeri-
tus, Walter T. Cox 39
• Anonymous donor endowed the Shortstop Po-
sition on the Clemson Tiger Baseball Team.
• Richard and Sharon Struthers have created
an endowment for a position on the Women's
Swimming Team
• The David Wells Family created an endow-
ment to honor Nancy Bennett.
• Bob Brooks endowed a Student Athletic Trainer
position in honor of Mark Brooks for his hard
work and dedication while at Clemson.
• Bob Brooks endowed a Strength Training Po-
sition in honor of Gary Wade who worked with
four ACC Football Championship teams and six
bowl wins.
• Tommy K. and Delores Norris created an en
dowment to honor Van Hilderbrand.
• Bill and Sylvia Dukes created an endowment
to honor the memory of their daughter Maria,
an avid Tiger Fan.
• Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Purser created an endow-
ment to honor JoVanna King.
• Joe and Jeff Bostic endowed an Offensive
Lineman's Position.
• The Harvey Graham Family created an en-
dowment to honor Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Gra-
ham, Sr..
• The Sloan Family endowed Men's Tennis
Coaching Position to honor Hoke Sloan.
• Margie and Keigh Eades endowed the Head
Statistician Position with Clemson Football to
honor Norb Goebel
• Les McCraw created an endowment to honor
his father, L.G. McCraw, Sr., who was a char-
ter member of IPTAY.
• Danny Speights created an endowment to
honor his father Bill Speights, who was a long-
time IPTAY Representative in Hampton County
• The Joe Swann Family endowed the Mens
Head Coach Position in Soccer.
• Jack Jackson created an endowment to aid
the IPTAY Scholarship Fund.
• Jim and Peggy Morgan created an endow-
ment to aid the IPTAY Scholarship Fund.
• '.n anonymous donor created an endowment
: d aid the IPTAY Scholarship Fund.
• An anonymous donor created an endowment
to aid the IPTAY Scholarship Fund.
• An anonymous donor created an endowment
to aid the IPTAY Scholarship Fund.
W
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Arnett Motors, Inc., Anderson, SC
Dick Brooks Chevrolet - Spartanburg
Dick Brooks Mitsubistii • Spartanburg
Bill Jackson















SMITH TURF& IRRIGATION CO
1
Bob Bell












Palmetto Ford, Charleston, SC
Ben Satcher


























Twin City Motors, Batesburg, SC
Courtesy Car Donors
Allen Davis
Ward Smith Inc., Seneca, SC
Ted Smith
Ward Smith Inc., Seneca, SC
TOYOTA
Don Jones








Edwards Auto Sales, Walhalla, SC
l\EWHOLUU\D
Jerry Powell












Mercury Inc., Greenwood, SC
nEWHOLLATD
Pete Powell
Powell Bros. Tractor & Equip Co., Inc.,
Seneca, SC
George Davenport



















Greenville & Anderson, SC
M. SNYDER INC.
Tim Snyder







You're in good hands.
'THE BETTER YOU HANDLE IT, THE LESS
YOUR INSURANCE MAY COST."
CALL US TO SEE HOW
SAFE DRIVERS CAN SAVE.
Phil Bradley,
Class of 1965
2138 Ashley Phosphate Rd.,
Suite 101









786-A1 Johnnie Dodd Blvd.



































9810 Two Notch Rd.
Columbia, SC 29223
803-865-0047
'Allstate Insurance Company, Home Office: Northbrook, Illinois 'Allstate Insurance Company, Allstate Indemnity Company, Home Office: Northbrook,








One of the most significant agricultural research
projects of the century is the National Science
Foundation's plant genome project— a massive
effort to map the DNA of all major food and fiber
crop plants. With understanding plants' genetic
make-up comes the promise of higher yields,
improved nutritional content and better resistance
to heat, drought and damaging pests— in short, a




The Clemson University Genomics Institute
(CUGI) is a leading player in the project. Not
- only is CUGI involved in sequencing rice, tomato,
^ cotton and other major crops, it also serves as the
worldwide library for plant DNA materials.
- CUGI's Bacterial Artificial Chromosome Resource
< Center produces and supplies genetic materials of
crop plants and their pests for researchers all over
the world who are studying crops such as cotton,
soybean, corn, tomato, barley and wheat.
/
The Genomics Institute— led by Rod Wing,
' holder of the Robert and Lois Coker Trustees
- Chair in Plant Molecular Genetics— has
generated more than $8.5 million in external
r research grants since its creation in 1997.
Supporting partners include many of the nation's
leading biotechnology corporations, as well as NSF





















BY 8 AM VIA
UPS EARLY AM
—
MOVING at the SPEED of BUSINESS!
UPS ppsi
Dr. I.M. Ibrahim
Men's Soccer Coach, 1967-94
When anyone mentions the Clemson men's
soccer team, almost 100 percent of the time
the name I.M. Ibrahim will be spoken. The man
who brought Clemson into national prominence
will forever be known for his colorful personal-
ity, his unrelenting desire to win and his unsur-
passed coaching skills in the ACC and the rest
of the nation for that matter.
It was in the late 1960s that Clemson first
became familiar with Dr. Ibrahim. He was al-
ready a highly respected chemistry professor
at the university, when the school began think-
ing of forming a varsity soccer team to com-
pete at the intercollegiate level. Thanks to Dr.
Ibrahim, what originally was just a club sport
turned out to be a producer of some of the best
Clemson athletic squads of the1 970s and '80s.
His 1984 and 1987 teams won the National
Championship, giving Clemson three national
team titles in the 1980s (football, 1981).
Dr. Ibrahim started the program in 1 967 and
was the only men's soccer coach Clemson had
ever known until he retired in 1 994. During his
tenure, Clemson established itself as the ACC
leader in men's soccer as well as a national
force. He coached 1 6 Tigers that landed 24
All-America honors and 51 Tigers were named
to the AII-ACC first-team 92 times. Coach
Ibrahim also led Clemson to the NCAA Tour-
nament 17 times and a Clemson coaching
record six NCAA Final Four appearances.
Eighteen of his players earned ACC-Player-
of-the-Year awards 1 2 times.
During his 28 years with the Tigers, Dr.
Ibrahim coached Clemson to 1 1 ACC Cham-
pionships, 1 3 regular season titles and finished
in the top 20 for 18 seasons. He finished with
an overall record of 388-100-31. He coached
three U.S. Olympians and retired as the
nation's fifth winningest coach.
Not many coaches in today's sports world
have stayed as long at any one school as Dr.
Ibrahim. Nor have many coaches today been
around since the inception of their respective
sport. It is for those reasons though that the
name Dr. \.M. Ibrahim is still mentioned in the
same sentence as Clemson men's soccer even
today.




Who is the only common denominator be-
tween Clemson's winningest men's basketball
teams in school history, 25-6 in 1986-87 and
24-8 in 1989-90?
Don't know? Here are a few hints. He is the
only men's basketball player in Clemson his-
tory to record more than 100 blocked shots,
steals and assists in a career. He is also the
school's career leader in field goals. Still hav-
ing trouble? All right, one last clue. He just so
happens to be the career scoring leader and
is currently playing on the NBA as a Charlotte
Hornet.
Know the answer now? None other than
Clemson basketball great Elden Campbell.
Clemson has had great players over the
years in men's basketball. Starting with Tree
Rollins and Larry Nance, all the way up to Dale
Davis, Sharone Wright and Greg Buckner,
Clemson has had some outstanding talent.
But, none of the previously mentioned players
has done what Elden Campbell has done for
Clemson men's basketball.
In his four years here, Campbell made quite
a name for himself as a scorer, shot blocker
and steal artist. He played in more wins than
any other Tiger in history (84). He also ap-
peared in more wins during ACC matches than
any other Tiger (32). Campbell was also a first-
team AII-ACC selection in 1989-90 as voted
by the Atlantic Coast Sportswriters Associa-
tion and the UPl.AsaTiger, he was voted hon-
orable mention All-American by the AR URI
and The Sporting News.
Campbell is the school's career scoring
leader with 1 ,880 points. He had a streak of
36 straight ACC games in which he scored
double figures and is tied for first for the
Clemson career lead in double figure-scoring
games with 97. He also led the 1989-90
Clemson team that won the school's only ACC
title, winning the regular season championship.
After Clemson, Campbell still continued to
shine with the Los Angeles Lakers, a team that
made him a first round draft pick in 1990. He
is the franchise's #2 shot blocker in its history
with 1,006. At one time he had at least 100
blocks in seven straight years.
So the next time someone asks, who led
Clemson in scoring, blocked shots and field
goals during the championship season of
1 989-90, the answer should be clear: Number
41 , the great Elden Campbell.
Michael Dean Perry
Football, 1984-87
Every school has them. Some famous;
Some not so famous; Some play different
sports; some participate in the same; Some
are separated by many years; Some play three
or four years together. Whatever the case is,
no other sibling pair will ever have the recog-
nition that William and his little brother Michael
Dean Perry had while at Clemson.
It was William that came to Clemson first
proving himself to be an almost unstoppable
force on the defensive line before taking the
world by storm as a member of the great Chi-
cago Bears teams of the 1980's. But it was
Micheal Dean that had the most success at
the collegiate and professional levels
combined.
Micheal Dean played on two ACC Champi-
onship teams in 1986 and 1987. He also was
a starter on defense for the '86 Gator Bowl
squad and the '87 Citrus Bowl squad. Michael
Dean led the Tigers with 15 tackles for loss
and nine sacks in 1986 and 24 tackles for loss
and 10 sacks in 1987. For his career, Micheal
Dean had 61 tackles for loss, one more than
William. He also had 28 career sacks, while
William has 27. His totals for sacks and tack-
les for loss are Clemson records.
During his junior and senior seasons,
Micheal Dean was voted to the AII-ACC first-
team and was a first-team All-American in
1987. He was one of three finalists for the
Outland Trophy in 1 987 while leading Clemson
to a 10-2 overall record, 6-1 in the ACC. Also
in his phenomenal senior season of 1987,
Micheal Dean was voted ACC Rlayer-of-the-
Year, a rare distinction for a defensive player.
After Clemson, he went on to participate in
six Pro Bowls with the Cleveland Browns and
Denver Broncos, more than any other former
Tiger. Recently, Micheal Dean was voted as
the 10th greatest Clemson football player of
the 20th century. In 1996 he was also voted to





Anyone who comes to Clemson to play
women's basketball, will undoubtedly be told
of the great scoring and rebounding accom-
plishments of Barbara Kennedy. Her scoring
titles and rebounding crowns will almost cer-
tainly be noted every time someone mentions
her name as well as the fact that her number
is one of just a handful of retired numbers in
all of Clemson athletics. Trying not to be over-
whelmed or overshadowed by all the greatness
that surrounds the Lady Tiger program would
be hard on anyone. It would even be next to
impossible for someone to come along and
make just as big a name for herself as Kennedy
did years earlier. Don't dare tell that to Jessica
Barr though.
Barr came to Clemson in 1992 and played
only two seasons for Jim Davis' Lady Tiger pro-
gram. However, she wasted no time making a
name for herself. In 1 993-94, Barr became only
the third player in Clemson history to lead the
team in scoring, rebounding and field goal per-
centage. The only other two players to accom-
plish this feat are Kennedy ( 1 982) and Shandy
Bryan a year earlier than Barr, in 1993. She
was also named a Kodak Ail-American and a
Basketball-America Ail-American in her sec-
ond and final year as a Lady Tiger in 1 993-94.
Barr also became the first Lady Tiger ever
to win the ACC Player-of-the-Year award for
her outstanding play during the 1993-94 sea-
son in which she led the ACC with19.8 points
per game and averaged 8.5 rebounds. She
was named first-team AII-ACC and ACC All-
Tournament. Barr received District III Kodak All-
American Team honors as well.
Her awards went well beyond the NCAA and
the ACC after being named the state of South
Carolina's Female Amateur Athlete-of-the-
Year. During her two years she was named
MVP of the Hilton Head women's basketball
tournaments and was voted to the UNLV Tour-
nament All-Tournament team in 1993-94. Her
594 points rank fourth in Clemson history for
most points in a single season.
While Barbara Kennedy may be the first
Lady Tiger someone speaks of, Jessica Barr
made sure that she wasn't the only Lady Tiger




Golf is a game of talent, skill, patience and
practice. It is an age old sport that has only
recently started to flourish again. It is a sport
though in which few people in the world play
well on a consistent basis. There are the few
who do make it to the PGA and of course there
is some guy named Tiger who is doing fairly
well. But overall it is a sport only a few can
excel in. Clemson Tiger Chris Patton just hap-
pens to be one of the few.
Patton is almost certainly one of the great
Clemson golfers to ever tackle the links. He
was on the Tiger golf team from 1986-90, yet
10 years later he still ranks second in school
history in rounds in the 60s with 30 and rounds
at par or better (70). He is also the third-ranked
career stroke average leader with 72.72
strokes per round.
Patton had 21 top 10 finishes, fourth best
for the Tigers. His five tournament wins as a
Clemson golfer are more than any other Tiger
golfer in history. His win at the 1 989 U.S. Ama-
teur, makes him the only Clemson Tiger to win
that event. Patton was a three-time Ail-Ameri-
can, a first-team selection as a junior and se-
nior. He was just the second three-time All-
American in Clemson history. Patton was
named to the AII-ACC first-team three years in
a row as well. During his sophomore campaign,
he had a 71 .85 stroke average, still fifth best
in team history. He had seven top 10 finishes
in just nine tournaments during that year also.
He finished his career at Clemson in 1990 by
winning the Frank Howard Award.
Patton was one of the exceptions who made
It to the PGA tour, getting to play in the 1990
Masters, U.S. Open and Bntish Open by vir-
tue of his win at the 1989 U.S. Amateur. He
finished the 1990 Masters 39th, the lowest
score for an amateur. He won the 1992 Aus-
tralia PGA Championship and a NIKE Tour
event in New Mexico in 1 993. He continued to
win at the 1992 Manitoba Open on the Cana-
dian Tour and the 1991 Australia Match Play
event.
James Trapp
Men's Track, 1990-92; Football, 1989-92
Most people find it hard to excel at any one
sport. There just does not seem to be any way
possible to become as good as the great ath-
letes of each generation. It just takes so much
practice and patience that it just seems point-
less after a while. Now imagine though if some-
one tried to excel at two sports. Think that
would be a piece of cake? Well, that is how it
seemed for track & field extraordinaire and
football letterman James Trapp.
Playing at the collegiate level is a hard task
to accomplish. But when James Trapp stepped
foot on the Clemson campus in 1989 he
planned on participating in more than just one
sport. It is for his excellent performances on
the track though that has won him the nght to
join the Clemson Athletic Hall of Fame.
Trapp was a 10-time Ail-American as he
burned up the tracks at Clemson. He won 12
ACC titles, six individual titles and six titles as
part of a relay team. He was the ACC Outdoor
Meet MVP in 1990 and 1992. Trapp was also
the 1992 200m Indoor National Champion. In
1993, he was the U.S. and the World Cham-
pion in the 200m indoor. Trapp holds the
Clemson record in the 200m indoors and is
also a member of the Clemson mile relay team
that holds the Clemson indoor record.
He is one of just a few Tiger Olympians, hav-
ing traveled to Barcelona in 1992 to compete
in the U.S. 4x1 00m relay team in the 1992
Olympic Games.
Trapp was a member of six conference
championship teams at Clemson. Three con-
secutive with indoor track, two with outdoor
track and one with football in 1 991 . He ranked
in the top 20 in the world in the 100m in 1992
and in the top 10 in the U.S.
Besides all the accolades won on the track,
Trapp proved he could play another sport as
well. He was a four-year letterman for the
Clemson football team and was a starter on
the 1 992 squad. Few will forget his thrilling 39-
yard interception return for a touchdown
against Florida State on national television
(ESPN) in 1992.
He has gone from two-sport star to be one
of the fastest and most successful players in






For some people Clemson football is just a
game. But for others, Clemson football is more
than just a game or just another sport. It is a
way of life for some, including Tiger quarter-
back great Rodney Williams.
Williams came to the Clemson campus in
1 985 and was immediately thrown into the mix
making nine starts as a freshman for the Ti-
gers. During his freshman year, he helped the
Tigers win six games and earn a berth in the
Independence Bowl.
In the 1986 season Williams made great
strides leading Clemson to an ACC Champi-
onship and a Gator Bowl berth. He completed
8-of-1 1 first half passes and executed the op-
tion to a tee, leading the Tigers to a 27-0 half-
time lead against Standford. The Tigers held
on to win 27-21 , giving Williams his first bowl
win and his first of two bowl game MVP awards.
The next season, Williams led Clemson to
a 1 0-2 record, its second consecutive ACC title
and another bowl game. The Tigers took on
Penn State in the Citrus Bowl and won 35-10,
still the largest victory margin in a bowl game
against a Joe Paterno-coached team. Williams
threw for over 200 yards and won MVP hon-
ors. As a senior, he led Clemson to another
ACC Championship and a bowl game. The Ti-
gers made their second straight trip to the Cit-
rus Bowl and again Williams would lead the
Tigers to victory (against Oklahoma).
During his four years at Clemson, Williams
posted some impressive numbers and still
holds the school record for games won by a
quarterback (32). He set Clemson career
records for most pass completions (333) and
most yards passing (4,647). He also set ca-
reer records for most consecutive passes
thrown without interception (122), consecutive
games completing a pass (46) and most
games started as a quarterback (44). As a
starter, he led Clemson to four straight bowl
games, three straight ACC Championships and
three bowl victories in a row. He is the only
quarterback to ever do this.
Clemson football has continued to be part
of Williams's life. He joins the Clemson Tiger
Network along with Clemson Hall of Famer Jim
Phillips "the Voice of the Clemson Tigers" and




Ute Jamrozy set the standard for not only
Clemson women's track athletes, but also for
all ACC women's track athletes. Nearly five
year's after starting competition in women's
outdoor track and field, the ACC began indoor
competition for women.
At the first ACC indoor meet in 1987, Ute
Jamrozy became the first Lady Tiger to win an
ACC women's indoor track and field title when
she claimed the conference championship in
the two-mile run. This was her second ACC
championship, putting it with her 1 0,000m title
from the 1986 outdoor meet.
But Jamrozy was not just known for her ex-
ploits on the track. She was also a pretty good
all-terrain competitor. In 1986, she was an Ail-
American in cross country based on her fourth-
place finish at the NCAA Championship in Tuc-
son, AZ. It is still the highest finish ever attained
by a Clemson Tiger at the national meet.
Jamrozy's name is still prevalent in the
school record books. She remains the Tiger
record holder in the two-mile run and is also
the top Tiger in the indoor 3,000m run with a
time of 9:1 5.04. She also has the school's top
mark in the 10,000m run outdoors with a time
of 33:14.83. In 1987, she recorded the sec-
ond-fastest time in the outdoor 3,000m, going
9:12.12. The time is currently third on the all-




Wrestling is first thought of as something
violent something seen on cable television with
men or women wearing spandex suits and
body and face paint. Very rarely is it seen in
the sense the first Olympians saw when they
competed in Greece in the first Olympics. Col-
legiate wrestling is a sport of skill and practice
and power as well as thinking and maneuver-
ing. It does not involve weird nicknames or
crazy hand gestures. Clemson wrestling great
Sam Henson performed it as an art.
One of the most decorated athletes in
Clemson history is Sam Henson. He was a two-
time NCAA Champion in the 1 1 8-pound class,
winning titles in 1993 and 1994, the only
Clemson wrestler to win two national champi-
onships.
He won the Frank Howard Award in 1994
after posting record numbers and being named
the ACC wrestling MVR Henson had an incred-
ible 71 -0 career record on the mats at Clemson,
going 34-0 in 1993 and 37-0 in 1994. He was
the ACC Champion in 1993 and 1994 in the
118-pound class. Even after collegiate wres-
tling Henson continued to win. In 1 998 he was
crowned World Champion in the 119 pound
category. He will be competing in Australia in
the Olympics this year.
Dr. Jud Hair
Team Pliysician, 1957-85
Most fans do not see a lot that goes on in
Clemson athletics because they are concen-
trated on what is going on between the side-
lines. They don't see the equipment manag-
ers sort and fold and dry and clean and paint
and sew. They certainly don't always see the
trainers and physicians take care of the stu-
dent-athletes day in and day out.
So, Clemson fans probably missed the ac-
tion in a game when Hair was put on end on
the sideline by a Clemson fullback running out
of bounds. "We couldn't see anything but the
whites of his eyes," recalled Dr. Byron Harder.
"But like a pin ball machine, his pupils came
back around. When he came to, he asked if
anyone had gotten the license plate of the truck
that had just hit him."
Hair was in charge of student health ser-
vices at Clemson for 28 years (1957-85) and
served as the team physician for Clemson Ath-
letics dunng much of that time.
Hair, who had a laugh you could hear "all
over the building," was honest and was a man
of integrity," Harder said. "He taught me a lot
about being honest with the kids from the start
of an injury because it is a situation that is very
serious to them."
And for that honesty, Hair was respected
by all student-athletes and his peers, like
Harder, who learned a lot—the most impor-
tant lesson: to back away from the sidelines




"Carolina's only place to WB"
Script Tigers tias become a trademark of the Clemson University Tiger Band. Performed at all home games and
bowl games to the music of Tiger Rag, it is one of the most famous band formations in college football.
By Marsha Byers
Clemson Sports Information
Today in Death Valley, the Clemson Ti-
gers face another team of Tigers from
Missouri. Clemson enters the game with
a 2-1 series advantage against Missouri.
Today Tommy Bowden and his team is
hoping to increase the Tigers' series lead
over the Missouri Tigers to 3-1
.
The Clemson University Tiger Band As-
sociation (CUTBA) is offering its most
recent CD — Tiger Rag! — to Clemson
fans. The CD features 26 famous Tiger
fan favorites from the 1 997 and 1 998 foot-
ball seasons. It includes "Sock it To 'Em,"
"Tiger Rag," "Eye of the Tiger," and the
Clemson University Alma Mater. Pro-
ceeds benefit the band scholarship fund
as well as help finance equipment pur-
chases and awards. The CD is available
at the Tiger Band Office (119 Brooks Cen-
ter) for $1 5.00. To order by mail, send a
check (payable to: CUTBA) for $17.00
($15.00 + $2.00 for shipping and han-
dling) to: CUTBA c\o Clemson Tiger Band,
1 1 9 Brooks Center, Clemson, SC 29634-
1505.
Today's festivities will begin with the tra-
ditional pre-game show. The first selec-
tion will be the "Orange Bowl March." As
the band forms the script Tigers the band
will play the Clemson favorite "Tiger Rag"
and the "i" will be dotted.
Dotting the "i" today will be Mr. Joe Todd
of Greenville, SC. Mr. Todd is the Presi-
dent of the Clemson University Alumni
Association. He is married to the former
Kim Hodgens of Anderson, SC. Mr. Todd
and his wife have two children, a son Mac,
11, and a daughter, Neely, 8. He gradu-
ated from Clemson in 1979 with an un-
dergraduate degree in Industrial Manage-
ment. He returned to Clemson to obtain
is maters also in Industrial Management
in 1983. His father. Dr. B.J. Todd was a
Industrial Management professor for thirty
years. Dr. and Mrs. B.J. Todd still reside
in Clemson today.
The Tiger Band will conclude the pre-
game show with "Washington Post," "God
Bless America," the "Star-spangled Ban-
ner," and the Clemson University Alma
Mater. Finally, the Tiger band will prepare
for "the most exciting 25 seconds in col-
lege football." Tiger Band will form a tun-
nel for the team to pass through as they
rush down the hill after rubbing the infa-
mous Howard's Rock. Meanwhile, the
band will play the "Orange Bowl March"
and "Tiger Rag."
Today, Tiger Band salutes the musical
accomplishments of Grammy Award win-
ner Carlos Santana during the half-time
program. Music selections will include
such favorites as "Everybody's Every-
thing," "Smooth," "Evil Ways" and "Black
Magic Woman."
Dr. Mark Hosier directs the Tiger Band.
He is assisted by Paul Buyer (Percus-
sion Instructor), Cheryl Hosier (Flag Line/




Where the Blue Ridge yawn its
greatness
Where the Tigers play
Here the sons of dear old Clemson
Reign Supreme away.
Chorus
Dear old Clemson, we will triumph
And with all our might
That the Tiger roar may echo







BI-LO and the Clemson Athletic Department have joined
forces in a new fund-raising opportunity. BI-LO
BOOSTERS will support the Clemson Athletic
Department Capital Improvement Campaign by giving a
percentage of your purchases back to Tiger Pride. After
registering for BI-LO BOOSTERS and shopping at your
local BI-LO with your BONUSCARD, you too will be
helping support Tiger Pride!
It's as easy as 1-2-3! (#2596)
1- Sign up for BI-LO BOOSTERS by calling 1-877-4-BOOSTERS
toll free or through the Internet at www.bi-lo.com. When you enroll,
you will be asked for your BONUSCARD number, last name,
and our organization number (the IPTAY/Tiger Pride number
is 2596). That's all! Sign up now to have your purchases
eligible for BI-LO BOOSTER donations at the beginning of the
next quarter.
2- Each time you shop at BI-LO and use your BONUSCARD, the









For the first time in Clemson
Itistory, tlie Athletic Department
has entered Into a five-year,
$45-mlllion capital campaign
designed to hring the
University's athletic facilities





Dale Davis attacked everything he did in
life during his four years at Clemson with a
purpose and vengeance. Apparently he still
leads his life with the same vigor today.
Whether it is challenging the opposition
in pursuit of a rebound, a power dunk to the
basket or playing defense against the best
players in the ACC, Dale Davis put every-
thing he had into every play.
That same intensity carried over into his
life off the court. In the classroom, he gradu-
ated in four years with his original class.
Despite the incredible time demands in-
volved in playing major college basketball,
he didn't even need an extra summer ses-
sion to receive that diploma, something that
made his mother smile on that graduation day
in 1991.
Dale Davis will be the first men's basketball
player inducted into the Clemson Ring of Honor
today. We normally would bestow this honor
on Davis at a basketball game, but his sched-
ule is still very hectic. He is still playing at a
high level, about to begin his 10th year in the
NBA. This is really the only time we can prop-
erly honor "The Toccoa Tiger".
I have many memories of Davis. At the end
of his first home game as a Tiger, in 1987
against Baptist, you certainly would not have
thought Dale Davis would ever be inducted into
the Clemson Hall of Fame, never mind the Ring
of Honor.
Davis could not make a layup. It was hard
to watch. A great rebounder (probably from
birth), he had trouble scoring. He shot 3-10
that day and the three he made were dunks.
That frustrating afternoon made him work
harder. Today it is incredible to look at the list
of Clemson's career scoring leaders and see
him ranked sixth on the all-time list. To see him
hit 1 0- 1 2 foot jump shots in the NBA is a testi-
mony to his work ethic and dedication.
Including all football players, Davis is the
V5^
MUOffMIE
Davis earned tiis degree from Clemson in four years.
Dale Davis was inducted into the Clemson Hall
of Fame in 1997 and will join the Ring of Honor
this afternoon.
toughest athlete I have seen in my years at
Clemson. During the 1989-90 season, he was
a first-team AII-ACC performer, joining forces
with Elden Campbell (honored by his induc-
tion into the Clemson Hall of Fame today) to
lead Clemson to its only ACC regular season
championship in history.
That entire season, Davis played with a
stress fracture in one of his feet. This is bas-
ketball, constant pounding up and down the
court. He never missed a game, playing 35,
34 as a starter. He averaged 15.3 points and
1 1 .3 rebounds per game, one of just two Ti-
gers (Sharone Wright the other), to average a
double-double over the course of a season in
the 1 990s. His senior year Clemson was play-
ing UNC-Charlotte in Littlejohn Coliseum. It
was a fast paced game, in fact, it would con-
clude with both teams scohng more than 100
points, the only game in Littlejohn Coliseum
history in which that has happened.
In the first half, Davis went up for a rebound
and came down awkwardly, falling to the floor
in pain. Doctors and trainers raced to the floor,
seeing that he had dislocated a shoulder. Dr.
Stewart Clarkson reset the shoulder on the






















Dale had been hurt and that I
needed to go to Littlejohn Coli-
seum," said Dr. Larry Bowman,
Clemson's orthopedic surgeon. " I
went into the coliseum and the
game was going on. I went right to
the bench and met with Dr.
Clarkson. He told me what hap-
pened and we talked about what his
rehab would be and how long he
would be out of action.
"I then asked Dr. Clarkson,
'Where is he?' 'Right here on the
bench,' was his reply. I couldn't find
him, then all of a sudden we looked
up and he was in the game. Seeing
we were in desperate times with-
out him. Dale had taken off the sling,
told Coach (Cliff) Ellis he was fine
and went back in.
"That was incredible. He never missed a
game that year. When you think about the pain
he was in playing with a stress fracture as a
junior and that dislocated shoulder as a se-
nior, it was amazing."
Davis finished his career as a three-time AII-
ACC player and an honorable mention Ail-
American. He led the ACC in field goal per-
centage and rebounding consecutive years,
the only ACC player to do that until 1995. He
was a first-round draft pick of the Indiana Pac-
ers in 1991.
This dedication and work ethic has carried
over to his professional career. He is one of
the most respected players in the NBA. He
won't sink three-point goals, or make shake-
and-bake moves like his former teammate
Reggie Miller, but he will go head to head with
Shaq or Tim Duncan every night if that is what
is required to win.
This past season he was chosen to the NBA
All-Star team. His consistency in rebounding
and field goal percentage helped the Pacers
to the NBA World Championship where they
forced the Los Angeles Lakers to a sixth game.
He enters his 10th season as the Pacers
all-time leading rebounder and leader in field
goal percentage. He is annually among the
league leaders in both categories. Just as he
is at Clemson, he was one of the most popular
Pacers in the basketball crazy state of
Indiana. On September 1 , he was traded to
Portland.
Davis has been active in community service
activities in Indiana and back in his hometown
of Toccoa, GA. He has established the Dale
Davis Foundation, which benefits economically
at risk and disadvantaged youth in Indianapo-
lis and Toccoa.
And, he hasn't forgotten his Clemson roots.
A member of IPTAY, Davis returns to Clemson
whenever possible. A memorable moment took
place during the 1 996-97 season when he was
presented his Clemson Hall of Fame plague
at halftime of the Clemson vs. Virginia game
by fellow Clemson great Tree Rollins. The pre-
sentation brought a standing ovation.




Associate Sports Information Dir.
It's only fitting that Barbara Kennedy-Dixon
will be the first women's basketball player in-
ducted into the Ring of Honor. She has set a
standard for all Lady Tigers on and off the court
that gives all future Lady Tigers a model of
excellence, one that will be difficult to attain.
And to think she didn't even come to
Clemson on a basketball scholarship!
Eighteen years after she played her last
game for the Lady Tigers she still holds the
school's and the Atlantic
Coast Conference's career
record for most points
scored (3,113) and most
rebounds (1 ,252)-records
that will probably never be
broken.
She was a two-time Ail-
American in 1981 and
1982 and three-time first-
team AII-ACC player in
1980, 1981 and 1982. She
is the only two-time Ail-
American and three-time
first-team AII-ACC selec-
tion in Clemson history.
At the ACC Tournament,
she was named MVP in
1981 and 1982. She is the
only player to earn this
award and not be on the
championship team.
Kennedy-Dixon is still
the NCAA record holder for
most field goals in a season with 392 in 1 981 -
82. Her 908 point season of 1981-82 is still
tied for sixth best in NCAA history and her 29.3
scoring average that same year is still 1 2th best
in NCAA history
Kennedy-Dixon is the ACC and Clemson's
all-time career leader for most field goals
(1,349) and field goal attempts (2,688). She
also holds ACC and Clemson single season
records for most points (908), points per game
(29.3), most field goals (392), field goals at-
tempts (760), rebounds (400) and most re-
bounds per game (12.9).
The native of Rome, GA led the nation in
scohng in 1981-82 with an average of 29.3
points per game. For her career, she accumu-
lated ninety-three 20-point games, twenty-eight
30-point games, and six 40-point games.
Kennedy-Dixon also holds the distinction of
having scored the first points in the inaugural
NCAA Tournament.
Currently, Kennedy-Dixon is an assistant
athletic director in charge of women's basket-
ball operations at Clemson University. She is
in the Clemson and the state of South
Carolina's Athletic Halls of Fame.
Kennedy-Dixon had a modest beginning in
basketball and believe it or not she was not
heavily recruited. In fact, she didn't even come
Barbara Kennedy-Dixon
lias served Clemson in many
capacities since her
graduation.
to Clemson on a basketball scholarship. The
story really is similar to another Clemson Ring
of Honor inductee, Fred Cone. Cone got a
scholarship to Frank Howard's football program
sight unseen. Howard's sister recommended
Cone to Howard because she had seen him
dive off a diving board into a neighbor's pool
and he looked athletic doing it.
Here is how Kennedy-Dixon came to
Clemson.
"In the sixth grade I tried out for
cheerleading, a squad that was going to cheer
for the junior varsity basketball team. From that
point on I fell in love with
the game of basketball.
The guys made it interest-
ing.
"After cheering that one
season, I decided to try out
for the girls junior varsity
team and I made it my first
year. I really did not know
what to do and I made a
lot of mistakes that first
year. I also played pickup
basketball games with
other guys and this is what
helped improve my game.
"Playing basketball in
college was a goal for me,
but it was a goal I did not
think I could reach. I did not
know how that process
worked. I did not know if I
wanted to leave home or
not. As I finished my junior
year and received some
praise from opposing coaches, I got interested.
Different coaches would tell me to concentrate
on the books and well as my game.
"My senior year I started realizing there may
be an opportunity I started concentrating on
my studies and working on my basketball skills.
I thought I made some progress as I started
getting some contacts from college coaches.
My first contact was from Coach Annie Tribble
(Head Women's Basketball Coach at Clemson
1 976-87) and that told me there was a chance
for me to compete at the next level.
"I remember my first phone call from Coach
Tribble and how pleasant she was, how com-
plimentary she was and how encouraging she
was. She continued to show interest. She was
very much like my mom in that she had a car-
ing and loving personality. She conveyed that
on the telephone.
"I remember when she came for a visit at
one of our games. I tried so hard — maybe
too hard. It was a disaster and she started
backing off at one point. I was trying to prove
to her that I could play
"I was waiting for her phone calls. She called
me one day and told me she used all her schol-
arships. She also told me if I made the test
scores and wanted to come she would bring
me in on a volleyball scholarship. I took the
SAT and made the required score. I told Coach
Tribble 1 made the test scores and here I come!
So I originally came to Clemson on a volley-
ball scholarship."
Clemson is certainly glad she took that vol-
leyball scholarship. She was named Clemson's
top athlete of the 1980s and has continued to
serve Clemson with distinction as an assistant
coach, as an administrator in Vickery Hall and
in the Compliance Office, and now back with
Lady Tiger basketball as an assistant athletic
director.
Barbara Kennedy-Dixon came to Clemson on a volleyball scholarship. She
finished her career as the ACC's only 3,000-point scorer.
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The 2000 Clemson women's soccer
team will be very competitive with a cast of
seasoned veterans and an excellent group
of newcomers vying for the starting posi-
tions. Clemson returns nine starters from
a team that finished 14-7-2 overall, and 4-
3 in the Atlantic Coast Conference. The
Lady Tigers also finished sixth in the
NSCAA Coaches' poll and advanced to the
NCAA Final Eight. The #6 finish last year
was the best in Clemson's brief but note-
worthy history.
"This will be the deepest team we have
ever had," said Clemson Head Coach Ray
Leone. "The first task we must accomplish
right away is connecting the freshmen to
the rest of the team. This team is very close,
and if we can establish a solid relationship
between the freshmen and the rest of the
team in the preseason, we should have a
great season.
"It is always hard to set goals, but obvi-
ously, we want to go to the NCAA Final Four
and win the ACC. The ACC is the hardest
league in the country. First and foremost
we want to be the best we possibly can and
this is something we can control with hard
work and dedication.
"I think this year we will be more competi-
tive in practice and this will benefit us more.
We are still building the program and competi-
tion is what makes players better. Being a re-
turning starter at Clemson will be harder this
season beacuse the newcomers will push the
older players. The team will practice at a higher
level of competition. Last spring was the best
we have had as far as intensity and commit-
ment.
"The strong points this season will be on de-
fense. Defending is a strong area of pride for
our team. They take great pride in shutting
people down. I also think we are going to be
more potent offensively than the previous year.
However, our lack of offense has a lot had to
do with the injuries we sustained last year. We
only scored one goal in the NCAA Women's
Soccer Tournament and advanced to the
NCAA Final Eight. This was a credit to our de-
fense.
"We are very proud of Tracey (Leone) for
being the head coach of the United States U 1
6
National Team and assisting with the entire
National Team program. This is a great oppor-
tunity for Tracey. She is on a leave of absence
from Clemson and will return when her stint is
up with them. It is wonderful that she was rec-
ognized because of her success at Clemson.
Tracey is a great developer of talent, some-
thing she has proven since her arrival at
Clemson.
"Our schedule will again be very tough-very
similar to last year when it was ranked second
toughest in the nation. A total of 13 of the 18
schools we play went to the NCAA Women's
Deliah Arrington, a second generation
Clemson student-athlete, is the top
returning goal scorer from 1999.
Soccer Tournament or were ranked in the last
two years. It will be another killer schedule but
we like to compete against the best."
GOALKEEPERS
Clemson will be very solid in goal with the
return of junior and two-year starter Katie
Carson. Freshman Leigh Ann Harrison will be
joining Carson this fall.
Carson finished the season with a 0.74 goal
allowed average. She also had 1 09 saves, and
had two games last season when she had 16
saves in each game. She started all 23 games
and her save total was a school record.
'Carson is the most improved player on our
team. She is still improving and she still hasn't
reached her full potential. She is a fantastic
presence in the box. Her punting, passing, and
foot skills have improved tremendously. Katie
has great range and she is not afraid to come
out of the box. She is very aggressive. Her
command in the box in the air is her biggest
asset."
Leigh Ann Harrison is from Mauldin (SC)
High School where she was an all-state goal-
keeper. "Leigh Ann is very tall and has a good
presence for a young keeper. I think she will
develop quickly into a high level collegiate goal-
keeper."
DEFENDERS
Clemson's defense should be one of the
strong points on the 2000 squad. Led by se-
nior sisters, Julie and Nancy Augustyniak, the
defense should be the best ever for the Lady
Tigers.
"Nancy and Julie are two of the best
backs in the nation," said Leone. "Nancy
will anchor the center of the defense, while
Julie usually plays on the left side. Both
players have great composure and their
athleticism is incredible."
Nancy started all 23 games last season
and had two goals and two assists. Julie
also started all 23 games and had one goal
and two assists. Audria Lyons started all
23 games mostly in the back and she fin-
ished the season with one goal and three
assists. Leigh Clark is another starting de-
fender returning. Clark started 22 matches
and had one goal and two assists.
MIDFIELDERS
Lea Shreve and Clark are the two re-
turnees in the midfield. Shreve started 21
games and finished the season with three
goals and one assist for seven points.
Shreve played in the center midfield but
was hurt in the sphng. She should be able
to comeback full strength and anchor the
center midfield according to Leone. Clark
may see action in the midfield this season
if not needed as a back.
"In the midfield, we recruited wing
midfielders. And with our incoming players
and the depth we have coming back, will
provide more competition within the team.
Besides Clark, Julie Augustyniak may play
some in the midfield."
Other veterans returning include Tricia Wil-
liams, Tatum Clowney, Cindy Mullinix and
Lyons, who have all played in the midfield.
The Lady Tigers had an outstanding year
recruiting, as freshmen Jami Walker, Allison
I^itchell, and Kate Clifton join the Lady Tigers
in the midfield.
"This will be a tough area for us as every
position is wide open. However, when the sea-
son opens, I think this will be a strong suit for
us with the competition and depth."
FORWARDS
Clemson returns Deliah Arrington and
Heather Beem this season after both players
had excellent freshmen seasons. Arrington led
the 1999 team with nine goals and seven as-
sists for 25 points. She started 1 5 games and
also led the squad with the nine goals.
Beem, who started all 23 games, was third
on the squad with 21 points and she had seven
assists and seven goals. However, Beem is
the big question as she had an ACL injury in
the spring and will be brought along slowly until
she is 100 percent.
Clemson's newcomer Lindsay Browne was
a 1999 NSCAA High School Ail-American.
"Lindsay is one of the best forwards on the
West Coast. She should provide a lot of fire
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The Ciemson men s track and field program
enjoyed another banner year as the Tigers be-
gan the track and field season claiming the ACC
title and a tenth-place finish at the NCAA Indoor
Championships, They continued their dominance
in the outdoor season, winning the 2000 ACC out-
door crown and ending the season tenth in the
nation. The Tigers had 17 different athletes
named to the AII-ACC teams, won three individual
championships at the ACC indoor meet, and then
claimed eight individual championships at the
ACC outdoor meet. At the NCAA Championships,
the Tigers claimed three individual national titles
and an American record. Ciemson will also send
five Tigers to the Olympic Games in Sydney. Aus-
tralia.
Bob Pollock, the Tiger's head coach since
1988. has been named ACC Coach of the Year
1 7 times, more than any other coach in Ciemson
history Pollock, along with second-year assistant
coaches Charles Foster and Jarrett Foster are
looking to continue their ACC dominance and
national competitiveness.
"We have a lot of youth on this team, but we
also have some very experienced, seasoned
veterans," said Pollock. "I am excited about what
our returning athletes accomplished last year and
I am looking fonward to seeing what our new Ti-
gers can accomplish. Our team will build on the
success at the ACC's and continue to be top con-
tenders at the national level."
Cross Country/Distance
The nucleus of this year's cross country team will
be comprised of three top returnees from last year's
team that finished fifth in the ACC and eighth in the
Southeast region. Leading the squad will be sopho-
more Jason IVIeany who finished ninth at the 1999
ACC Championships, earning AII-ACC honors. Fel-
low sophomore Scott Shaw should also figure in as
a top-three runner after consistently finishing in the
top five last year. Junior B.J. Dillard returns as the
most experienced team member. He had one of his
best outings of the year at the Southeast Regional,
finishing 54th in 31 :56 over the challenging 1 0,000m
course. Sophomore Mike Connelly will contend for a
top position on the team. Newcomers — David
Adams, Derrick Wyatt, Joe Harris, Ryan Fenton, Mike
Barton and Nick Luden — will challenge the return-
ing runners.
"This is a young squad that should be fun to work
with," Pollock said. "I am excited about our team as
they will be a surprise before the season s end. No
one will expect much from us because of our youth.
It will be up to the team to decide to step up and
control their own destiny."
The indoor and outdoor distance events will be
led by Meany who earned AII-ACC honors in the
1 0,000m and qualified for the NCAA Championships
in the 5.000m last year. The Tigers will be young but
talented as Adams enters Ciemson having run one
of the top times in the nation at 3,200m (8:57). Shaw
will add quality along with three state champion fresh-
men in Fenton, Harris and Luden.
Middle Distance
Youth will also be the theme in the middle distance
events. Juniors IVtike Connelly and Fred Sharpe along
with sophomore Ivlarcus Hodge are expected to lead
the Tigers in the middle distance events. "These guys
should be our leaders this year. They have experi-
ence and a good deal of potential." Pollock said.
Sharpe was the 800m indoor champion last year while
After competing for Trinidad in the
Olympics, Ato Modibo will return to
defend his NCAA indoor 400m title.
Connelly finished third in the 800m at the ACC in-
door and outdoor championships. Hodge consistently
finished in the top three for Ciemson in the 800m.
Sophomore Garrick Copes ran a personal best of 1 :53
last year, and will compete in the 400m and 800m
again this year, Ciemson will have several talented
newcomers in Wyatt, Barton and Joel Thiry, in the
middle distances.
Sprints
The Tigers lost two of their most decorated ath-
letes ever in Shawn Crawford and Charles Allen, but
are looking to a talented group of returnees and some
outstanding freshmen to fill those voids. Crawford was
an 1 1 -time All-American and the most decorated ath-
lete in Ciemson history and the American indoor
record holder at 200m. Allen is a five-time All-Ameri-
can who will compete in the 1 1 0m hurdles at the Olym-
pic Games.
Pollock thinks the talent of the incoming freshmen
combined with the experience of the upperclassmen
will produce a great quality team with depth from top
to bottom. Junior four-time All-American Ato (\/lodibo
will lead the veterans. IVlodibo, the NCAA indoor 400m
champion will compete in both of those events at the
Olympic Games.
Joining Modibo is a trio of sophomores in David
Collins, Otto Spain, and Jacey Harper. Spain, who
qualified in the 400m and is a member of the 4x400m
relay team for the USA Junior National team, will com-
pete in Santiago, Chile, in October, Collins finished
second at the ACC's as a freshman and qualified for
the NCAA Championships in the 60m dash. Harper
was AII-ACC in the outdoor 100m and a member of
the ACC champion 4x1 00m relay team, and will par-
ticipate in the Olympics in the 4x1 00m relay.
Pollock is looking for freshmen Roland Burks,
Terrance Huey and Dwight Thomas to step in and
contribute in the team's success.Thomas, from
Burtonsville, MD, was the most highly recruited
sprinter, as he led the nation in the 100m and 200m
in high school. He was the 1999 Pan American
Junior champion in the 100 and 200m, and is a
member of Jamaica's 2000 Olympic team. Burks
was an all-state selection and has posted com-
petitive times in the 60m dash, 100m, and 200m
events. Huey was a Georgia state track cham-
pion in the 100m and 200m dashes.
Hurdles
Senior ACC Champion and All-American Sul-
tan Tucker returns in the 60m and 1 10m hurdles
to lead a strong group of performers. Tucker won
the ACC in the 60m hurdles, tying the ACC record
with a time of 7.79, and was AII-ACC in the 1 1 0m
after finishing second in the ACC outdoor meet.
Pollock also expects junior All-American Todd
Matthews to continue his success after winning
the ACC Championship in the 1 10m hurdles out-
door and earning All-American honors at the out-
door NCAA Championships.
Fred Sharpe was the ACC champion in the
800m indoors and in the 400m hurdles outdoors.
He qualified for the NCAA Championships and
earned All-American honors in the 400m hurdles
as a sophomore. Senior Tony Washington and
freshman transfer Ryan Davis will add depth to
the Tigers in the hurdles.
Jumps
The Tigers expect to have consistently strong
showings in the jumps with the return of their lead-
ers from last year. Junior Doug Ameigh will once
again be at the core of the high jumpers The
ACC champion and NCAA indoor qualifier has
shown great consistency in the last two years.
Sophomore Malcolm Reynolds claimed the ACC
outdoor championship and placed third at the USA
Junior Nationals this summer. Reynolds recorded the
best jump in the ACC last year.
Junior Kai Maull will be Clemson's mainstay in the
long jump and triple jump after garnering All-Ameri-
can honors as a freshman and AII-ACC honors last
year.
Lloyd, who earned ACC honors in the triple jump,
is a solid utility type jumper for the Tigers, and is ex-
pected to post high numbers for Ciemson. Matthews
along with freshmen Brit Barrow and Huey will pro-
vide quality and depth for the Tigers.
Ryan Lewis and Ben Hess will lead the Tigers in
the pole vault. Lewis was the outdoor ACC cham-
pion, while Hess is also a top contender in the ACC.
Throws
Senior Andy Giesler leads the list of throwers for
Ciemson this year as he will compete in the shot put
while Brett Varner returns after a solid freshman cam-
paign in the hammer event.
Redshirts David Schenek and Matt Lombardi will
add depth in the discus and shot put respectively as
will freshman Colton Hodge, the brother of Marcus
Hodge. Schenek earned All-American honors at the
USA Junior National meet in the hammer throw. Both
Schenek and Colton Hodge were invited as top
throwers in the country to the USA Olympic Throws
Clinic in San Diego, CA.
Multi-events
Giesler will be the top decathlete for the Tigers
after winning the ACC outdoor decathlon, having a
personal best of 7,348 points, and garnering AII-ACC
honors last year, "'Andy had a good year last year
having competed at the NCAA Championships and
we are looking forward to watching him build on that
success," Pollock said, Davis and fellow freshman
Chris Sandbach and redshirt freshman Rick Hill will






Ever since I first met Levon Kirkland when
he was a first-year freshman in 1987, he has
continually done things that have made you
stand up and take notice.
Kirkland came to Clemson without a lengthy
resume of accomplishments from Lamar High
School in Lamar, SC. Because he played at a
school that was in a small classi-
fication, he did not get the atten-
tion in the state that he deserved,
never mind any high school All-
America attention. He was never
named to an all-state team and
was not a Shrine Bowl selection.
That all changed when he got
to Clemson. After red-shirting his
freshman year, he became an
instant starter. He went from vir-
tual obscurity to ranking fifth on
the Clemson team in tackles in
1988, a team that finished 10-2 Levon
with a victory over Oklahoma in the Citrus Bowl.
I still remember the performance he had at
Maryland that year. In a game Clemson
needed to win the ACC Championship,
Kirkland had 13 tackles, three tackles for loss
and had a 22-yard interception return, leading
Clemson to victory.
In 1989 everyone continued to take notice
of Kirkland's performances. He finished his
sophomore season as a first-team AII-ACC
performer, highlighted by his MVP performance
in the Gator Bowl victory over West Virginia.
He harassed All-America quarterback Major
Harris all evening. That Gator Bowl perfor-
mance made the country stand up and take
notice of Kirkland.
In 1990, Captain Kirk was named one of
five finalists for the Butkus Award, the honor
presented to the top linebacker in the nation.
He was named an Ail-American, a big reason
Clemson finished 10-2 behind a defense that
ranked number-one in the nation, the first Ti-
ger team in history to do that. His senior year,
1991, he was named a semifinalist for the
Lombardi Award and again was first-team AII-
ACC and an Ail-American. Kirkland played 48
straight games for Clemson, a linebacker
record 43 as a starter.
But, just like he had to do when he came to
Clemson, he still had to prove himself at the
next level. There were questions about where
he could play on defense in the NFL because
many thought he was an in-between size.
The Pittsburgh Steelers made Kirkland a
second-round pick in the 1992 draft. Eight
years later everyone assumes he must have
been a first-round pick, just as they assume
he must have been a high school Ail-Ameri-
can when he entered Clemson.
He became a starter with the Steelers in
1993 and has started all but four games in the
last seven years. He has had at least 1 00 tack-
les in six of those seven years, leading the
team in tackles three of the last four years.
His performance against Dallas in Super
Bowl XXX made the pro football community
stand up and take notice of his play. He had
1 6 tackles and personally was responsible for
Emmitt Smith gaining only 49 yards in 18 car-
ries. Had it not been for some mistakes by Pitts-
burgh quarterback Neil O'Donnell (who
Kirkland had tormented as a freshman for
Clemson against Maryland in that 1988 game
I referred to earlier) Kirkland
might have been MVP of that
Super Bowl.
In 1997 and 1998 he was
chosen to the Pro Bowl and
made All-Pro. The Steeler orga-
nization has certainly noticed his
performance, as Kirkland is now
the highest paid linebacker in the
NFL,
Ironically, one of the reasons
Levon Kirkland is one of my fa-
vohte players since I have been
at Clemson (22 years), is his
down to earth nature. He doesn't try to do
things that make him noticed by the public, the
media or his teammates.
A look to his childhood reveals the reason
for his level headed nature. He is the product
of a two-parent home, the seventh of eight chil-
dren. It is a close family, one Kirkland still stays
with much of the off-season. Yes, the highest
paid linebacker in the NFL still sleeps in the
bed he grew up in, a fact a 1998 Sports Illus-
trated ar\\c\e made in one of the most adoring
profiles in the history of the magazine.
When Kirkland was at Clemson, he was an
interview machine. Not because he craved the
Kirkland
limelight, he was the opposite of a Deion Sand-
ers, who played at Flonda State in that era.
He did the interviews because he knew it was
part of his responsibility as a team leader.
When Clemson played in a bowl game, our
office could always depend on Kirkland for live
interviews. All the local stations come to the
bowl site for special live interviews on their
news programs. We scheduled Levon for "Live
Shots" every night, not only because he was a
good interview, but also because we could
depend on him. Even on New Year's Eve if we
asked him to be in the lobby at 6:21pm, he
would be there.
Today, between the first and second quar-
ters, Kirkland will again do something that will
make us stand up and take notice. He is pre-
senting the "Call Me Mister" Program with a
significant contribution. "Call Me Mister" is a
program coordinated by former Clemson Ail-
American and National Championship team
captain Jeff Davis that recruits African-Ameri-
can men to study to become secondary edu-
cation teachers.
The program funds scholarships for these
men at Clemson and other historically black
colleges in the state. More than 50 of the young
men who benefit from the program are sched-
uled to be in attendance today and will stand
up to recognize Kirkland's contribution during
the presentation.
Standing up and recognizing Levon
Kirkland for his contributions to Clemson and
the way he represents this University on a daily
basis might be an appropriate response for ev-
eryone in attendance.
Levon Kirkland enhanced Clemson's linebacker reputation in the 1990s, a
reputation that was founded by Jeff Davis from 1978-81. Now they are
combining to make a major impact on the "Call Me Mister Program."
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Fall is an excellent time to make your dreams a reality.
The perfect home can be realized with one visit to the
Nation's Largest floor covering store and the South's most
respected home furnishings center.. .all in one place!
our newly remodeled full s^ale Soufhern I """9 showho
• Carpeting
• Exquisite Area Rugs
• Durable Laminates
• Wood Flooring




















IN THE CARPETS OF
DALTON COMPLEX
When Precision Weaving, inc., a division of
the iVIarmon Group of Chicago decided to build a
new 80,000 sq. ft. manufacturing plant in South
Carolina, they chose Yeargin Construction, Inc. to
manage their design and construction.
Yeargin's design/build experience, client-focused
win-win attitude, and cost effective approach to the job
were deciding factors.
The fast-track partnering effort between all the team
members resulted in a first-class facility for Precision
Weaving, Inc., built on schedule and within budget





121 Edinburgh Court, Greenville, SC 29607 • (864) 232-1491 www.YearginConstruction.com
